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Summary
Summary
Data validation describes the process of checking the internal consistency, correctness and quality 
of a data-set. The role of data validation in the broader context of data quality/data cleansing is 
described. In particular problems related to syntactical and semantic errors are defined, and the 
concept of a validation model is introduced. The role of machine learning in the building of 
validation models is described and a range of machine learning techniques is surveyed.
A novel machine learning strategy that combines genetic algorithms and association rules to 
generate data validation models is proposed. An algorithm is developed to discover validation 
rules from numeric data sets and is implemented as a Java toolset called eaVal. A  series of 
experiments using eaVal for data validation are carried out and it is shown that it can successfully 
discover validation rules which identify records within a dataset which have a high probability of 
containing errors.
A method of post-processing the results from eaVal is proposed. This utilises Bayesian Networks, 
which are derived directly from the validation rules discovered by eaVal, to identify which fields 
within an invalid record set have the highest probability of being invalid. Experimental evidence 
of the efficay of the technique is shown. The post-processing phase is shown to be a major step 
towards semantic data validation.
A case study is also described that uses the tools and techniques described in this work to perform 
a data validation exercise on a clinical dataset. The case study indicates that the methods 
developed can provide useful information to a data analyst when validating numerical datasets. 
Furthermore it is also shown that the discovery of validation rules is a useful mechanism for 
identifying records which are interesting or unusual.
Finally current limitations and future directions of this work are also discussed.
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Bayesian Networks
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Chapter 1
Chapter 1
1 Introduction
1.1 What Is Data Validation?
Volumes of data, both in the corporate and scientific worlds, continue to rise at an exponential 
rate. For example analysts at business research organisation META Group estimate that storage 
volumes are currently rising by more than 100% per year. Furthermore, the historically low cost 
of data storage hardware and the maturing of new technologies, such as storage area networks, 
can only serve to encourage the continued accumulation of huge volumes of data. However, this 
vast increase in data volumes brings with it numerous technical challenges as organisations 
attempt to turn raw data into accurate, timely and useful information.
Data mining, (sometimes also known as knowledge discovery from databases), is the science of 
extracting useful information from large databases, and draws on statistics, pattern recognition, 
machine learning, artificial intelligence, database theory and other areas. However, the success of 
data mining depends to a large extent on the underlying quality of the data which it is mining. 
According to [HanOl] ''The effectiveness o f  a data mining exercise depends critically on the 
quality o f  the data. ’ [My emphasis]. It is estimated that current data quality problems cost US 
businesses more than $600 billion a year [DWI02].
The task of pre-processing data -  that is verifying the quality of data, removing suspect values 
and otherwise transforming raw data into a form and of a quality that attains some level of 
acceptability -  is a key first step in any data mining exercise. It is believed that as much as 50 -  
70% of data analysis project effort is spent on this data cleansing stage, [Liu99], However this 
important, time-consuming and essential task is not often discussed in the literature, [Liu96].
This thesis looks at the issue of data validation from a machine learning perspective. It aims to 
apply machine learning methods to the problems of validating numeric data sets in order to
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identify invalid items to human data analysts. Furthermore it aims to identify these invalid items 
using reasoning that can be explicitly expressed in the form of easily understood rules.
1.2 Structure of Thesis
This thesis begins by discussing a number of issues associated with data quality and shows how 
data validation relates to the generic task of data cleansing. It places validation in the broader 
context of intelligent data analysis and provides more formal definitions of data validation. This is 
followed, in chapter three, by a survey of a number of machine learning techniques, with a 
particular emphasis on how this range of techniques might be applied to data validation. At the 
end of the survey three techniques are identified as the basis of the work described in the rest o f 
this thesis: genetic algorithms, association rules and Bayesian Networks.
Chapter four describes an approach to building a data validation model using a novel algorithm 
that uses a form of genetic algorithm to discover validation rules which are based on association 
rules. Both the genetic algorithm and the association rules are novel and have been developed 
specifically for this project. It is shown that these rules can be used to identify records within a 
data set which are judged to contain invalid data values. Furthermore a method of identifying 
individual fields which contain invalid data items from the invalid records is also proposed. This 
post-processing of the results of the first stage utilises a Bayesian Network which is derived from 
the validation rules. In addition to describing the algorithms this chapter also includes details of 
the development of a set of tools which implement them.
Chapter five describes a further set of experiments which look more specifically at the 
performance and scalability of the tools that implement the algorithms developed for data 
validation. The emphasis in this chapter is on performance of the tools as the size of the data set 
being validated increases in different dimensions (increasing rows and columns).
Chapter six contains a series of experiments which apply the algorithms to a standard statistical 
data set. These experiments test the algorithm and provide evidence of the predictive power of the 
adopted in this project. In addition to describing the experiments and the results, this chapter also 
discusses some of the limitations and issues that arise.
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In chapter seven a real-world case study is presented. In this case study a clinical data set from a 
diabetes clinic is validated using the tools described in previous chapters. Both stages of 
validation are applied to the data, and the results presented and discussed in some detail. 
Furthermore a domain expert provides external validation of the results. The implications of these 
results and how they may be applied in a clinical scenario is also discussed.
The final chapter in this thesis discusses the results produced in the experimental work and places 
this in the broader context of the issues first raised in the second chapter. Current limitations of 
the work are discussed and a number of issues raised for further, future study. The successes of 
the approach outlined are also placed in the context of the data validation problem and a positive 
conclusion drawn.
1.3 Novel Work Undertaken
This work described in this thesis contains a number of novel features. Firstly the discussion of 
data validation presents a number of new formulations, including the definition of a validation 
model and also in the important distinction between syntactic and semantic data validation. It 
clarifies the difference between data validation and other aspects of data cleansing, and places 
validation firmly within the context of a data quality life-cycle.
This work also includes a novel genetic algorithm that is able to discover populations of data 
validation rules directly from data. These rules are encoded as new form of association rule. This 
novel algorithm, which we named eaVal, utilises a unique encoding scheme for representing 
validation rules. Furthermore a fitness function has been developed for this algorithm such that it 
is able to discover populations of rules which exhibit high degrees of predictive accuracy and a 
high level o f population diversity.
A Java implementation of this algorithm is developed and a range of experiments carried out to 
examine the utility of the algorithm with different data sets, and also to explore the effect that 
different parameters have on performance.
Additionally, this work uses the populations of rules discovered from data sets by eaVal to derive 
Bayesian Networks which are used to engage in semantic data validation. The structure of these
3
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networks is derived directly from the population of rules. This is both a novel method for deriving 
Bayesian Network structures and a unique application of Bayesian Networks to the problem of 
data validation.
Finally, the two stage data validation process that is described in this thesis is applied to a real- 
world dataset. The new tools and methods described in this work are used to validate a clinical 
dataset, and the outputs of this validation process are in turn verified by a domain expert.
4
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2 Introduction To Data Validation
2.1 Introduction
This chapter defines more fully what we mean by the term ‘data validation’, and where data 
validation fits into the broader topic of data analysis.
2.2 Data Cleansing
Data analysis, exploration and model building depends, to a large extent, on having reliable, 
consistent and validated data [HanOl], [Das99], [RamOl], Data cleansing, (which we informally 
define as the process of identifying and removing data that falls below some domain-specific 
quality level), is an essential first step for many data analyses. The success or failure of this 
process has a major impact on the quality of these analyses and the types of models that are 
derived from the resulting ‘clean’ data. Where data is derived from multiple sources, for example 
database extracts, spreadsheets, log files and so on, the process of validating data assumes an even 
greater significance [RahOO],[RamOl], In such circumstances data are stripped of context, 
combined with other data and may then be analysed by personnel who do not have the domain 
knowledge associated with the original data sources.
It is this data cleansing process that data validation seeks to address by providing more formal 
definitions of data validity and by developing tools to aid the analyst in identifying those items 
which need to be ‘cleansed’.
2.3 What Is Validation?
We define data validation as the process of checking the internal consistency, correctness and 
quality of a data-set. Validation includes checking that each variable is of the correct type, has the 
correct units, has been collected for the appropriate time period, is within a permitted range and so 
on. Furthermore it is a process of checking that logical, quantitative and functional relationships
5 .
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between variables are not violated. To this end, validation is an iterative two-stage process of 
identification of problematic data elements and their correction or removal from a data-set.
It should be noted that data validation does not necessarily entail the identification and removal of 
statistical outliers. In many real-world scenarios such extreme values may be valid, and 
furthermore may provide more information than values within the normal range [Liu02], [Bra96]. 
The identification of statistical outliers is more properly seen as part of the process of data 
exploration which occurs after the validation process. However, it should also be clear that in 
some cases outliers do indeed represent invalid data items, but that a judgement as to which class 
an item belongs to is not possible without a clear understanding of what validity means in the 
context of the data set.
i
Neither does validation address the data quality issues that arise from database merge operations. 
In this type of scenario multiple databases may hold duplicate records about the same entities but 
these records differ in certain respects. Identification of duplicate records is, therefore, a key data 
quality issue. Often known as the MergeTurge problem, this data cleansing task is an active area 
of research [Her98], [Lee99], [MonOO], but is outside the scope of the validation problem as 
defined in this paper. Note, however, that properly validated data may ease some aspects of the 
Merge/Purge problem, particularly where invalid fields within records disrupt the identification of 
duplicates.
Other classes of data quality problem associated particularly with relational data but which are 
outside the scope of this work include schema conflicts [RahOO], [Her98] and uniqueness 
violation [RahOO].
2.4 Classes of Validation Error
Given the huge growth of available data in different domains, and the range of sources of such 
data, it is possible to broadly classify errors into two categories.
In the first case there is a class o ï syntactic errors which apply to individual data items. Syntactic 
errors include:
6
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• data type errors -  integer values instead of floating-point, text data instead o f numeric etc
• range errors -  percentages greater than 100, more than 168 hours in a week etc
• format errors -  incorrect date format, non-standard coding of telephone numbers etc
• inconsistent representation -  the literal ‘Street’ being represented as St, Str, Street etc
• data granularity -  multiple fields entered as a single element, for example address being 
entered as a single text field rather than as a sequence of distinct elements (house number, 
street, city, state)
Analysis of such errors is usually a simple process of checking that each item conforms to the 
desired type and range of values. While syntactic errors may be present in large numbers within a 
data-set, they still only apply to individual items within that set. [Gre02] details a number of such 
errors. Issues of data granularity, also known as ‘embedded data’ problems, are addressed in more 
detail in [BorOO] and [RahOO],
The second class, semantic errors, are the main focus of this thesis. Semantic errors -  errors in the 
meaning of variables -  are more difficult to identify and correct in numeric data. Each variable in 
a data-set is constrained by a measurement rule which specifies the relationship between the 
content (or values) of a variable and the real-world characteristic or object that the variable 
represents. It is often the case that a variable label is used to explicitly encode the measurement 
rule. For example a variable may be labelled ‘Dow Jones Index’, and its values may be a time 
series representing the daily closing price.
A semantic analysis is really asking ‘does this variable really represent what it says it does?’ More 
formally, semantic analysis tests whether the measurement rule has been adhered to, i.e., has the 
content of the variable being measured (or collected) in accordance with the measurement rule?
Examples of semantic errors include:
• Incorrect units of meas urement -  temperature recorded as Fahrenheit not Celsius
• Incorrect time period -  annual cost instead of monthly
• Scoping errors -  includes values which should have been excluded
• Double-counting -  variables contain data already included in other variables
7
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• Incorrect scaling -  costs collected in thousands not units
Where syntax checking can be thought of as being an ‘atomic’ process -  syntax rules are applied 
to individual variables in isolation -  semantic checking is rarely so straightforward. A single value 
in a variable is not usually sufficient to tell us whether the measurement rule has been adhered to 
— we need to address whether the variable "makes sense” within its context. Indeed, if  it is 
possible to recognise a semantic error simply by looking at a single value in isolation, it is also 
possible to code a rule to check for the error — in other words to code it as a syntax rule.
Although this distinction between syntactic and semantic errors is a key one in the context of data 
validation it does not appear to have been explicitly articulated in the data quality literature.
2.5 Sources of Error
The causes of invalidity are many and varied, and are often related to sources of data 
[Das99],[Rah00]. Typical causes of error include:
• Transcription errors for manually entered data, including survey data
• Instrumentation errors, including errors in transforming raw data from log files, 
measurement software and so on
• Errors in data collation -  errors in collating data from diverse sources, such as log files, 
database extracts, manually transcribed data etc
• Ambiguity in the data specification
• Transformation errors in moving data from one system or database to another
2.6 Phases of Data Validation
Data ‘cleansing’ or pre-processing is recognised as an essential first stage of any data analysis or 
exploration [Bra96], The aims of this pre-processing are to identify, and possibly correct, any 
values which are clearly erroneous, to identify missing data values and to exclude data-sets which 
are deemed unsuitable for further analysis, exploration or model building [Fay96]. One aspect of 
this pre-processing stage is to ensure that data values pass any available syntactical rules, as
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described previously. While pre-processing may also include the identification and removal of 
statistical outliers, this is a qualitatively different task, requiring different criteria and levels o f 
domain knowledge to be applied. Syntactical analysis, being based on sets of proscriptive rules, 
lends itself more easily to automation or execution by analysts without domain knowledge.
While pre-processing itself may be conceptually simple, given large data-sets it is still a task that 
is worthy of consideration by any intelligent data analysis system. The pre-processing stage may 
yield valuable insights into the nature of the data under analysis. At the very least it may lead to 
improved syntax rules, more rigorous type checking and a greater emphasis on data quality at the 
data collection phase. At best pre-processing may also yield information about patterns within 
data, dependencies between variables and an understanding of which variables within data-sets 
have a high probability of being problematic.
Once data has been pre-processed, (and errors corrected or data-sets excluded), then further stages 
of analysis can take place. At this stage of analysis the emphasis moves to the identification and 
correction of semantic rather than syntactic errors. Such semantic analyses are more difficult to 
perform than the relatively simple process of syntax checking.
Semantic errors require domain knowledge, an understanding of the relationships implicit 
between groups of variables and a higher level of reasoning about data. Different techniques may 
be brought to bear on such errors, and it is also likely that different techniques may be particularly 
effective for different classes of semantic error. Where pre-processing can be viewed as a single 
task, the intelligent analysis and validation of the data is a more complex and iterative task, with 
tools and techniques being brought to bear on the problem in a number of stages. At each stage 
new validation errors can be identified and corrected, (or data-sets excluded from further analysis 
due to quality issues), and thus the data can be successively refined until such a time as there is a 
sufficient level of confidence in its overall validity and fitness for purpose.
We may define a data quality life-cycle:
• raw data collection -  surveys, automatic measurement, database extracts
• data collation -  drawing together data from diverse sources to create a data-set
• pre-processing -  identifying and correcting syntax errors
9
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• intelligent data analysis and validation -  iteratively validating data
The eventual output of this process is a validated data-set or sets -  i.e. data that has been validated 
with a high degree of confidence and is ‘fit for use’.
2.7 Data Validation and Model Building
So far the discussion has centred on data-sets in the abstract. However data validation is not an 
abstract problem of purely theoretical interest. The data-sets that we wish to validate represent the 
raw material from which empirical, analytical and/or descriptive models can be built. A central 
motive for validating data-sets is that poor quality, error-laden and invalid data-sets result in poor 
quality, error-laden or invalid models [HanOl],
In this context a model is a mathematical representation of characteristics of real world objects or 
events. A model is defined by variables and their mathematical relationships. However it is 
possible either to derive a model directly from data, in which case the relationships must be 
discovered, or to begin with a hypothesis, whereupon the data can be used to support or refute it. 
It is also possible, of course, to combine these approaches, and to refine an initial 
model/hypothesis based on available data.
Models can range from simple profit/loss spreadsheets to multi-dimensional Online Analytical 
Processing (OLAP) cubes to models of protein-folding or predictions of the population dynamics 
of a complex eco-system. In some cases a model, once it has been derived and tested, is used with 
new data to provide useful information for descriptive, predictive or other analytical purposes. In 
these cases the model is evaluated using the data-sets, and it is the results of these evaluations 
which provide useful information. In other cases the model is itself refined and revised based on 
different data-sets, and it is the evolution of the model which is the primary focus of interest.
Empirical models, which include those used in financial, accounting and process-related 
applications, represent particular challenges with regards to data validation. Such models may 
contain many hundreds of variables, some of which may be of different dimensions. Because the 
construction of such models is often not guided by explicitly theoretical considerations, such 
models may suffer from poor design and unclear construction, thus further complicating the
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validation task. These models may be viewed as ‘applicable models’ in the modelling spectrum 
proposed by Goldberg [Gol02],
2.8 Validation Models
Assuming that we have successfully pre-processed our data-sets, and either corrected or removed 
the values which caused syntax errors or have excluded poor quality data-sets completely, how 
can we begin to look for the kind of semantic errors described previously?
A simple approach would be to look at the range of values of a variable across data-sets. Standard 
statistical techniques can quickly identify extreme values. However as has been pointed out 
previously, an extreme value does not necessarily mean that a value is invalid. Outliers may be 
perfectly valid, and in fact may point to new features of the domain of interest. Analysing a single 
variable across a fully populated data-set provides little in the way of contextualisation. With 
sparsely populated data-sets statistical measures of variance provide even less information.
A more fruitful approach is to look at the relationships between variables within each data-set. 
Variables within a data-set may be related in a variety of different ways, only some of which may 
be explicit in the measurement rules which define each item, other relationships maybe implicit.
For example, common forms of relationship to be found in economic data include:
• Simple magnitude (e.g. x  > y)
• Subset (w + .x" + y < z)
• Conditional (x > 0 <-> y > 0 )
• Functional ( x.y = z)
• Cumulative ( vr < x < y < z )
• Causal (x —>y)
It is, therefore, a key data validation task to discover these relationships between variables. Data 
values which violate expressions of the type previously listed should, therefore, be regarded as 
candidate invalid data items.
11
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The set of inter-variable relationships, explicitly defined or otherwise, can be viewed as providing 
a validation model. This model is distinct to the model which is to be developed from  the 
validated data. A validation model is designed expressly to test the internal consistency of the 
values within a data-set.
In contrast, the model that is derived from validated data, or which takes validated data as an 
input, is termed the functional model.
A simple example can serve to illustrate the distinction between a functional model and the 
validation model. Assume we have an accounting model to report the monthly cost of overheads 
for a small software company. Data is collected from accounting and timesheet packages and 
transformed into the following variables:
D  = Developer costs, thousands of Euros per month
/ =  Infrastructure (hardware, software, office space etc), thousands of Euros per month 
7 =  Total costs, thousands of Euros per month
These variables are used in the model to derive:
O = Overhead costs, thousands of Euros per month
1
The functional model is simply:
O -  T - ( D  + 1)
However, implicit in this simple model are the assumption that all variables represent the same 
time period and have the same units. It is also assumed that the variables D and I  do not include 
any of the costs of overheads, and also that they are subsets of the total cost T. A  validation model 
for these variables should include the equation:
(D + 0 < T
12
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Data which violate the above relationship can be considered invalid; they do not conform to the 
assumptions which have been encoded in the measurement rules for the variables, and they render 
the results of the functional model meaningless.
Note that formulating a validation rule as a logical predicate yielding a Boolean True or False 
value means that it may be utilised as a simple test when evaluated with real data. Validation rules 
are defined as ‘firing’ when they evaluate to False with a particular set of values. Data which 
cause a rule to fire can therefore be identified as potentially invalid.
Although the above example is relatively trivial, it illustrates the distinction between the 
functional model and the validation model. Using the validation model we can ensure that the data 
against which the functional model is evaluated is correct. This example also serves to illustrate 
the fact that even simple models have validation rules defined implicitly. It is a central task o f  the 
data validation process to make these implicit rules explicit.
Therefore, we can define a validation model as being the set of:
• explicitly defined validation rules derived from external domain knowledge
• knowledge based on the measurement rules defining the data
• rules discovered from the data.
2.9 Classes of Variable
Complex models containing many variables present particularly difficult validation problems. The 
hypothesis space of potential validation relationships between N variables is 2N, which becomes 
computationally intractable for large values of N. In such cases some form of prioritisation 
becomes a valid strategy for reducing the size of the validation task. The simplest form of 
prioritisation is to partition the set of variables into two groups -  those that are to be validated and 
those which are to remain unvalidated. This reduces the size of the hypothesis space and hence 
improves the computational tractability of the validation task.
Dividing variables into such groups necessarily entails some reference to the domain being 
modelled. One way to make the decision is to compute a utility function to measure the
13
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importance of each variable to the model. It is intuitively obvious that in many large models some 
variables are more essential than others in that they underpin much of the analysis that the model 
provides. For example, in a polynomial model of the form:
the higher order coefficients a, (3 and so on clearly have a higher utility when X  > 1 than the 
lower order variables; if the value of a  is incorrect the effect on Y is far greater than if the value of 
<y is invalid. Methods for obtaining polynomial coefficients are discussed in [Bur85] and [StrOl].
In large financial models featuring many hundreds of equations, an alternative method of 
assigning a utility value to a variable is to simply rank the variables by the number of times they 
are used in equations. Where such models are hierarchic (in OLAP applications, for example), and 
variables are used to compute intermediate values which are used in other equations, then indirect 
references must be resolved to the lowest level in order to provide a true measure of how often 
each variable is used.
If we view such a model as a network, with variables as nodes and the mathematical relationships' 
-  encoded as equations -  represented as vertices, we can compute a utility function simply by 
recording the connectedness of each node. Nodes with high connectivity provide greater value to 
the analyses the functional models are used to provide. A consequence is that nodes with a rich 
web of connections will generally yield a correspondingly high set of validation rules. A corollary 
is that nodes with fewer connections, or indeed unconnected nodes, will have few validation rules 
and may therefore be more difficult to validate.
Based on the author’s experience of building large empirical models in the finance and IT 
industries, it is clear that very often the variables which have the highest degree of connectedness 
are often those which are most ‘innocuous’ -  conversion factors, currency exchange rates and so 
on. In these types of empirical model, we may define variables as being ‘structural’ or ‘non- 
structural’. Structural variables are those which bind a model together; without them the analyses 
which the model is designed to provide cannot realistically take place. Non-structural variables 
are those components of a model which, if they are incorrect, do not cause the entire analysis to 
fail.
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In addition to such objective measures of utility, one must also be aware that there is often an 
informational aspect that may not coincide with this utility. Currency conversion factors, interest 
rate figures and so on may be essential for the correct working of a functional model within the 
finance domain, for example. However other variables which are not structural will often provide 
a greater degree of information -  a variable containing a measurement of defective products may 
provide greater informational value than a variable containing a capital depreciation rate. Such 
judgements as to informational value are to a great degree subjective, and opinions may differ 
amongst different users of the functional model.
However, it may be possible that such judgements are included in the utility function in order to 
improve the prioritisation task.
2.10 Hard Constraints, Soft Constraints
There are few domains where knowledge is forever fixed and not subject to change. In the case of 
empirical models of the type discussed previously, knowledge is always contingent on the domain 
being modelled, and model or theory revision is a continuous process. This means of course that 
corresponding validation models must also be subject to revision.
In such a situation we can define two classes of validation rule based on the type of relationship 
being modelled.
Hard constraints are defined as those validation rules which are based on some fundamental 
physical or logical relationship which cannot by definition be violated. For example if we have 
two variables that relate current through and voltage across a resistive component, (Ohm’s Law), 
then it follows that if we have a non-zero value for the current we should also have a non-zero 
value for the voltage. If this relationship is violated we are either dealing with a super-conducting 
component or there is an error in the data.
Not all hard constraints are of this form, however. The measurement rules which define variables 
may also define hard constraints. For example if a measurement rule defines two variables such
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that one is a subset of the other, then we would not expect this validation rule to change during the 
lifetime of the measurement rule.
In contrast soft constraints do not model such real-world relationships, although we still expect 
that the vast majority of data-sets not to violate the validation rule. For example we could have a 
model which relates number of words written per minute and number of authors. Normally we 
would not expect to see words > 0 and author = 0, but it could be that in the future AI advances 
to such an extent that computers are able to automatically generate the text we are interested in, 
therefore violating our validation rule. If the number of data-sets which cause this rule to fire is 
sufficiently high then it would make sense to incorporate this newly discovered knowledge of the 
world into the validation model, as well as the underlying functional model.
More generally we can say that soft constraints encode heuristics for a specific context (e.g. a 
particular domain), and that changes in this context create an increasing disjunction with these 
heuristics.
In consequence we can be assured that any time a hard constraint validation rule fires we are 
dealing with invalid data. In the case of soft constraints, a rule which fires can be said to have a 
small probability of firing in error. Where the number of such false positives is above some 
threshold it would be wise to look again at the model to see if it is in need of revision.
More formally, we define hard constraints as those validation rules which have a probability of 
being revised that is zero for the lifetime of the model. Soft constraints have a greater than zero 
chance of being subject to revision. -
The ability to handle such uncertainty, and to reason probabilistically is, therefore, an important 
consideration for any technology used to aid or partially automate the data validation task. Also 
important is some means of engaging in belief revision to track changes in context for soft 
constraints.
These issues are discussed further in the next chapter.
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2.11 Data Correction
One important aim of data validation is to correct data that is discovered to be invalid. The simple 
option is to exclude from further analysis all data-sets which are flagged as being of low quality or 
populated with suspect values. However, in many situations this approach severely limits the data 
that is available for further analysis, and in some cases there simply is no other data and therefore 
exclusion is not feasible.
The starting point for data correction is the identification, with a high degree of confidence, that a 
value in a data-set is in some way invalid. Where a data-set includes hundreds of variables, with 
complex webs of inter-relationships between them, homing in on individual items may be an 
extremely difficult task. Even when it is possible to identify a validation rule that has fired, the 
problem remains of finding which particular variable (or variables) is in error. Even with a trivial 
example, such as where the relationship % + y  < z  evaluates to false, additional analysis is required 
before it is possible to say which of the three variables is the root cause of the problem.
Having identified values which are in error, these may be replaced with:
• corrected data
• statistically determined representative values (imputation)
• nulls or other markers of missing data.
Once data-sets have been corrected they can be iterated through the validation process again to 
determine how clean the remaining data is. It is certainly possible that correcting values so that 
they do not fail one set of validation rules may cause other rules to fire.
2.12 Existing Heuristics for Data Validation
The area of data validation has received relatively little attention from the machine learning and 
data warehousing communities despite anecdotal evidence that it consumes considerable 
resources in many data analytical and modelling situations [MalOO], [RahOO].
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Data analysts and other practitioners use a variety of ad hoc techniques to tackle the problem. 
Common techniques include:
• Syntactical checking of raw data -  as previously described, this is a common first step, 
often included as part of a more general pre-processing of data
• Pattern matching -  comparing new data-sets with a population of pre-existing data-sets, 
which may or may not be fully validated themselves
• Variance-based or statistical methods -  searching for statistical outliers or anomalous 
values, though the assumption that such values are invalid risks missing essential 
information
• Trend analysis -  analysis of trends, particularly with temporal data
• Contextualisation -  bringing domain expertise to bear on the problem, though this 
strategy depends on the availability of such expertise, which may be missing in the 
analyst or add significantly to the cost of validation
• Concentration on the most ‘important’ variables of a model -  use domain knowledge to 
limit the scope of the validation problem
• Comparison of functional model evaluation results with expected results using pre­
defined (artificial) test data
Although this list is by no means exhaustive, it provides important pointers to the types of 
strategies that could be explored in a machine learning context. These existing manually intensive 
procedures are suggestive of how the problem can be partitioned into the different phases defined 
previously, and how different techniques may apply at each phase.
2.13 Intelligent Data Analysis Tools
Data quality issues, including validation, are a major component of many data analysis and 
exploration projects. As we have previously mentioned, some estimates suggest that 50-70% of 
the effort expended on such projects is directly related to data quality [Liu99]. Yet there are few 
automated tools to assist the analyst in such tasks. In many respects these tasks are monotonous 
and time-consuming and detract from the more interesting aspects of analysis, such as 
exploration, knowledge discovery and model-building.
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As this is largely a manual process, validation quality may suffer for a number of reasons, 
including:
• Analyst fatigue or boredom
• Lack of a coherent and methodical process resulting in a hit and miss approach
• Lack of domain knowledge may mean validation rules implicit in data remain
undiscovered
• Existing rules may not be subject to theory revision based on experience with different 
data-sets
• Lack of technique for dealing with uncertainty
• Lack of technique for correcting invalid values
There are several direct consequences of these quality problems. Firstly, and most obviously, 
invalid data may not be fully corrected, which may result in problems during the functional 
model-building and evaluation process. Secondly, complete data-sets may be excluded from the 
analysis because of validation problems, whereas the data may be correctable. Finally, poor 
quality data validation may mean that the task has to be re-visited at a later stage in a project, 
thereby reducing the available time for the more interesting tasks of analysis.
Automated tools to assist the analyst would serve to remove some of the drudgery involved in 
data validation. Such tools would serve to improve the quality of the validation process, leading 
both to a general improvement in the quality of data-sets and also increasing the available analyst 
time for the more creati ve, and interesting, data analysis tasks.
2.14 High Level Requirements
Given the diversity of data validation and model building scenarios, it is still possible to list some 
of the high-level requirements that the data analyst would expect from an intelligent validation 
system. A principal aim of such systems is to provide a set o f ‘intelligent assistants’ to aid the 
data analyst in the task of validation and data exploration. It is important to bear in mind that data 
validation is not an end in itself, the aim is to remove a major obstacle in the path of building and 
running models.
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With that proviso, we can list some of the most desirable features that such intelligent systems 
could provide:
• The generation of easily understood action items and recommendations to an analyst. A 
system that automatically corrects data that it perceives to be invalid may not be 
acceptable. Any corrections to data must be documented, and the reasoning must be of a 
nature that can be easily understood by an analyst or domain expert. ^  more acceptable 
approach, therefore, would be fo r  the system or tool to make recommendations that the 
analyst or domain expert can decide to implement or not.
• An ability to attack the problem with a range of techniques that reflect the requirements 
imposed by the different phases of the validation and model building life-cycles. It is 
unlikely that a single technique can apply to every type of validation problem. While 
individual tools and techniques might be very good at one specific class of problem, an 
intelligent system should have an array of such techniques that can be applied iteratively 
to move data through the validation life-cycle.
• An ability to incorporate some form of theory or belief revision. In some cases values 
which appear invalid may actually be correct and as such represent new knowledge which 
may later require integration into the validation system. While techniques which do not 
lend themselves to theory revision may be useful, having to manually update a system in 
the light of new knowledge may not be a viable solution where domain expertise is 
limited. Therefore some form of learning is extremely desirable.
• An ability to provide support for analysts with different levels of expertise. Any system 
that is not intelligible to a non-expert user may be of little practical use in industrial and 
commercial environments. Systems which require expertise in the fields of machine 
learning, statistical inference or data mining theory will be of little value in such 
situations. Systems which are able to deliver value to non-domain expert users -  and in 
many cases the data analyst may have little knowledge of the domain that the data 
represents -  are also clearly desirable.
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While these are desirable features of an intelligent data validation system, it is acknowledged that 
due to inductive bias inherent in different algorithms no single algorithm is expected to be able to 
solve every possible type of validation problem. The ‘no free lunch’ theorem applies, [Ho02], and 
we would expect that specialised validation algorithms -  that is algorithms adapted to particular 
classes of validation problem -  would out-perform general-purpose validation algorithms.
2.15 Summary
Data validation, as has been shown, is an important, complex and multi-faceted element of data 
analysis and model building. Central to data validation is a validation model, which defines a set 
of rules relating the values of different variables. Validation rules are logical expressions which 
are evaluated in order to flag subsets of variables which may contain invalid or incorrect values.
Based on the understanding of the problem domain, and given a set of existing heuristics for 
manually validating data-sets, a high-level set of requirements is proposed for building intelligent 
data validation tools.
With this understanding of the data validation problem it is now possible to begin to explore a 
variety of machine learning tools and techniques which may be applicable.
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Chapter 3
3 Machine Learning And Data Validation
3.1 Introduction
There is a paucity of literature on machine learning and data validation. This was noted some 
time ago in [Liu96], with little change in the situation to date [MalOO]. Therefore what follows is 
not a ‘standard’ literature review but a survey of a set of candidate machine learning techniques 
that might be applied to various aspects of the data validation problem. Where there is work that 
is directly relevant to data validation it is referenced in the following sections.
Based on the understanding of data validation as defined in the previous chapter, it is now 
possible to begin to evaluate a variety of machine learning and other approaches to the problem. 
Specifically, it is the intention here to identify fruitful areas of further research rather than to 
propose that this or that technique will solve all aspects of data validation.
The candidate machine learning techniques to be explored in this chapter are genetic algorithms 
(GA), genetic programming (GP), neural networks (NN), association rules (AR), Bayesian 
networks (BN) and Inductive Logic Programming (ILP). In addition to general surveys of these 
areas of machine learning, reference will also be made to the relationships between them, and, as 
previously mentioned, work that we consider to be most relevant to the problem at hand will be 
high-lighted.
3.2 Assessment Criteria
In addition to the high-level requirements listed previously, there are a number of criteria which 
are factors in assessing whether a given methodology/approach is likely to be useful in tackling 
aspects of the validation process. Together with the high level requirements these are summarised 
below:
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• Intelligible recommendations -  is the reasoning easily accessible?
• Non-expert users -  can the system or tool be used in a production setting by non­
specialist staff?
• Data requirements -  what are the size and number of data-sets required for the discovery 
of a validation model?
• Computational tractability -  are the computational requirements so high that the system is 
unable to scale to real-world data-sets?
• Theory or belief revision -  can new knowledge be incorporated into the validation model?
• Domain-specific heuristics -  is it possible to make use of existing expertise and domain- 
specific heuristics as part of the automated model generation?
• Handling of uncertainty -  how does the system or tool handle the uncertainty inherent 
when dealing with real world data?
These criteria are used in the sections which follow to identify strengths and weaknesses of the 
different machine learning techniques which are assessed as candidate techniques for addressing 
aspects of the data validation problem.
3.3 Sample Validation Model
Many of the issues relevant to the tasks listed previously may be illustrated using a simple 
validation problem drawn from the IT domain. The following variables relate to data storage 
technology and procedures:
A: GigaBytes (GB) of data storage capacity
B: GB of stored data
C: GB of free space
D: GB backed up per week
£: Number of backups per week
Suppose that, using some basic domain knowledge, we derive a simple set of validation rules:
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R \ : A > B  + C
R3:(3>^v4M)(D>Q;
These rules (explicitly stated in advance rather than discovered from data) encode the following 
rules of thumb, which define the measurement rules which define the data that has been collected:
• R l: Total storage capacity is greater than or equal to the sum of stored data and free disk 
space.
• R2: If data has been backed up then a backup procedure has taken place, and vice versa.
• R3: If data does not exist then it cannot be backed up.
If we assume for a given data-set the following values, A = 10GB, B = 0GB, C = 8 GB, D  = 3GB 
and E =  5, then rules R l and R2 evaluate to logical True. Rule R3, on the other hand evaluates to 
False (‘fires’). What, therefore, can we conclude for this data-set?
Rule R2 has not fired, therefore both components of this expression evaluate to logical true, which 
implies that variables D  and £, (GB backed up and number of backups), are both greater than 
zero.
Rule Rl has not fired, so we can conclude that the sum of free space and data, (B + Q , does not 
exceed the total storage capacity A.
Returning to R3, we know from R2 that the term (D > 0) evaluates to True, therefore the term (B 
> 0) is logically False. We can conclude then, that the value contained in variable B  may be 
invalid. Indeed, with this example we see that the GB of stored data is set to zero, which is 
contradicted by the knowledge that 3 GB of data has been backed up in 5 backup operations.
This simple example illustrates a number of salient points. Firstly the validation rule set must be 
considered as a whole. It is only possible to draw a conclusion about variable B by looking at the
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interdependency between all three rules. Viewing the result of R3 in isolation does not provide 
sufficient information to discriminate between problems with variables B or D.
Secondly we have empirically defined three validation rules from the relationships between five 
variables, and there are a number more which can be defined from this same data. When 
automatically generating such validation rules it is likely that the number of rules will be 
significantly higher than the number of variables. Considering each such rule as a hypothesis, we 
can conclude that we have a large hypothesis space to traverse.
It should also be noted that even the simple rules listed above have a range of different possible 
expressions. In terms of the hypothesis space this means that many hypotheses are equivalent and 
therefore do not provide additional information.
Finally, the results from the validation rules provide the raw material for a further process of 
reasoning, which ultimately leads to a conclusion about the validity, or otherwise, of individual 
data items. Although a distinct reasoning stage -  which we will define as post-processing -  is 
required to reach a set of conclusions, this approach has the virtue of being based on rules which 
are easily intelligible.
3.4 Belief Revision
Applying the same validation rules to the following data-set illustrates another aspect of the 
validation problem: A — 5GB, B — 0GB, C = 5GB, D = 0GB and £  = 0.
With this data-set we find that the first rule does not fire, but that rules R2 and R3 both fire. What 
does this mean? The data corresponds to a situation where a new set of storage devices have been 
deployed. The disk capacity, A, is equal to the free space, C, and the GB of stored data, B, is 
equal to zero. Rule Rl is therefore entirely consistent. On the other hand, R2 fires because both 
GB backed up, D, and number of backups, E, are both zero. R3 fires for the same kind of reason, 
both of its variables are set to zero.
Clearly we have a situation where the data-set is perfectly valid, (although it represents a 
relatively rare occurrence). An analyst with some domain experience is able to identify both the
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internal consistency of this data-set and the need to refine the validation rules very quickly. For 
example we can re-define R2 and R3 as follows:
R2: ((D > 0  ÆVD (2 > (%) CM
R3: ((B > 0) AND (D > 0)) OR ((B=0) AND (D=0))
(Note the different formulations for R2 and R3, both encoding the same type of rule but showing 
the wide range of possible formulations for this type of rule. Rule R2 assumes that data has been 
syntactically pre-processed to exclude negative values).
With a single exceptional case such as this, a human is able to revise the rules which encode 
hypotheses about the data-sets. In the case of software systems, the ability of a system (or 
software agent) to adapt dynamically to changes in information or data is termed ‘belief revision’, 
‘theory revision’ or ‘truth maintenance’ [Mar98], [Sha98]. Belief revision is an active area of 
research in a number of disciplines, including robotics, knowledge based systems and 
probabilistic reasoning.
In the context of our survey of machine learning techniques belief revision is one of the 
assessment criteria previously listed.
3.5 Additional Remarks On Data Validation
Although the illustration has used explicitly stated validation rules based on domain knowledge, it 
is not suggested that this is the only approach that can be adopted. It is possible, for example, that 
rules may exist which directly point to invalid data items without requiring a separate reasoning 
stage. One such a scenario may encode one rule for each variable, when that rule fires then the 
variable it codes for is flagged as potentially invalid.
There are numerous other approaches which may or may not have merit in tackling this problem. 
However it is as well to keep in mind that amongst the primary aims of the validation process are:
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• Suggestion of action items (in the case described above, the action item is to check the 
value of variable B), and
• Provision intelligible reasons for those action items
3.6 Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms (GA) are one of a number of approaches to machine learning inspired by 
processes of ‘natural’ computation. In this particular instance it is the process of Darwinian 
evolution and natural selection which provides the theoretical basis for the genetic algorithm 
methodology. In this respect GA shares similarities with a number of other methodologies, 
including evolutionary programming and genetic programming, which together may be termed 
evolutionary computing.
The basic principle behind GA is that a process of selection amongst a population of candidate 
solutions (hypotheses) to a problem will lead, over a number of generations, to a set. of optimum 
solutions. Hypotheses are rated as to their fitness -  in other words how good a solution each 
candidate is to the problem to be solved -  and the fittest candidates are able to combine (breed) to 
form the next generation of the population. Biologically inspired processes such as reproduction, 
mutation and cross-over are applied to maintain a diverse and increasingly fit population.
GA were first proposed by Holland [Hol62, Hol75], and have since been applied in many areas, 
particularly optimisation, scheduling, data mining and artificial life. Jarmo Alander, of the 
University of Vaasa, Finland, has compiled numerous indexed bibliographies of GA publications 
in specific application domains, including Power Engineering [Jar99a], Economics [JarOOa], 
Chemistry and Physics [JarOOb], Optics and Image Processing [JarOOc] and other areas, testifying 
both to the wide range of problems that the GA is applied to and also to the very active state of 
research into the subject.
The main elements of a GA include [Mit96], [Mic96j:
• Genes -  an alphabet used to build strings (‘genomes’) which encode candidate solutions 
to a problem. Holland originally used strings of 1 and 0 to create these hypotheses, but
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more elaborate alphabets are also used, depending on the problem being addressed. 
Finding a suitable representation for hypotheses is an essential first step in using a GA to 
attack a problem. Initial hypotheses are often created at random.
• A fitness function -  this takes a hypothesis as an input and returns a value based on some 
measure of goodness or fit of the hypothesis.
• Selection criteria -  populations of hypotheses evolve over a number of generations. In 
each generation a subset of the hypotheses survive and breed, and another subset is 
discarded (‘die’). One method of candidate selection is to assign to each hypothesis a 
probability of survival that is based on the fitness function. One advantage of using a 
probabilistic approach to hypothesis survival and reproduction is that local minima in the 
search space may be avoided -  candidates with a relatively low fitness value can still be 
selected to survive and breed [Mic96].
• Reproduction function -  a number of different techniques for reproduction have been 
used in GA. Techniques based on sexual reproduction create a new hypothesis by 
combining in some way genes from a pairing of parent hypotheses. Where the biological 
process of cross-over is being modelled, a point in the parent genomes is selected and the 
child receives the genes up to that point from one parent and the rest of the genes from the 
other parent. For example, if we have two six character genomes of 011001 and 111000 
and the cross-over is at position three, then we could create two children: 0 1 1 0 0 0  and 
111001. Mutation, if  it is used in a G A, is modelled by probabilistically creating copying 
errors, for example a 1 is flipped to a 0  at a random point in the genome of a child string 
[Hol75], [Mit97].
G As may also be used to tackle data validation problems in concert with other techniques, such as 
neural networks, Bayesian networks, swarm intelligence and so on. In the case of neural 
networks, initial work focused on using GAs to evolve the weights for fixed network connections 
instead of more traditional NN algorithms such as back-propagation, [Mon89], [Bel91] and 
[Yao95].
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One obvious draw-back of this scheme is that, as in most neural network applications, the network 
has to be designed in advance. However, it is possible to use the GA to evolve the network as well 
as the connection weights. Comprehensive surveys of such work are included in [Mit96], [Yao95] 
and [Sch92],
GAs have also been used to address one of the main draw-backs of NN in many applications, 
namely a lack of easily intelligible rules. [SanOO] describes an approach to using GAs to extract 
comprehensible rules from a network topology which is itself derived using a GA.
The work combining GAs and Bayesian networks parallels to a great extent the work combining 
NN with GA. [Lar96], [Lar97] and [Mye99] detail the use of genetic algorithms to discover the 
structure and values of a Bayesian network. The initial work by Larranga et al evaluated a number 
of different genetic algorithms to build the network using complete data-sets. This restriction was 
addressed in the work by Myers and his co-workers, who were able to apply genetic algorithms to 
create Bayesian networks using incomplete data-sets [Mye99].
In terms of the incorporation of existing heuristics into a GA approach, there are two routes which 
we believe merit particular attention. The first is simply to encode existing validation rules in the 
format of the genotype, and to use these rules as part of the initial population of solutions which 
the GA can act upon. If  these existing rules are of value they would be rewarded by the fitness 
function and would therefore reproduce at a preferential rate compared to randomly generated 
members of the initial population.
A second line of attack is to prime the evolutionary process so that the rules it generates include 
the operators which are known to be of value in validating data from a specific domain. For 
example if it is known that the many variables sum to 100%, then it may be possible to code a GA 
that can generate this type of relation. The evolutionary process may then traverse the hypothesis 
space in search of groups of variables for which this relation holds.
To date little work has been done on explicitly using genetic algorithms to tackle data validation 
issues directly. Packard and Meyer [Pac90], [Mey92] have successfully applied GAs to the 
problem of predicting dynamical systems. Examples of such dynamical systems include weather 
systems, stock market analyses and so on. Such systems are characterised by high volume time-
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series data-sets and large numbers of variables. Using GAs Packard and Meyer were able to 
generate predictive rules involving relationships between many variables. The parallels with the 
data validation problem are striking, even where the data to be validated is not a time series or 
generated by a complex dynamical system.
The use of GAs for the discovery of prediction rules is described in [Fre02] and [Nod99], In 
general these rules are of the form:
I f  <predicting variahles=condition> then <goal attribu te-value> 3-1
These rules are expressly designed to identify classification patterns in data mining, although 
[Nod99] applies the rules to dependence modelling which can be viewed as a generalisation of the 
classification problem. Although the form of these rules differs from association rules, the fact 
that both of types of rule encode explicit knowledge that is discovered from data makes them 
interesting from the perspective of generating a data validation model. Furthermore the use of 
evolutionary approaches to the discovery of explicitly coded prediction rules suggests that a 
similar approach may be fruitful in the quest to discover validation rules.
The problem of hypothesis representation is central to the use of GA for any class of problem. We 
believe that existing representational schemes do not provide the flexibility required to generate 
validation rules of the type presented in the sample validation model previously presented. As 
such a number of novel representations are proposed below.
A naïve approach would be to represent each validation rule as a complete genome, with each 
position in the string representing a single variable, mathematical or logical operator. While it is 
possible to use a 1 or 0  to include or exclude a variable from a validation rule, representing the 
operators requires a more expressive alphabet. Using this approach requires, therefore, fixed 
length, non-binary strings. A simple fitness function, for example, simply evaluates the rule that is 
represented by each member of the population of candidate rules against the training data-sets. 
Candidates which represent useful rules should remain within the population and have a high 
probability of passing into the next generation and of reproducing.
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This simple approach precludes the use of a fixed population size. The hypothesis space for N 
variables is of the order 2N [Big89], and though it is not expected that each candidate will yield a 
useful rule, a small population may soon fill up with useful rules and not provide the space for 
other rules to emerge. One possible solution is to co-evolve the population size as the number of 
fit candidates increases.
Although this approach has the virtue of simplicity, it also suffers a number of very obvious 
weaknesses. As the number of variables in the problem increases, so too does the size of each 
genome. At best this incurs a performance penalty both in performing the reproductive operations, 
such as cross-over and mutations, and also as the strings are decoded and evaluated by the fitness 
function.
The output of this GA process is a set of validation rules much like the ones listed in our example. 
In this respect these rules correspond to the phenotype produced by the genotypes which are our 
encoded strings. It does not lead directly to a set of reconunendations on the validity of data-sets, 
it simply produces a set of validation rules which generate the data with which further reasoning 
may take place to arrive at a conclusion.
Note that this use of GA differs from a more typical optimisation-type problem, which seeks to 
evolve a single ‘best’ solution rather than a population of solutions. In this proposal the aim is to 
evolve the fittest population rather than the fittest individual. From a purely evolutionary view, 
this is an important difference, and differs markedly from the views of Dawkins [Daw89] and 
others who posit a ‘selfish gene’ as the key driver in evolution. In many respects it is closer to the 
mutualist tradition of ethnographer and Anarchist Peter Kropotkin [Kro02]. This type of GA 
problem is termed multi-modal or multi-objective, and there are a number of different techniques 
for handling such problems. [Mic96], [Fon95] and [Coe99] include details of some of these 
techniques.
A slightly different GA approach is to evolve N rules for a data-set of N variables, with the ith rule 
validating the ilh variable. This process may be performed serially, so that each rule is evolved 
independently. Hypothesis representation is as before. However the population size may be fixed 
in advance, and of course a different fitness function would be required. The advantage of this 
process, should it be possible, would be that the output from the GA is a set o f rules which 
directly validate the data, and do not require a post-processing phase.
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GAs also have potential to tackle the post-processing stage of validation. Assuming that the 
validation rules have been previously defined, evaluating the rules against a training data-set will 
produce a binary vector for each data-set, representing the firing, or not, o f each rule. Additionally 
we can represent the results of the validation as a binary vector for each data-set -  1  represents a 
valid value for a variable, 0 an invalid value. If we view these as inputs and outputs, it is possible 
to use a GA to produce a Boolean function which correctly predicts which variables are invalid 
based on the firing of the validation rules. In this instance we are dealing with binary, fixed-length 
strings and a problem closer to the classical GA scenario.
The GA methods outlined above are by no means the only possible methods of applying GAs to 
the validation problem Alternative representations for candidate solutions will, of necessity, 
result in different constraints on population size, fitness function and so on, although these are 
reserved for future work.
However, even the naïve approaches proposed above suggests that GA may be an extremely 
useful methodology to apply to this problem. With a clear representational scheme in place, the 
power of genetic algorithms to explore a hypothesis space and to evolve sets o f ‘fit’ individuals, it 
is clear that this is a very strong candidate technique to apply to the data validation problem.
3.7 Genetic Programming (GP)
Introduced by John Koza [Koz92], [Koz94] Genetic Programming (GP) applies the principles of 
GA to the problem of evolving robust, executable computer programs. Introductory texts include 
[Mit96] and [Ban98], with the latter being particularly good. Koza’s work focused on using GA 
operations, such as reproduction and mutation, to evolve a population of LISP programs to solve a 
wide range of problems. A key element of this work was that the methods used, and which have 
since been used by a much wider community, were completely domain independent.
GP differs from other evolutionary computational techniques, such as GA, in that it operates at a 
much higher level of abstraction. Whereas GA operates with solutions to problems encoded as 
genes, GP operates with program fragments which are used to build functioning computer 
programs to solve problems.
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Many of the components previously identified for GAs have their analogues in GP:
• Genes -  the components which are used to build functioning computer programs to solve
a given problem. Functions and terminals are the most basic primitives used to build 
programs with GP. Functions are the operators which can act on data within a program. 
Common operators include addition, subtraction, multiplication etc. Terminals are the 
data items which the functions act upon, including any data input to the computer 
program being evolved. Functions and terminals are, however, insufficient to form 
functioning computer programs. In practice computer programs are normally framed 
within a structure of header and footer code, although these are fixed and are not part of 
the evolutionary process. Using these components, a final task is to find some way to 
represent the structure of programs, which may then be evolved. In GP the three most 
common structures are tree, linear and graph structures [Ban98].
• Fitness function -  this is used to measure the fitness, or otherwise, of the individuals
within a population of evolving computer programs. At its simplest the fitness function in
GP compares the actual output of each individual program with the expected value based 
on the training data.
• Selection criteria -  based on the fitness of each candidate program in a population, a 
selection procedure is used to select those programs which will reproduce and/or survive, 
and those members of the population which will be discarded. As with GA, there are a 
number of approaches to selection, with probabilistic procedures ensuring that local 
minima are avoided.
• Reproduction function -  again, similar processes to those in GA are used to evolve new 
individuals based on the current population of programs. Genetic operators such as cross­
over and mutation are used to perform these reproductive functions.
In comparison to GAs, there has been relatively little research on using GP to build neural 
networks. [Esp97] used a combination of GP and simulated annealing to discover the structure 
and weights of recurrent neural networks. GP have also been applied to the problem of evolving
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learning rules for NN, [Rad98] reports interesting results using a GP, comparing these to the 
standard back-propagati on rule.
There appears to have been little work in combining GP and Bayesian networks. [ZhaOO] has used 
Bayesian methods as part of the evolutionary process within GP, using knowledge of parent 
programs to assist in the evaluation of children. There appears to have been no work to date in 
using GP to build Bayesian networks, despite the obvious potential of marrying these powerful 
techniques.
As with GA, we believe there are two very obvious routes to the incorporation of existing 
validation rules into the GP process. The first is to transform existing rules or knowledge into 
programs of the type generated by the GP tool. Thus coded these existing rules are used to seed 
the evolutionary process. This technique can be further enhanced by the second option that we 
have identified, that is by creating functions and terminals which are of the type known to be 
appropriate to the domain.
Given that discovery of validation rules from data-sets may be a central component of automated 
validation tools, it would appear that the use of GP holds great potential . One approach could be 
to code validation rules as components of the programs that are evolved using GP. In this instance 
the function set will be those mathematical functions used in the validation rules, and the 
terminals can represent the variables within the data-set.
The simple validation rules used in our sample problem may be viewed as program statements in 
a specialised language, in which case we may recast the problem as one directly amenable to GP. 
The GP approach is to evolve a set of computer programs which directly encode a full set of 
validation rules.
The mapping from the problem domain to the GP domain appears to be remarkably 
straightforward. The mathematical and logical operators which are the components of our rules 
map directly to functions, and the variables in our problem map directly to terminals. In our 
sample problem the functions are: +, > >, AND. The terminals are: A, B, C, D, E and 0.
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A key design decision is whether the programs to be evolved are to produce sets of validation 
rules, or whether the aim is to produce programs which directly produce action items.
If we are seeking to produce sets o f validation rules then the fitness function should reward 
programs with higher numbers of syntactically correct and meaningful validation rules. One 
problem with such an evolutionary process is that each candidate program may contain rules 
which are logically equivalent but coded differently. Duplicate lines of code may also arise. 
Therefore it may be necessary both to weed out duplicates and, possibly, to weigh the raw fitness 
data such that parsimonious expressions are rewarded.
Alternatively, if  we are aiming to produce programs which directly validate data, the fitness 
function should reward those programs which produce correct recommendations based on the 
training data-sets. In adopting this approach it remains to be seen whether the reasoning behind 
such rules is easily intelligible. The requirement that any recommendations are intelligible would 
mean that any programs which are evolved using a GP may need to be manually ‘post-processed’ 
in order that the reasoning can be extracted and transformed into a form that is easily understood
The GP method outlined above is the simplest way of applying the technique to the data 
validation problem. It based on the assumption that explicitly stating validation rules meets the 
full range of data validation requirements -  an assumption we will re-examine at a later point.
However, while it is clear that there may be some potential in exploring the use of GP to generate 
validation models, we believe that extra complexity may arise from having to weed out duplicate 
lines of code or to post-process evolved programs to extract the encoded reasoning. This extra 
complexity is a cost that may not out-weigh the benefits o f a simpler approach such as a GA. For 
this reason the GP approach is not explored further in this work.
3.8 Neural Networks
Neural networks (NN), like evolutionary computing, also take their inspiration from nature. In 
this case the inspiration comes from modelling the structure of neurons in the brain, and indeed 
some of the earliest work in ‘connectionist’ computing [McC43] was for the purposes of 
modelling neurophysical processes. There is an extensive literature describing the historical 
background to NN, and is included in more general surveys of machine learning and artificial
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intelligence, such as [Rus95], [Lug98], and [Mit97]. There are also numerous textbooks on NN, 
including [Bis95], [Rip96], [Fau94] and [Hay98],
NN have been applied to numerous problems, both in research and industrial settings. [Won97], 
for example, includes extensive lists of business applications in the areas of accounting/auditing, 
finance, information systems, marketing/distribution and production/operations. Similarly, 
[Gar98] describes a wide range of applications in economics and business, sociology and 
psychology. There is still a good deal of active research in applying connectionist systems, 
including many forms of neural network, to problems in cognitive science. [Bec91] provides a 
very readable historical survey in addition to a review of current work in the field.
A NN consists of an interconnected set of relatively simple processing units, (sometimes called 
neurons, artificial neurons or perceptrons), which are inter-connected to form a network. The 
inter-connections between processing units have different strengths, and these are modulated 
according to weights on the connections. The processing units receive weighted inputs and 
propagate outputs according to predefined rules. The learning process is one of applying inputs to 
the network, adjusting the connection weights between processing units according to a learning 
algorithm and producing outputs.
Unlike many other machine learning techniques, the knowledge contained in a NN is not encoded 
in rules, symbols or other explicit representation. Knowledge is embodied in the network in the 
form of the topology and the relative weights between processing units. The advantages and 
disadvantages of this are discussed later.
Although there are a many varieties of NN, there are a common set of features:
• Artificial neurons -  A simple neuron is shown below in Figure 3.1. This is the basic 
processing unit of a NN. A simple artificial neuron has a number of inputs (x), which may 
carry signals from outside of the network or from connections to other neurons. These 
input lines have associated weights (w), which modulate the input signals (in other words 
the input signal is multiplied by the numeric value of the weight). The neuron sums each 
input and generates an output (O) should this sum exceed a given threshold. Threshold 
values can be simple step functions, which fire if the input exceeds a given level, or it can
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be a more complex function, such as a sigmoid curve. The outputs may be connected, in 
turn, to other neurons or act as the output of the network.
XiWi
0=f(L xw)
Figure 3.1: A simple artificial neural network
• Network topology -  Artificial neurons may be connected together in a variety of network 
topologies. Key differentiators are the numbers of layers of neurons and the type of 
connectivity between neurons. Typically in a multi-layer NN, those processing units 
connected to the input signals of the network are defined as the input layer, these in turn 
may be connected either to an output layer (for a two level network), or a hidden layer. 
Nodes in the hidden layer are so termed because they are not directly connected to the 
‘visible’ input and output layers. An example of a network with a single hidden layer is 
shown below in Figure 3.2:
Figure 3.2: Neural network with single hidden layer
• Learning Algorithm -  Knowledge is encoded in a NN by the network architecture and the 
relative weights on the connection between individual neurons. NN can be used both for 
supervised and unsupervised learning. In supervised learning the network weights are 
adjusted using a learning algorithm which compares the current network output with the
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expected output for the training data-sets. There are a number of different learning 
algorithms, including Back Propagation, Delta Rule and others. The choice of learning 
algorithm is closely linked to the type of network architecture that is implemented.
• Semantic mapping -  the inputs and outputs of a NN are sets of values -  most often 
Boolean or reals, depending on the type of network -  and these values must be interpreted 
in the light of the problem domain being modelled. For example, in a classification 
problem where each data item, having n dimensions, must be. assigned to one of m 
classes, then one possible network may be designed such that the f h input to the network 
corresponds to the i h dimension of the input datum, and the j h output node of the network 
corresponds to the j h class. In some forms of connectionist network, each node in the 
network may correspond to a distinct concept to be learned. The semantic mapping of the 
problem domain to the network is an important consideration in NN design.
As should be clear from the above, there are many different types of NN, differing both in the 
network topology, the learning algorithm used and in the attributes of the processing elements that 
make up the network [Bis95], [Rip96]. There are a number of possible network taxonomies, with 
a degree of overlap between them. Important differentiators between networks include:
• Feedforward/Feedback -  Feedforward networks connect the outputs from the nth layer of 
a network to the (n+l)th layer. Some forms of feedforward network allow connections 
between processing units in the same layer. Common examples of feedforward networks 
include the Multi-Layer Perceptron. In contrast feedback (or interactive) networks utilise 
bi-directional connections between processing units. Well-known feedback networks 
include Hopfield Nets and Boltzmann Machines.
• Distributed/Localist -  Distributed networks are so-called because concepts are embedded 
in the network in the form of the weights on the connections between processing units. In 
contrast, localist approaches assign concepts to individual processing units. It should be 
noted that in this instance distributed does not refer to the form of processing in a network 
-  by definition all processing in a neural network is parallel and distributed.
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• Supervised/Unsupervised Learning -  Where a learning algorithm utilises an error 
function which compares the network (or processing unit) output with an expected value 
in order to compute the change in connection weights, then the system is using a form of 
supervised learning. Some forms of NN, such as Self-Organised Maps (SOM) or 
Kohonen Networks, use unsupervised learning algorithms, for which training data with 
expected outputs is not required.
Pattern recognition, particularly classification, is one of the major applications for NN technology. 
Indeed, two of the leading texts on NN, [Bis95] and [Rip96], both include Pattern Recognition in 
the title. NN have been applied to such pattern recognition tasks as character recognition, speech 
recognition, medical diagnosis and so on. However, while NN have a number of properties well 
suited to the task of classification, the fact that knowledge is encoded in the network rather than 
explicitly stated means that the underlying reasoning behind a classification decision is not easy to 
decode. In other words the rules encoded in a network are not easily interpretable.
In some cases analysis of nodes within a network may reveal certain micro-features, which may 
provide interpretation in terms of rules or pattern matching. For example [Bec91] reports the 
analysis of a simple three-layer network, (two inputs, two hidden nodes and one output), to 
compute the XOR function shows that one of the hidden nodes becomes an OR detector while the 
other is an AND detector. Together these units provide the XOR function of the network. 
However, such analysis in terms of micro-features is not always possible, particularly when the 
number of nodes is large.
There are a number of different approaches to this problem of rule extraction, and it remains an 
active and fruitful area of research. A survey of techniques to address the problem is available in 
[And95]. [SanOO], for example, uses a GA to build a network topology, an algorithm to extract 
rules from the network and the quality of the rules is fed-back to the GA to improve the network 
topology. Other approaches to rule extraction in neural networks are explored in [Bro04] and 
[Rab04].
With respect to data validation, if  a NN is able to learn to recognise patterns in data such that it 
can flag invalid data items, is it necessary to understand the reasoning behind the classification? 
Clearly this depends very much on system requirements, and there may be situations where it will 
suffice merely to indicate which data items may require further investigation. However, in terms
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of this thesis the reasoning of the system should be as transparent as possible to accord with the 
requirements previously outlined.
As discussed previously, GA and GP techniques have been used to evolve network topologies and 
weights. An alternative is to use an evolutionary algorithm to select the fittest from a population 
of networks. One such approach is described in [Che99], where a population of networks was 
evolved to play the game of draughts (checkers in the US). Unlike many rule-based games- 
playing programs, (including IBM’s Big Blue which defeated Gary Kasparov), these networks 
were not programmed with any expertise or explicit rules other than the ability to make legal 
moves. Networks were paired at random and played against each other. The best performing 
networks in each generation were copied and mutated to form the next population. In this way NN 
were evolved such that they could compete well against expert human players. A popular account 
of this work is [FogOl].
Given the non-symbolic nature of the representation of knowledge the direct utilisation of existing 
heuristics and rules of thumb is not possible. However it may be possible to use a variation of one 
of the rule extraction algorithms discussed above to encode rules into a neural network.
It is possible, in our opinion, to view data validation as a form of classification exercise. A coarse­
grained approach is to partition data-sets into two distinct classes -  valid and invalid. This has 
limited value principally because it provides no measure of the ‘goodness’ or ‘badness’ of data; 
no indication of which items are invalid and hence no means of correcting errors.
A more useful approach is to partition a data-set o f n variables into n classes, where a data-set 
may be a member of any number of such classes. If a data-set is classified as being a member ofx, 
y  and z  classes, then it corresponds to the fact that variables jc, y  and z classes have a high 
probability of being invalid. Such an approach has the advantages of being suited to the strengths 
of neural networks and of providing actionable items for data correction or further investigation.
As mentioned in the previous section, one disadvantage of NN is that the reasoning underpinning 
a classification is not directly apparent to an end-user. The network must be viewed as essentially 
a black-box that cannot be interrogated about it’s decisions. While it is a disadvantage, it does not 
detract from the other strengths of a net work approach.
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Adopting the approach outlined previously, one may design a network with input units 
corresponding to each of the variables A -  E, a number of units in a hidden layer or layers, and 
output units A ’ -Æ” which indicate which variables, if any, are invalid.
A simple example network is shown below in Figure 3.3
Figure 3.3: Simple neural network for data validation
In this example, we interpret each input as representing the variable with the same name, (i.e. 
input A corresponds to variable A). Furthermore, let us assume that for the outputs, a value of 1 
represents valid data and-1 represents invalid data. In that case we can create an input vector and 
an output vector for the data-set in our sample problem:
A B C D E
Input 1 0 0 8 3 5
Output 1 - 1 1 1 1
A number of such vectors may be used as a training data-set. A supervised learning algorithm, 
such as back propagation, can utilise the output vectors in the training of the network. 
Alternatively the work of Chellapilla and Fogel, [Che99] shows that it is possible to use an 
evolutionary approach to the building of a NN for solving the validation problem.
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Once a network has been trained it may be used to evaluate new data and to provide indications as 
to the goodness, or otherwise, of individual variables. This is precisely the kind of action item 
listed as a key requirement for an intelligent data validation tool.
Note that using this approach there is no post-processing based on the result of explicitly coded 
validation rules. The network delivers the classification directly.
Once a network has been fully trained for a validation task, new data that conflicts with the model 
but is nevertheless valid may be used to re-train the network. In this respect NN provide a simple 
mechanism for the incorporation of new data. Such belief revision is a strength of the NN 
approach. However, there is also some risk in such a procedure as in some circumstances the 
learning of new patterns may suddenly and completely erase a network’s knowledge that it has 
already learned. This phenomenon is termed catastrophic interference or catastrophic forgetting, 
and is discussed in [Fre94].
NN have some potential for application to the data validation task. In particular it seems possible 
that some combination of evolutionary algorithm and NN may be used to deliver many of the 
requirements listed previously. However, referring back to our assessment criteria, the need for 
intelligible recommendations with easily accessible reasoning means that we will not be exploring 
the use ofNN in this thesis.
3.9 Bayesian Networks
Bayesian Networks (BN), also known as Belief Networks, graphical causal models or 
probabilistic networks, are a mathematically rigorous method for modelling causality and dealing 
with uncertainty. Such networks model the relationships between events or objects, with the 
events represented by nodes and direct causal influence represented by arcs. BN, and similar 
formalisms, are finding increasing favour within the AI and machine learning community. 
Introductions are included in many standard texts, such as [Rus95], [Lug98], and [Mit97], [PeaOO] 
and [Cha91] provide introductory surveys. [Pea8 8 ] is a major contribution to the popularisation of 
BN.
Applications of BN listed in [Cha91] includes medical diagnosis, map learning and the 
understanding of stories. [PeaOO] discusses the use of BN within cognitive science, while [Gly02]
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discusses the use of BN more generally within psychology. Real world applications include 
lymph-node pathology diagnosis [Hec8 8 ], software defect prediction [Fen02] and assessing user 
queries in Microsoft Office applications [Hor98].
A BN is represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) and a joint probability distribution (JPD) 
for the entire network representing the current state of knowledge for that domain. Calculation of 
the JPD can be computationally intractable for large networks. However, BNs make use of 
conditional independence of nodes in the graph to apply Bayes theorem to factorise the terms of 
the JPD into products of prior and conditional probabilities. This process is used to significantly 
reduce the number of probabilities required to fully specify the complete JPD, [Pea8 8 ],
A BN consists of the following components:
• A set of variables representing the events or entities being modelled by the network and 
which form the network nodes. Each node may take on a range of values or states -  a 
node which represents a thermostat, for example, may have states corresponding to ‘hot’ 
or ‘cold’, or it could represent different temperature ranges or even a continuous 
temperature scale.
• Directed arcs to connect the nodes and which represent causal influence between nodes.
• A node probability table (NPT) for each node. Probabilities are assigned to each node 
corresponding to a belief that the states it represents will take on those values. Where a 
node is influenced by other nodes, (i.e. it has inputs from other nodes), it is necessary to 
compute the conditional probability that it takes on a given state based on the states of 
those causal nodes. Bayes’ Theorem is used to simplify the calculation of these 
conditional probabilities. When a node takes on a given state -  for example our 
thermostat reads ‘hot’ -  the probability for that state is set to 1 and the probability for the 
‘cold’ state is set to 0. This information is propagated through the network updating the 
other nodes to which it is connected, resulting in a new set of ‘beliefs’ about the domain 
being modelled.
BNs can be used in a number of ways. Firstly the structure of the network and the various 
probabilities mean that it is possible to use them for predictive purposes. In other words one can 
say that given this structure and these facts, event x  has y  chance of occurring. Used in this way,
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the network can utilise the knowledge encoded in its structure to explore ‘what-if scenarios. The 
same network can be used to reason about the domain it is modelling. Data corresponding to 
observations of the domain being modelled are entered by setting the probability values for a 
specific state of a node appropriately.
Rain Court
Tennis j
Figure 3.4: Simple Bayesian Network
In the simple BN shown in Figure 3.4, the node labelled Rain is has two states -  yes and no — 
which represent whether or not it is raining. The node labelled Court also has two states -  booked 
and not booked -  which represent the state of having booked a tennis court or not. These nodes 
are causally linked to the Tennis node which also has two nodes -  yes and no -  which indicate 
whether or not a game of tennis is likely to take place. Let us assume that a game of tennis will 
only take place if  it is not raining and if  a tennis court has been booked. Let us also assume that 
the prior probability of each state in the parent nodes is 0.5. Using this network we know that the 
probability of having a game of tennis, p(tennis=yes), is 0.25. However if  we look out of the 
window and observe that it is indeed raining, we can set p(rain=yes)=l and as this information 
propagates through the network the probability of playing tennis becomes p(tennis=yes)= 0. In 
this way the BN encodes beliefs about a domain and is able to adjust those beliefs based on 
changing evidence.
Alternatively, the same network can be used to explain that event jc took place because of the 
influence of events y and z. This form of reasoning is often called ‘explaining away’ in the 
literature [Rus95], Reasoning, therefore, can move in either direction between causes and effects.
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To continue the previous example, we may examine the tennis node with p(tennis=true) = 1.0 and 
see that it is directly influenced by the fact that p(rain=no) = 1 . 0  and p(court=booked)= 1 .0 .
A major strength of the BN approach is that it is a method of reasoning that implicitly reflects the 
uncertainty of the real world. Graphical models can be used to revise beliefs based on the current 
evidence -  when this evidence changes, then these beliefs or hypotheses may change accordingly. 
Reasoning, as such, becomes a process of shifting hypotheses in the light of changes in the 
domain being modelled. This need not be a passive process and new hypotheses may trigger tests 
or investigations which in turn lead to new evidence and hence to another new hypothesis.
However this process of probabilistic reasoning can only proceed through the network as it stands 
-  the causal network structure is pre-designed and is not normally updated during the reasoning 
process. New knowledge is incorporated into the network in the form of permanent changes to the 
joint probability distribution.
Building a BN requires both the identification of the causal structure of the domain being 
modelled and the assignation of the NPT for each node. In the first case the task entails the 
identification of the events or entities germane to the problem being addressed, and the 
assessment of the direction of causal influence [Rus95], [Mit97], [Cha91]. Events or entities o f 
relatively low importance may be excluded or amalgamated to simplify the network. [NeiOO] 
describes the process of building a network and proposes the use of idioms (subgraphs 
representing commonly occurring patterns) in an approach the authors call object oriented BNs.
Assessment of the node probability tables may be an even more problematic task. However, a key 
strength of Bayesian techniques is that existing background knowledge can be utilised in building 
the initial probability tables, and this may be in the form of existing data and assumptions about 
probability distributions [Fen99],
The close relationship between statistical and probabilistic inference provides a firm theoretical 
foundation to the process of learning probabilities from data [Gel95], This means that the process 
of Bayesian learning can be used to discover the structure of networks from data and/or the 
parameters of a network for a given topology. Given sufficient data, there are a number of
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approaches to automating the process of building BNs. [Bun96] is a survey of the literature on 
learning BNs from data. [Kra98] and [Hec95] are tutorials on learning networks from data.
Bayesian Networks have a number of advantageous properties which make the suitable for further 
investigation with respect to the data validation problem. Firstly the reasoning is encoded in the 
causal structure of the network and as such is easily intelligible to the human user. Secondly the 
fact that the network is probabilistic reflects a fundamental aspect of many real-world domains 
from which data has to be validated. Finally belief revision is an essential element of the BN 
approach and allows for exceptions and new information to be incorporated into the reasoning 
process implemented by the network.
In comparison to both evolutionary and connectionist methods, graphical models are able to easily 
incorporate existing knowledge into the validation process. Knowledge is encoded both in the 
structure of the BN and in the values if the node probability tables. These may be enhanced or 
refined with experience. [Fen02], for example, illustrates the incorporation of existing knowledge 
into the building of a Bayesian network.
There are undoubtedly many ways to address the data validation problem using BN. An obvious 
first step may be to apply the technique to the post-processing of the results of evaluating the 
validation rules against a data-set. As shown previously, the Boolean data from the rules 
combines with the original data to provide the input to a reasoning process. If we decompose the 
three original validation rules into Boolean components we have the following set of expressions:
C l : ^ > ^  + C 
C2: (D > Q)
C3: (2 >
C4:(B>QI
These may be recast as a set of Boolean nodes in a BN. These parent nodes are defined such that 
the probability values for each node is computed directly from the Boolean expression each of 
them represents. For example if  Cl evaluates to True, then p(Cl=True) = 1, otherwise it takes on 
a value of 0. The child nodes are also Boolean and represent the probability that each of the
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variables is valid or invalid Examination of our three validation rules enables causal connections 
to be derived, resulting in the following simple network:
C4Cl C2 C3
Figure 3.5: BN for data validation
The values of the conditional probabilities in the child nodes is such that the combination of 
evidential data from the parent nodes yields the assessment of the validity or otherwise of each 
variable in a data-set.
An alternative scenario dispenses with the validation rules as described in our sample problem 
and builds a network based purely on domain knowledge. In this scenario the network requires 
nodes which derive their state or value from arithmetic or logical combinations of the values of 
parent nodes -  this type of node is called a deterministic node. Note that while the values of the 
nodes are determined by the values of the causal nodes, the network still requires that each node 
have a NPT. The combination of deterministic and non-deterministic nodes is described in 
[Fen99].
Finally, given the availability of sufficient data it may be profitable to adopt a learning BN 
technique and to explore any network that is automatically learned from the data itself.
Of all the techniques discussed so far, Bayesian Networks have the greatest advantage in being 
able to provide reasoning which is intelligible. Other key advantages include the handling of 
uncertainty through the use of node probability tables, the ability to ‘explain away’ and to move 
back and forth between causes and effects.
However the domain knowledge required to design the network and populate the NPTs limits its 
potential use as a generalised data validation tool which may be generated by non-domain experts.
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However once a network has been designed and incorporated into a tool-set, it may be a used by 
all classes of user. Experimentation is required to assess the practicality of learning networks from 
data.
3.10 Association Rules
First proposed in [Agr93], the discovery of association rules (AR) has become a major area of 
research within the knowledge discovery in databases and data mining discipline. Originally 
devised as a method of analysing high-volume transaction data from retail operations, the aim is 
to discover relevant relations between different transaction items. A typical rule from such basket 
analysis is “90% of transactions involving the purchase of bread and butter also purchase milk”.
While the original application of AR was for the analysis of retail purchasing patterns, other 
applications have included the analysis of web transactions [Mob96] and medical diagnosis 
[LavOO], Significant research has focussed on improving the efficiency o f AR discovery 
algorithms [Zak97] and [Agr96a], or extending the complexity of the rules or the types of data to 
which the approach can be applied [Sri96].
Essential elements of AR include:
• A set of transactions, relational database or other data-set containing related items.
• An association rule is of the form A  —> 7, where X  and Y are item sets of distinct items
from the data-set. X  is termed the antecedent and 7  the consequent of the rule.
• For a rule of the form: c% o f  transactions that contain X  also contain Y; s% o f  all
transactions in the database contain both these item sets, c is termed the confidence of
the rule and x the support.
Although there are a range of algorithms for the discovery of association rules, the most common 
approach is as follows:
• Generation of combinations of items that have support above a certain level. Those 
combinations of items above this level of support are termed large itemsets, those without 
this level of support are called small itemsets.
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• For a each large itemset generate all the rules with confidence greater than a user defined 
, level.
The generation of the large itemsets for a large database is not a trivial task, and will entail 
numerous passes through the data. Additionally for quantitative data it may be necessary to derive 
intervals so as to sub-divide fields (variables) before appropriate rules can be discovered, [Sri96]. 
There is considerable activity in the data mining and knowledge discovery community addressing 
each of these problems, [Agr96b], [Ras98] and [Agr96a], for example.
While the use of AR is not couched in probabilistic terms, the fact that each rule has an associated 
confidence factor means that we could, informally at least, view this as being related to the 
probability that a given instantiation of variables passes or fails a validation rule. It could be 
argued that the higher the confidence for a rule the more probable it is that a set of variables 
which fails the test is likely to contain invalid data items.
The algorithms for generating association rules are very much focussed on the discovery of rules 
from data. This process does not easily allow existing knowledge to be incorporated into the 
discovered rules. One possible route to this may be to encode existing heuristics as ‘templates’ for 
rules, for which the AR algorithms can search through data for itemsets which are conforming. 
However, if one were to adopt such an approach the question naturally arises as to what the 
advantages are as compared to an evolutionary algorithm.
The suitability of AR for the discovery of validation rules is intuitively obvious given that the 
raison d ’etre of the. discipline is the discovery of relationships between sets of database fields. 
Previous work on the application of AR to data quality issues is described in [HipOl] and 
[MarOO].
Hipp et all utilised AR as implication rules to generate validation rules of the form:
X —*Y, where X  and Y are item sets from transactional data - -
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These rules have a confidence c, which expresses the probability that the rule is correct, i.e. a 
transaction that contains item set X also includes item set Y. Transactions which contradict this 
rule can be suspected of holding invalid data items.
The approach adopted by Marcus and Maletic takes a slightly different approach in that it 
proposes an extension to classical Boolean association rules which they term ordinal association 
rules [MarOO], [MalOO], [MarOl]. Ordinal association rules are of the form:
X  op Y, where X  and Y are data items and op e  {>,=,<} 3 , 3
The application of these rules is restricted to a single domain -  the validation of date fields from 
personnel databases. Furthermore, the rule format that was utilised validates the relationship 
between two variables only, more complex relationships between three or more variables cannot 
be validated directly with this form of rule.
In the case of our sample problem, adopting an AR discovery algorithm similar to [MarOl] set 
may produce rules of the type:
In 89% o f data-sets ifD  > 0 then E >  0
This is analogous to the second of the validation rules described in the sample problem. Those 
data-sets which fail this test can be flagged as potentially invalid.
Clearly in this scenario the AR approach is being used to derive a set of validation rules derived 
directly from the data rather than being based on domain-specific knowledge. Where there are 
many rules further post-processing may be required to reason with the output of a number of 
different association rules.
There are a number of points to make at this juncture. The first is that the AR approach addresses 
only one part of the validation process. Post-processing of results may still require additional 
tools, such as Bayesian analysis. Secondly the generation of complex association rules may be
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computationally intensive and that there is scope to consider evolutionary approaches to this 
aspect of the problem.
Work to date suggests that the use of AR has potential for the development of general-purpose 
data validation tools. The extension of existing algorithms, possibly in the direction of 
evolutionary computation, may serve to improve the efficiency and the range of rules that can be 
generated specifically for validation purposes. Furthermore an evolutionary approach to the 
generation of rules may have wider relevance to the data mining community beyond the 
immediate application to data validation. This is, therefore, one of the techniques which will be 
more fully explored in this thesis.
3.11 Inductive Logic Programming (ILP)
ILP is an approach to machine learning that uses a process of induction to automatically generate 
logic programs. In simple terms ILP seeks to make use of background knowledge to induce sets of 
rules from positive and negative examples. Proposed by Stephen Muggleton [Mug92], and 
building on previous work on logic program induction ([Mug90], for example), ILP has become 
an important area of machine learning. Most standard AI texts, such as [Rus95], [Lug98], and 
[Mit97] include introductions to ILP.
Key areas of application have been in the field of bio-informatics [Mug99]; [Pag03] lists work in 
protein structure prediction and mutagenicity prediction. Other application areas included in the 
short survey [Bra98] are electrical discharge machining, finite element mesh analysis and 
classification of river water quality.
The essential elements of ILP are:
• Background knowledge -  this is domain-specific knowledge typically encoded in the 
form of predicate logic statements, a Prolog (or variant language) program or set of 
programs. This use of background knowledge means that suitable representations of real- 
world constraints relevant to the problem being addressed can be developed. In 
consequence the learning problem is also constrained and need not start with a blank 
sheet (as with other machine learning techniques such as neural networks, genetic 
algorithms etc).
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• A set of positive and negative examples. These are expressed in an appropriate form -  
typically as logical expressions related to the predicate logic statements which define the 
background knowledge.
A set of rules (hypotheses) generated by the system using the background knowledge and the 
examples which is able to return true for all the positive examples and false for all the negative 
examples. These rules can be viewed as extending the scope of the background knowledge, and 
indeed [Bra98] discusses ILP as a fonn of automatic Prolog programming.
The successes of ILP in certain domains, particularly in bio-informatics, are truly impressive and 
have contributed to its expansion as an area of active research and development. However, there 
are also a number of factors which may limit its value as a tool for data validation.
Firstly the main ILP systems, such as FOIL and GOLEM, do not handle numerical attributes 
[Mit97], [Rus95]. Other systems, such as PROGOL, require a discretisation of numeric data, 
although some extensions have been proposed to address this issue [Sri99]. This severely impacts 
the range of validation problems that these systems may be applied to. Knowledge representation 
is an essential element of all machine learning techniques, and in the case of ILP it is clear that 
data that cannot easily be represented in the form of first order logic is less amenable to automated 
rule induction.
Secondly many current ILP algorithms are not able to easily handle noisy or missing data 
[Fay97], though there is much activity in this area. [McC97], for example adopts a Bayesian 
approach to these problems.
Finally, it is significant that ILP has worked best on those problems where the number of 
variables is limited. Given the problem of validating models containing many hundreds of 
variables there are doubts as to the scalability o f currently implemented algorithms.
These factors should not blind us to many of the great strengths of ILP, particularly the fact that it 
is a valuable technique for the discovery of intelligible rules. In this respect ILP has much to 
commend it for data validation tasks.
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Given the broad set of requirements for the data validation tasks outlined previously, and the 
problems of inducing rules from numerical data with high-dimensionality (large numbers of 
variables), ILP is not a promising area for further investigation in the first instance. However, it 
may be that ILP may have some value in conjunction with other techniques. It might, for example, 
have some value as a post-processor of the output from sets of validation rules of the type derived 
from a genetic algorithm. This is not a direction that is explored in this thesis, though it may be 
explored in later work.
3.12 Summary and Conclusions
Based on this survey of a number of different machine learning disciplines we can draw some 
initial conclusions which provide a basis for selecting the techniques which are applied to the data 
validation problem in the succeeding chapters of this thesis. Note that all of the disciplines 
surveyed remain active areas of research, and that work is proceeding in the machine learning 
community to address nearly every issue that is raised by the contents of this table.
Table 3.1 provides a matrix of our initial criteria and the different techniques so that we can easily 
summarise, and contrast, the different approaches we have surveyed.
Genetic
Algorithm
Genetic
Prog.
Neural
Network
Bayesian
Network
Association
Rules
Inductive 
Logic Prog.
Intelligible
recommendations ?
Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes
Results can be used by 
non-expert users?
Rules may 
need post­
processing
Rules may 
need post­
processing
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Type of data required Raw Raw Raw Discretised Raw Discretised
Volumes of data 
required for rule 
generation
Low Low High High Low Low
Computational 
requirements for rule 
generation
Low Low High High Low High
Theory revision No No Re-learn
network
Re-learn
network
Regenerate
rules
Regenerate
rules
Incorporation of domain 
knowledge
Seed initial 
population
Seed initial 
population
No Build initial 
network
No Incorporate 
knowledge 
into logic 
programs
Ability to deal with 
uncertainty
Low Low Low High Low Low
Table 3.1 Assessment criteria for machine learning and data validation
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The first requirement, and a central function of any tool that is expected to be used in a real-world 
setting, is a function of the type of output delivered by an algorithm or tool-set. Intelligibility in 
this context is related to the transparency of reasoning; it is necessary for the user to understand 
why a certain conclusion has been drawn by the validation system. In this sense those techniques 
which learn explicit validation rules are at an advantage. O f all the techniques listed it is clear that 
neural networks are deficient in this area, although there are numerous techniques which attempt 
to address this problem [And95], [SanOO],
Closely related to this criterion is the question of whether the system is able to deliver sets o f 
action items based on the rules that it generates. As was shown in our simple example, a set of 
rules may fire in different patterns and a further reasoning step may be required before any 
conclusions or action items are generated. In the case of neural networks one approach is to use 
step functions for the output nodes to flag those variables which are suspect. In this way a NN is 
able to deliver precise action items even though the reasoning for those action items is not directly 
accessible. Alternatively a Bayesian approach offers intelligible reasoning and probabilistically 
determined action items. It is possible that association rules and ILP may be used to deliver rules 
that lead directly to action items. Finally, if  we assume very simple evolutionary techniques which 
deliver small sets of rules of the type listed in our example then GA or GP approaches may 
require augmentation with other automated reasoning systems, such as ILP.
To create the most general purpose set of automated validation rules, a key requirement is the 
ability to handle diverse types of data, particularly numeric and categorical data. In this respect 
those techniques which require discretisation or interval creation of real-valued data have a more 
limited range of validation problems to which they may be applied. In this respect ILP approaches 
suffer somewhat compared with evolutionary algorithms, neural networks and association rules. 
Again it must be emphasised that all o f the techniques surveyed are areas of active research and 
development and that there are many projects which are seeking to address the problems of 
extending ILP models to better handle numeric data.
The two techniques which can learn network weights from data have significant requirements in 
terms of the volumes of data required. In the case of Bayesian networks learning network 
topology as well as joint probability tables, from scratch, is a non-trivial task that of necessity is 
data-driven. However, the fact that an initial model can be derived from domain expertise is an 
important strength, as it means that what data exists may be used to improve and refine the 
network. Network training for neural networks requires data that includes good coverage of all
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possible validation errors if the network is to generalise its results. Association rules include two 
parameters- support and confidence -  which are explicitly linked to the data-sets and which may 
be varied in accordance with the volumes of data to be validated. For GA and GP approaches the 
data-sets are used in conjunction with the fitness function to evaluate populations of candidate 
rules. It is felt that the data volume requirements are lower than for the two network approaches.
There are two aspects to computational tractability. Each of the techniques surveyed has a 
learning phase which is followed by an implementation or deployment phase. For example once 
our neural network has been trained and tested it will be used to evaluate data that was not part of 
the training or validation data-sets. In this sense the computational burden during the training 
process is less of an issue than that post-deployment. In this sense this criterion is of relatively 
low importance, and although there are questions as to the scalability of, for example ILP, none of 
the five techniques examined in this survey is excluded from further consideration based on 
computational requirements.
As described previously, there are various approaches to theory revision, and in some senses it is 
possible to adopt revision strategies even for those areas of machine learning for which theory 
revision techniques do not, strictly speaking, exist. For example with evolutionary algorithms it 
may be possible to engender some form of theory revision by using the existing rules as the basis 
of the initial population of hypotheses. In this sense we are attempting to further evolve our 
optimal solutions using newer data which we understand contains new knowledge or exceptions 
to our existing validation rules. Where we combine an existing population of rules, new data and, 
possibly, a revised fitness function then we can be said to be revising the theories or beliefs 
embodied in the data we wish to validate. Theory revision in neural and Bayesian networks is part 
of the standard repertoire of these techniques, (the effects of catastrophic forgetting may mean 
that in some cases theories are discarded and learning must take place from scratch). For ILP and 
association rules it is again a process of relearning rules by submitting new data to the appropriate 
knowledge discovery algorithms.
Another key question is how to make use of existing knowledge, whether this is in the form of 
validation rules, meta-rules or other domain knowledge. Both Bayesian networks and ILP have 
great strengths in this regard. However, as has been suggested throughout this text, there may be 
some means of making use of certain types of knowledge by seeding the evolutionary process in 
GA and GP.
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Finally, uncertainty is a feature of real-world data and any validation scheme would be stronger if 
it is able to incorporate or accommodate this uncertainty. Of the machine learning methodologies 
surveyed the strongest in this regard are Bayesian networks which are able to reason with 
uncertain knowledge and to revise beliefs on the basis of available evidence.
3.13 Hypothesis to Explore
Given the encouraging results o f this survey we are able to propose the following hypothesis:
It is possible to apply a subset o f  machine learning approaches to automate aspects o f  the data 
validation process. This application o f machine learning will aim to generate a validation model 
that can incorporate both automatically discovered know’ledge and existing domain-specific 
heuristics to intelligently aid the data analyst in the task o f validation and data exploration. A 
central feature o f such an approach is to deliver to the user recommendations as to which data 
items in a data-set are problematic and/or require investigation, and to do so using reasoning 
which is accessible to interrogation.
In other words it is proposed that a toolset be developed in order to suggest action items (in the 
case described above, the action item is to check the value of variable B), and to provide 
intelligible reasons for those action items. This toolset will discover the validation model from 
numeric data sets, and will be used to identify data records which are suspected of containing 
invalid items. Furthermore the output of the validation model will be used as an input to a 
reasoning process which will provide a probabilistic analysis as to which item in a suspect record 
is considered most likely to be invalid.
The work described below adopts an evolutionary approach to the discovery of association rules 
which encode validation rules discovered from data sets. Furthermore it is proposed that the firing 
patterns of these rules are used to generate Bayesian networks for rule post-processing.
Association rules provide a compact and expressive format for encoding rules which are clearly 
stated and easily understood. Additionally the key AR metrics of confidence and support, provide 
measures of ‘goodness’ which are easily computed and relate directly to the kinds of measures of 
fitness required by genetic algorithms.
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Genetic algorithms, as has been shown in this survey, provide a robust tool for the exploration of 
a complex hypothesis space. We believe that a suitable encoding can be developed which can 
generate AR rules for data validation. This encoding, together with the AR measures previously 
mentioned, will enable a GA to be developed to discover validation rules directly from numeric 
data sets.
Finally, Bayesian networks provide a form of probabilistic reasoning which can act on the output 
of validation rules in order to identify invalid data items from records which have been flagged as 
invalid by the validation model. O f necessity any toolset which attempts to validate data must deal 
with uncertainty, and as this survey has shown, Bayesian networks are one of the most powerful 
machine learning techniques for handling this uncertainty. Additionally the use of established 
belief revision techniques in Bayesian networks is also another strong point that accords with our 
assessment criteria.
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Chapter 4
4 Automatic Discovery of Validation Rules
4.1 Introduction
Building on the survey of machine learning techniques from the previous chapter, and an 
understanding of data validation as defined in chapters one and two, this chapter describes the 
development of a novel hybrid machine learning approach for the automatic discover)' of 
validation rules from data. As mentioned in both the previous chapters, a key requirement is that 
the algorithms, (or systems), developed provide concrete action items for data analysts to follow, 
and that these actions should be based on reasoning that is clear and accessible. The algorithms 
described below meet both of these requirements.
This chapter describes the use of genetic algorithms to discover validation rules which are 
encoded in a novel form of association rules. Genetic algorithms were selected because they offer 
both a robust method of searching a complex hypothesis space and because it is relatively 
straightforward to develop an encoding scheme for rules which are expressive and easily 
understood. These rules are discovered directly from training data sets. Populations of rules are 
generated by the algorithm, and the firing of these rules can be used to flag whether rows of data 
are suspected of containing invalid data items. In this sense, the flagging of a data row is an action 
item that a data analyst is able to act on.
Furthermore the firing of populations of rules provides important information as to the validity, or 
otherwise, of individual variables within data rows. By processing the patterns of rule firing, using 
Bayesian networks, it is possible to begin to reason semantically about the data. Bayesian 
networks were selected for this task because they offer a powerful and established technique for 
dealing with uncertainty and for handling belief revision. The process of using Bayesian networks 
for data validation is also described in this chapter.
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Together, this two stage approach provides a robust and powerful means to validate numeric data 
sets. Not only are action items produced, the reasoning for these items can be interogated using 
the Bayesian network and the validation rules which act as inputs to it.
4.2 GA for the Discovery of Validation Rules
This section presents a novel application of genetic algorithms which was developed to discover 
validation rules from data. The aim of these rules is to encode explicit knowledge about the 
relationships between variables within records of a data set. It is also shown that utilising the 
knowledge implicitly encoded in these rules it is possible to identify, with high probability, 
records (rows) within data sets which contain fields (variables) which are invalid.
The genetic algorithm, that has been developed from scratch, is able to generate the following 
types of rule:
Xo top ((..(Xi op X2) op X3) ...) op Xn) 4_j
(Xo iop X2) A...A (Xn.i top Xn) 4-2
(Xo iop X2) 4_3
Where iop is an inequality operator from the set {<, < , > , > ,  = }, and op is a basic arithmetical 
operator from the set { + , - , * , / }  and A is a Boolean AND operation. Xo... Xn are the variables in 
a record (row) from the data set being validated.
• These three rule types were selected because they abstract a range of rules which the author has 
found useful in manually validating numeric data in a range of different domains over a number 
of years. They include basic arithmetical and logical relationships common from many real-world 
domains, particularly in the financial and operational IT domains analysed in the consulting 
activities of Compass. The choice of these rule types is not a constraint of the algorithm and other 
rule types can be easily developed and utilised, as discussed in section 8.5.
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Rules represented by 4-1 are termed Simple Relational (SR) rules. Rules of the type represented 
by 4-2 are Logical Relational (LR) and rules represented by 4-3 are Ordinal Association Rules 
(AR).
In the case of Simple Relational (SR) rules, we adopt the terminology of association rules, and 
define the variable Xo as the consequent of the rule and the variables in the expression to the right 
of the first iop operator are termed the antecedents. Note that only this type of rule utilises the op 
set of arithmetical operators.
Note, that given the logical equivalence of A  > Land Y < X, restricting the inequality operators to 
the set { > , > ,  = } reduces the hypothesis space of potential rules without substantially reducing 
the expressive power of SR and LR rules.
In each of the three types of rule a variable can only be included once. Note also that every 
validation rule delivers a Boolean result. The type of rule that the algorithm generates is user- 
selectable. That is a single run of the algorithm can only generate one type of validation rule.
The algorithm is shown below in Figure 4.1.
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read training da tase t D 
read niche size N
se t num ber of niches C=num ber of colum ns in D 
read num ber of generations G
create  initial population P of N x C validation rules rP
evaluate fitness function f(rP) for each  rP against each row of data in D
rank P according to f(rP) values
crea te  elitist array E for fittest validation rules (1 x C  array) 
for each  niche in P
select rule rP with highest objective function o(rP) and insert into E
for generation 1 to G
perform crossover on rP se lected  according to crossover probability X 
perform mutation on rP se lected  according to mutation probability M 
evaluate fitness function f(rP) for each  rP against each  row of data  in D 
rank P according to f(rP) values 
for each  rule rE in E
com pare f(rE) with f(rP) and replace rE with rP if f(rP)>f(rE) 
delete C m em bers of P with lowest values of f(rP) 
insert m em bers of E into P
rank P according to f(rP) values
Figure 4.1 eaVal algorithm
4.3 Encoding of Rules
The genome is encoded in a data structure containing two integer arrays and a number of integer 
variables. This encoding has been developed specifically to code for validation rules and differs 
from other encodings described in the GA literature.
The first of the integer arrays is defined as the Variable Region (VarRegion), V, and is used to 
index into the list of variables contained in a data set. For example, [1 3 2 4] maps to variables X,, 
X.3 , X] and X4 . The first element of the Variable Region, V} , points to the variable that is the 
consequent in the expression, in the previous example this is variable X,. By convention the 
variable selected by Vi is termed the rule consequent for all rule types.
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The length of V is L, where L is the number of variables in a row of data being validated. In other 
words V is the permutation vector of the variables indices where L is the number of variables. 
Another element of the genome, /, contains the number of variables for the validation rule, and 
can take on values in the range [2, L\. In other words a validation rule is made up of the first I 
variables contained in V. The shortest validation rule, which is of type AR, contains 2 variables 
while the longest possible rules relate every variable in the data set. Effectively the fixed length of 
the genome is used to encode variable-length individuals.
There is a restriction on the values that the elements in V can contain due to the constraint that 
variables can only be included once in a validation rule. For this reason V cannot contain duplicate 
values. This constraint has been applied to the entire VarRegion rather, than the first I values that it 
contains. This means that V contains the values 1,2...L, although there is no restriction on the 
sequencing of the values. This encoding entails the use of “repair” procedures when reproduction 
(cross-over and mutation) produce individuals which violate this constraint, [MicOO]
The second integer array, defined as the Operator Region, O, is used to index into a list of 
operators, {op or iop depending on the rule type), that link the variables in the VarRegion. The 
length of the Operator Region, O, is also defined by the number of variables in the data being 
validated. For rules of type SR, for L variables the length of O is L-2. For LR the length of O is L- 
1. The elements of O are integers which are used to index into the set of operators which relate the 
variables in V. Duplicate and missing values are valid within O. The final element of the genome 
is an integer variable, /, which is a pointer into the set of inequality operators, iop, that relate the 
antecedent variables to the consequent variable for SR rules.
An illustration of the genome and how it is used to generate a validation expression, (of rule type 
SR), is shown in Figure 4.2.
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O pRegtefhV arR eg ion
L ength
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iop In d à O pT ab le  /  iopT able
R esu lting  E x p re s s io n ^  
X6 < ( X3 -  (X4 + X2) )
Figure 4.2 Encoding of genome
4.4 Reproduction: Cross-over and Mutation
The algorithm used for reproduction is a simple cross-over function that takes two parent 
genomes and produces two children. The cross-over operation is in two parts reflecting the 
segmented genome, and is necessitated by the requirement that each genome represents a viable 
validation expression.
Cross-over of the Operator Region is straightforward. For an Operator Region of length M, a 
cross-over point C is selected at random in the range [7, M\. The values in the Operator Region [7, 
C] in genome G1 are swapped with those o f [(C+l), L] in genome G2.
u
Cross-over of the Variable Region is not so straightforward because of the restriction that no 
variable can be used more than once in an expression. Simple cross-over may result in genomes 
that are not legal expressions, therefore it is necessary to apply a repair procedure such that any 
duplicated variables are replaced with variables that are missing. The repair procedure preserves 
the fact that the values in V are the integers in the range 1,2...L.
Mutation is a random event that can be applied to any component of a genome. As with cross­
over the requirement that expressions are legal means that mutation in F is implemented using a 
different mechanism to other parts of the genome.
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For O, I  and / mutation is a random increment or decrement of a value, with the only proviso that 
the minima and maxima of these elements of the genome are adhered to.
Bearing in mind the fact that the integer values of the Variable Region are array indexes that point 
to variables in the data set, a random increment or decrement of a.value may cause the resulting 
expression to include duplicate variables. However because the ordering of the elements of V 
results in different validation rules, the mutation operator is implemented as a random swap of 
values. This random swap results in a different expression being formed from the information in 
the genome.
4.5 Population Niching and Selection
Given the need to generate validation expressions for every variable in a data set, a niching 
approach, [Mah95], has been adopted in order to preserve population diversity. This ensures that 
the population does not converge towards a single expression for a single variable. Each 
individual in the population encodes an expression with a particular rule consequent; the set of 
individuals that code for the same consequent are defined as occupying the same niche. The 
population is seeded at random when the algorithm commences. An input parameter to the 
algorithm is the niche size (i.e. the number of individuals that code for each variable). Therefore 
for a data set with m variables, and a niche size of s the population is sized at ms individuals. 
Initially a random population is generated, so that each variable should be represented by s 
individuals. However, this niche population size will vary as the algorithm progresses.
As detailed in the previous chapter, each cycle of a genetic algorithm processes a given 
population of hypotheses. Individuals in this population are evaluated as to fitness and then 
selected for ‘breeding’ or copying into a new population which forms the next generation of 
hypotheses. There are a wide variety of well established selection procedures [Mit96], [Mic96]. 
We have chosen to base selection on a simple linear ranking of individuals according to fitness.
An elitist mechanism is also used to select the individual with the highest objective function 
within each niche, thereby creating a table of the individual that best fit the data for each of the m 
variables throughout the lifetime of the algorithm. The rest of the population is ranked according 
to fitness, and the least fit individuals in every generation are replaced with the elite individuals. 
This process ensures that highly fit individuals are not lost, and also promotes population diversity 
in that at every generation there is a least one member of each niche present in the population.
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Every generation, therefore will contain a mixture of individuals from the previous generation 
(i.e. individuals not crossed-over or mutated), new individuals as a result of cross-over or 
mutation and the elite individuals (i.e. the fittest individual in each niche).
4.6 Fitness Function
The aim of the fitness function is to identify the ‘goodness’ of individuals in the population. The 
fitness value is derived from a number of sources, which are detailed below.
Each genome is tested against the training data set by forming the validation rule that it encodes 
and evaluating the rule against the entire training data set. As each validation rule evaluates to a 
Boolean, each True result is assigned a value of 1 and False is assigned 0. The raw measure of 
how well the rule ‘fits’ the data is termed the objective function and is defined simply as:
f ( x i )  = 1 if  rule z evaluates to True
f ( x i )  = 0 if  rule i evaluates to False ^
n
The objective function has a range of 0 -  1, so that a validation rule that is not true for any record 
in a dataset has an objective value of 0 , while a validation rule that is true for every record in a 
dataset has a perfect objective value of 1 .
It is generally accepted that short rules are to be preferred over more complex rules; the rationale 
being that short rules are more general and more easily comprehended than longer and more 
complex rules [Mic96]. For this reason another element of the fitness function — a concision 
function -  is based on the length of the validation rule. Shorter rules are awarded higher scores 
than longer rules using the following function:
L(R) where L(R) is the minimum length of a rule of type R and
I ( r )  l(ij is the length of rule r, and length is measured as the 4 . 5
number of variables in a rule
£ ;  f ( x < )  where
1 = 1
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where N(R) is the number ofThis measure of rule concision is in the range
variables in a record of the dataset. A rule that that contains the minimum legal number of 
variables for that rule type will have a concision value of 1 , while a rule that contains every 
variable will have a value less than one. The lower limit on the concision value decreases as the 
number of variables increases in a dataset. In effect for datasets with few columns there is less 
relative benefit for shorter rules than is the case with datasets where there are larger numbers of 
columns (and therefore potentially longer and more complex validation rules).
In order to help preserve population diversity, another component of the fitness function is based 
on the relative population density of the consequent of each validation rule. Equation 4-6 is 
defined as the crowding function. A scarce consequent is awarded a higher score than a relatively 
popular one using the following crowding function:
The size of the population, l(p) is given by the product of the number of variables in the data, m.
other rules in the population then it has a crowding value of 1. At the other extreme if a rule codes 
for the same consequent as every other rule in the population it will have a crowding value of 
l/(population s i z e - 1 ).
Finally, to avoid the trap of generating niches which are populated by the same rule, an element of 
the fitness function, termed the uniqueness function, is based on rule novelty. Each rule is scored 
by the function:
e (U ÿ‘
where c is the count of the number of occurrences of the same rule in the population and s is the 
niche size. This score is in the range [ e(1 'n)/n,l], where the higher score is earned by a unique rule 
and the lowest by a rule which completely dominates its niche.
where l(p) is the number of rules in 
population p, and c(pj is the number of 
rules coding for niche jt in populationp
4-6
and the initial niche size, & Hence the population density function yields a value in the range
1], Effectively this means that if a rule codes for a consequent for which there are no
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These four components are combined and normalised into a single value in the range [0,1] using 
the following normalisation expression:
o. Objective + ^.Concision + c.Niche + c/. Uniqueness 4-8
Varying the four parameters {a, b, c and d) of the fitness function can adjust the relative 
importance of the different components and is therefore an important setting within the algorithm. 
This is discussed in the next section.
4.7 Fitness Function Parameters
It is necessary to define appropriate measures of ‘goodness’ so that we can empirically find the 
best set of normalising parameters for the fitness function. As mentioned in chapter two, 
confidence is an important measure of how good an Association Rule is. Similarly, the notion of 
support (see next section), is also an important Association Rule metric. It was thus possible to 
manually adjust the normalisation function parameters to derive populations of rules with high 
values of confidence and support.
The notion of confidence maps directly to the objective function described in Equation 4-4. Rules 
with a high objective value are desirable because they capture the structure implicit in a dataset. 
However we cannot rely solely on this value to guide the evolutionary process because we are 
interested in evolving a population of rules rather than one or two very fit individuals. 
Furthermore, as discussed previously, we wish to create an inductive bias such that shorter and 
more easily comprehended rules are preferred to longer and more complex ones. For this reason 
the fitness function also includes the concision function. Where the fitness function is made up of 
only these two components then relative weight of the concision function need only be very small, 
(of the order 0.05 -  0.1, compared to a value of 0.95 -  0.9 for the objective function), to be 
effective in biasing against long and complex rules.
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However, relying only on these two components of the fitness function yields populations that 
contain copies (‘clones’) of one or two fit individuals. In other words the objective and concision 
functions yield populations that have very low levels of diversity. A typical plot o f population 
diversity against number of generations is shown in Figure 4.3.
Population Diversity
o 100.00%
= 80.00%
60.00%
40.00%
© 20 .00% 
or
1  0 .00%
Generation
Figure 4 3  Population Diversity
This reduction in population diversity is problematic; a diverse population ensures that the 
algorithm is able to explore the search space of rules more extensively than a population that has 
settled around a small number of very fit individuals.
The addition of the niche crowding and uniqueness functions addresses this problem in that these 
functions are designed to ensure that the population includes rules that code for every variable in 
the dataset (remembering that a niche is defined as a sub-population of rules that code for a 
specific variable in the dataset), and that these niches are not populated by clones of one or two 
rules.
The fitness function, therefore, has to be tuned so as to balance the requirements of finding 
populations with highly fit individuals and making sure that the population has a high diversity 
value (defined as the number of unique individuals in the population). Note that there is also a
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self-imposed constraint in the values of the parameters in that we wish the value of the fitness 
fonction to be in the range [0 , 1 ].
Exploring the four dimensional space required to assess the variations in fitness and population 
diversity that changing the four parameters of the fitness function is an optimisation problem in 
itself. While it would have been interesting to create a genetic algorithm to tune the fitness 
function of this genetic algorithm a more heuristic approach was adopted. The starting point for 
the this process was an intuitive assessment of the relative importance of the different components 
of the fitness function. Firstly we place a great emphasis on the-fit to data, therefore we give 
greater weight to the objective and concision functions than the functions related to population 
diversity. We also lend greater relative weight to the objective function than the concision 
function. A starting point for an exploration of the parameters is to begin with a weighting of 0.80 
for the sum of the objective and concision parameters and a value of 0 . 2 0  for the other parameters.
Taking this 80/20 split between individual fitness and population diversity we can explore the 
evolution of fitness and diversity for a range of parameters for each of the components of the 
fitness function.
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Figure 4.4 Variation of the Objective Function Parameter
Figure 4.4 shows variations in average and best fitness and variation in population diversity as the 
parameter for the objective function varies in the range 0.5 -  1.0. The values for the other 
paramers vary such that the sum of all of the parameters is always 1 and the relative ratio of the 
other three parameters is: concision factor 33%, niche crowding factor 16% and uniqueness 50%. 
A similar variation scheme is used in looking at the influence of the other parameters, below.
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As one would expect the values for average and best fitness track the value of the parameter for 
the objective function. Indeed when the parameter is 1.0, (and therefore all of the other parameters 
have values of 0), the average and best fitness values converge to 1. However, the population 
diversity moves in the opposite direction and falls as the value of the other parameters falls. Note 
that the population diversity falls more rapidly for values of the objective function parameter 
greater than 0.90.
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Figure 4.5 Variation In The Concision Function Parameter
The effect of variation in the concision parameter, (in the range 0 -  0.25) is shown in Figure 4.5. 
In this case the average and best fitness values decrease as the influence of the concision function 
increases. This is explained by the fact that the influence of the other parameters decreases as the 
concision factor increases, and in the case of a weakening of the influence of the objective 
function the direct result is a reduction in rule fitness. This weakening of the objective function 
also has a direct influence on the population diversity, which increases as the concision parameter 
increases.
The effect of the niche crowding function is shown in Figure 4.6. In the range 0 - 0 . 1  the effect on 
the fitness value is slight. When it has a value of zero the fitness values are higher, but values of 
0.01 -  0.1 show little apparent variation. On the other hand the effect on population diversity is 
more marked, and there is fluctuation of diversity in the range 0 -  0.03, with a pronounced 
reduction in diversity when the parameter has a zero value (which nullifies the niche crowding
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component of the fitness function). Overall it is clear that a relatively low value but non-zero 
value for this parameter gives the best results.
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Figure 4.6 Variation In The Niche Crowding Function Parameter
The final parameter to explore is the parameter for the uniqueness function. This is shown in 
Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7 Variation In Diversity Function Parameter
Increasing the value of the uniqueness parameter has the effect of reducing both the average and 
best fitness values. However, while both the average and the best values are highest when the 
uniqueness parameter is zero, it is the average fitness value which shows continued reduction as 
the parameter value increases. The value of the best fitness fluctuates around a value of 0.97 for
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values of the parameter in the range 0.03 -  0.30, while the average shows a reduction from 0.945 
to 0.93. This is as expected; the uniqueness function punishes clones and rewards unique 
individuals. Therefore we would expect to see the reduction in the population average rather than 
in the best individuals. The utility of the uniqueness function is shown in the measures of 
population diversity, which indicate that for low values of this parameter diversity is relatively 
low and that diversity rises as the parameter value increases.
Based on the investigations presented above, (and others carried out less formally during the 
development of the algorithm), the following values for the parameters was found to deliver 
results that gave a good balance of fitness and diversity: objective function parameter = 0.70, 
concision parameter = 0.10, niche density parameter = 0.05 and uniqueness parameter = 0.15.
4.8 Support
Support is an important metric in Association Rules as it measures the prevalence of an itemset 
within a dataset, as discussed in the previous chapter. This standard definition can be extended to 
the data validation domain and is defined as the portion of records in a dataset where a validation 
rule can be fully evaluated. In other words the fraction of the records in a dataset where there are 
no missing values for a given validation rule. The range of values for support is [0,1].
The support figure is not used in the calculation of fitness although it does provide the analyst 
with additional information when having to assess a population of rules. For a dataset that is fully 
populated the value of support will be 1 for every legally formed validation rule. However for 
datasets which include missing values the support figure provides an indication of the data 
‘coverage’ for each rule. A rule that includes variables for which there are no missing values will 
have a higher support figure than a rule for which there is only sparse data. For the data analyst 
this figure might be used to manually filter validation rules to exclude those rules which have low 
figures for support.
4.9 The Validation Process
The algorithm detailed above has been implemented as a Java toolset called eaVal. This toolset 
takes as input training datasets in the form of comma separated value (CSV) files. These are 
processed by ea Val and a population of validation rules is generated that can be stored as CSV or 
XML format files. It is then possible to load these rules into a spreadsheet program, such as 
Microsoft Excel, and then to use them to test data sets.
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The data flow diagram for the process is shown in Figure 4.8:
Training
Data ------ »  eaVal
(CSV) Population o f  
discovered
Action Items 
(Potentially 
invalid rows 
identified)
validation 
rules (XML)
Figure 4.8 Data validation process
4.10 Java Implementation
Full details of the Java implementation of the algorithm are included in appendix two. However, 
two issues are worthy of mention at this point. The first concerns the form of expression and 
evaluation of the rules against the training data. The second point concerns issues arising from the 
use of floating point values for variables.
Each member of the population of rules is instantiated as an object of class Genome. One of the 
fields of this class contains the phenotype which is the expression of the genotype. This 
phenotype is a string which contains the rule in a format which is both readable by a human and 
parsable by a machine. An example phenotype is:
These strings are parsed by a Java component called the Java Expression Parser (JEP), which is 
able to evaluate the expression for different values of the variables.
JEP treats all variables as Java variables of type double (double precision floating point numbers, 
based on the IEEE 754 standard). As is well known there are problems in comparing floating
;
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point numbers due to rounding errors caused by the conversion of decimal values to base 2 . 
[Gol91] contains a very readable discussion of the issue. This makes the comparison of numbers 
especially problematic, particularly when testing for equality. To work around this problem we 
have modified comparisons and tests for equality in JEP to give results which are “close enough” 
based on a margin of error calculated as:
\ ( a -b )  \< tolerance
where a, b and tolerance are floating point values.
4.11 Input Data
The eâVal toolset is designed to discover validation rules which are implicit in numeric data sets. 
It is assumed that data items in these data sets contain quantitative variables rather than 
categorical data items (such as class identifiers), or Booleans encoded as 1 or 0. For the moment 
heterogeneous data sets (a mix of categorical, Boolean and numeric data, for example), which are 
common in many real-world situations, would require filtering before they can be used by the 
algorithms described above. A more detailed discussion of the issue of input data is reserved for a 
later section of this document.
Training data is input to eaVal using a comma separated value (CSV) format file with a set of 
header fields for the number of variables in each record, the sample size (i.e. number of records in 
the data set) and delimiters to indicate the beginning and end of the records. Missing values are 
represented as asterisk (*) or question mark (?) characters. All data is numeric and values are 
stored as Java doubles. Comments in the file are prefixed #Echo
A sample input data file, (with only the first few records displayed), is shown below in Figure 4.9:
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#Nvars 5 
#Sample 40
#Echo R1:X1 -X 2  + X3 
#Echo R2: X4 > X3 - X5. 
#Start
4,1,3,2.1,1 
4.3,2,2.3,1.6,1.3
8.5,4.5,4,0.7,3.6 
7.2,2,5.2,3.3,2
7.1.3.1.4.0.4.3.7
3.4.2.1.4.0.6.1.2 
#End
Figure 4.9 Sample eaVal input file
The data in the above example has been created according to two simple definition rules: XI = X2 
+ X3 and X4 > X3 -  X5. These rules, and the data set they define, will be used as samples later in 
this section of the report to illustrate some key performance features of the algorithm.
4.12 Output Data
The validation rules that are discovered using eaVal are exported as CSV or XML format files. 
These files store details of the data and input parameters which generated the rules. Two versions 
of each rule are included in the output. The first is a simple algebraic formulation of the rule, a 
typical example is:
X 6 > ( ( X 8 - X 4 ) - X 1 )
A second version contains a formulation of the rule that a spreadsheet program, such as Microsoft 
Excel or OpenOffice CALC, can interpret as a cell formula. The above rule, for example, 
becomes:
F l>  ( ( H l - D l ) - A l )
Additionally, each rule is numbered for later identification, and the fitness, objective and support 
values associated with the rule are also stored.
A sample XML output file is shown below in Figure 4.10:
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF- 8  "?> 
<EaVal_ResuIts>
<Parameters>
<Generati ons>500</Generati ons>
<Data_set>ExpO 1 \de 1. cs v</Data_s et>
<Sample_size>75</Sample_size>
<Pop_size>40</Pop_size>
<Var_count>8 </V ar_count>
</Parameters>
<rales rule_t>pe="n">
<rule rule_id=" 1 ">
<equation>X6  &gt; ( ( X8  - X4 ) - XI )</equation> 
<spr_formula>Fl&gt; ( ( H I- D l) - A l) </spr_formula> 
<fitness>0.9977</fitness>
<obj ecti ve> 1 .0 0 0 0 </obj ective>
<support>l .0 0 0 0 </support>
</rule>
<rule rule_id="38">
<equation>X4 &gt; ( ( X5 - X2 ) - XI )</equation> 
<spr_formula>Dl&gt; ( ( E l- B l) - A l) </spr_formula> 
<fitness>0.9902</fitness>
<obj ecti ve>1 .0 0 0 0 </ obj ective>
<support>l .0 0 0 0 </support>
</mle>
</mles>
</EaVal Results>
Figure 4.10 Sample XML output File
Additionally eaVal can produce a CSV-formatted text file which can be used in Excel or other 
spreadsheet programs. This file contains column definitions for each variable in the training data 
set and the spreadsheet version of every rule in the population. The rows of the spreadsheet are 
populated with the training data. Once this file is loaded into Excel it can be converted into an 
executable spreadsheet and the rules evaluated against the training data and/or any other data that 
is imported into it.
4.13 Supporting Tools
Manual processing of the rules, particularly applying the rules to test data, is a time-consuming 
and repetitive process. For this reason an Excel utility, coded in Visual Basic for Applications 
(VBA), has been produced to automate the process. This utility takes the CSV file exported by 
eaVal and a dataset and populates an Excel spreadsheet. A sample is reproduced in Figure 4.11 :
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y  Microsoft Excel - bf.xls
l ]  F k  Edit Wew Insert Format Tods Qata \Mndow Help
_____ a  ' . .4
* 3  * 51 #  '"S% -  : VArW
( X V  '= V a lid ?
4 ..D E F 6  H 1 K 1 L M N <
XI ::: X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 I Valid? |R62 R15 R79 R3
2 3S.2 93.1 8S2 94.5 59 37.3 219 32 27.4 17.1 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TF
3 38.5 93.6 83 98.7 58.7 37.3 23.4 30.5 28a 182 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TF
a 34 95.8 87^ 992 59.6 38a 24 26.8 252 16.6 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TF
..5... 37.4 m o 66.4 1012 60.1 37.3 22.8 32.4 29.4 182 TRUE TRIE TRUE TRUE TF
6 344 97.3 100 101.9 632 422 24 322 27.7 17.7 TRIE TRUE TRUE TRUE TF
39 104.5 94.4 107.8 86 42 25.6 35.7 30.6 18.8 TRIE TRUE TRUE TRUE TF
8 36.4 105.1 90.7 100.3 584 38.3 22a 31.9 27.8 17.7 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TF
37.8 99.6 885 97.1 60 394 232 30.5 29 18.9 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TF
1C 38.1 100.9 82.5 39a 62.9 38.3 238 35.9 31.1 182 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TF
51 42.1 99.6 88.6 104.1 63.1 417 25 35.6 30 m2 TRIE TRUE TRUE TRUE TF
t: 38.5 m .5 8316 962 53.7 397 252 32.8 29.4 m.5 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TF
53 39.4 103.6 90.3 107.7 662 392 25.3 372 302 19 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TF
38.4 102 916 103.9 63.4 38.3 21.5 32.5 28.6 17.7 TRIE TRUE TRUE TRUE TF
1r 39.4 104.1 iota 108.6 66 415 23.7 36.9 31.6 18.8 TRIE TRUE TRUE TRUE TF
56 40.5 501.3 364 1001 69 33 23.1 36.1 30.5 182 TRIE TRUE TRUE TRUE TF
57 36.4 93.1 92.8 992 63.1 38.7 217 31.1 26.4 169 TRIE TRUE TRUE TRUE TF
Figure 4.11 Excel validation sheet
In the exam ple above the first row is a header identifying the contents of each column. X I ...X 10  
are the variables, ‘V alid?’ is the overall action item and identifies w hether a row  is suspect (True 
implies that the row is valid), and the Rxx columns are the Boolean results o f  evaluating rule Rxx 
against the data variables.
U sage o f  this spreadsheet enables test data to be validated in an interactive and intuitive manner.
4.14 Key Performance Characteristics of eaVal
Details o f  population diversity, average fitness and relative niche density (the num ber o f  
individuals in the population which code validation rules for each o f  the variables in a data set), 
provide im portant information about the progress o f  the algorithm during run-tim e. This 
information is logged to file or echoed to the screen.
Fitness, as we have seen, is a m easure o f  how good an individual rule is. That is. how well it 
validates the data in the training set. Average fitness is a measure o f  the mean fitness value for the 
entire population, and is in the range [0,1], w ith the value converging to 1 in the limit. The plot 
shown in Figure 4.12 is typical for the sam ple data set listed previously:
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Evolution of Average Fitness
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Figure 4.12 Evolution of Average Fitness
This convergence behaviour has been displayed for all of the data sets which have been used to 
test the algorithm. However, while this type of convergence is extremely important, it alone is not 
a sufficient measure of the utility of the results. Population diversity is also of key importance -  a 
population that consists of clones of a single very fit individual will deliver a high average fitness 
but will not deliver a set of validation rules for a number of different variables.
Remembering that the segmented genotype includes ‘junk DNA’, we should be aware that two 
individuals may differ but still code for the same rule because the differences are in the junk 
DNA. Population diversity, therefore, is measured as the number of unique rules that the 
population codes for. An initial population of rules would typically show a diversity of 100% - the 
randomly formed rules are all different. As the evolutionary process begins we would typically 
expect that the diversity of the population would be reduced very quickly as the fittest rules 
propagate during breeding and mutation. However because the fitness function includes terms that 
punish cloned rules and discourage niche crowding we would expect that the diversity would rise 
towards a relatively high and stable figure. A typical plot of diversity for a sample data set is 
shown in Figure 4.13
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Evolution of Diversity
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Figure 4.13 Population Diversity
Note that without terms to encourage diversity the population diversity shows a very marked 
reduction. This is problematic as a diverse population ensures that the algorithm is able to explore 
the search space of rules more extensively than a population that has settled around a small 
number of very fit individuals. The terms in the fitness function which punish clones and 
discourage niche crowding were introduced only after initial experiments indicated the problems 
caused by populations with reduced diversity.
Niche density is another important measure in a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm such as 
this one. A niche, in this application, is defined by the consequent of the validation rule that an 
individual codes for. All individuals that code for variable XI, for example, are considered to be 
members of the same niche or sub-population. Clearly if we wish to discover rules for every 
variable in a data set then it is important that all niches contain some individuals. Using an elitist 
procedure such that the fittest individual in each niche is re-injected into the population at every 
generation ensures that niche extinctions do not occur. The niche density for a typical run using 
the sample data is shown below in Figure 4.14:
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Niche Density
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Figure 4.14 Evolution of niche density
4.15 Testing the Algorithm
A variety of synthetic test data sets were used to test the operation of eaVal and to investigate the 
effect of the different population parameters (niche size, number of generations, size of dataset 
and so on). These test data sets were generated programmatically using simple relationships 
between variables, as illustrated in the sample data set detailed previously. One very important 
class of tests investigated whether the genetic algorithm that lies at the heart of eaVal was able to 
rediscover the rules which had been used to generate the synthetic data sets.
Output of a run using the sample data set is shown below, (only the elite individuals are shown):
X1 ==(X2 + X3)
X2 < ( X1 + X3 )
X3 <= ( X2 + X1 )
X4 < ( X3 + X1 )
X5< (X 1* X 3)
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Note that the first rule matches one of the definition rules which was used to generate the data set, 
and that rules 2 and 3 are clearly reformulations of this same rule. The rules for X4 and X5 do not 
match the rules which generated the data, but applying these rules to the training data shows that 
they are indeed valid rules -  every record in the data set conforms to them.
While the results with the training set are positive in that the entire data set conforms to the 
discovered rules, it could be that this is simply a result of over-fitting, and that the rules do not 
generalise to other data. A test data set was created in which 50% of the records violated the 
definition rules of the training data -  these records violated one or other of the two definition 
rules. Each record/row in this test data set was evaluated against the elite rules. Any rule which 
evaluated to FALSE indicated a suspect record (the output of the rules were subject to an AND 
operation).
When this data was used with the rules discovered by the algorithm, the results showed similar 
results to the test data. Typically all the records in the test data which conformed to the definition 
rules also conformed to the discovered rules. Data which did not conform to the definition rules 
also failed to conform to the discovered rules in the majority of cases. During these informal tests 
the success rate -  that is the proportion of records correctly identified as valid or invalid -  for the 
entire data set was typically 80-90%.
Finally, using the rules against randomly generated values which failed both definition rules also 
yielded very high success rates in that the discovered rules were able to identify that the records 
were invalid.
4.16 Initial Conditions
As is typical of most genetic algorithms, eaVal has many parameters which set initial conditions 
and which influence the evolutionary process of exploring a hypothesis space. Four of the most 
important are the mutation rate, the cross-over selection rate, the number of generations in the 
life-time of the run and the size of the population.
Effective values for mutation and cross-over selection rates are often discussed in the literature, 
and are the subject of considerable debate within the evolutionary computation community. 
[Mit96], for example, provides good discussion of the issues and suggests that mutation rates of
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the order 0.005 -  0.01 and cross-over selection rates of 0.75 -  0.95 have been found to be
effective values by a number of different researchers.
The effect of variations in these two parameters was tested using a variety of real and synthetic 
datasets. The test results shown are for a synthetic data set of 200 rows by 15 columns and the 
algorithm was run 10 times, for 50 generations in each run, and the average of the results
recorded. Average population fitness, best fitness and elapsed time were the key performance
factors that were examined in relation to variations in these two parameters.
Figure 4.15 shows the variation in elapsed time, measured in seconds, as the cross-over rate 
varied from 0.50 -  1.00 and the mutation rate was varied in the range 0 -  0.05. As one would 
expect it is the increase in the cross-over rate that is most directly related to decreasing 
performance. Cross-over, that is ‘mating’ candidate validation rules to produce off-spring, is a 
computationally more intensive task than mutation, which merely swaps individual genes in a 
genotype.
Figure 4.15 Variation of elapsed time against cross-over and mutation rates
There is also some variation in population fitness evident, as shown in Figure 4.16. Though it is 
clear that the results are fairly robust and that there is little substantive variation in the results for 
the range of cross-over and mutation rates.
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Figure 4.16 Variation in average population fitness against cross-over and mutation rates
However, there is more variation in the value of the fittest individual in the population, as shown 
in Figure 4.17 . Here it should be noted that there is a slight improvement in best fitness as the 
mutation rate increases and that there is also improvement in the range of 0.60 -  0.90 for cross­
over rate. Again, it should be noted that the algorithm is robust and delivers very fit individuals in 
the full range of mutation and cross-over rates which were tested.
Beit fitness - 50 generations. 200 tows by 15 columns
Figure 4.17 Variation in best fitness against cross-over and mutation rates
The number of generations is also an important initial parameter for eaVal. Figure 4.12, shown 
previously, shows the variation of average population fitness as the number of generations is
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increased. A similar trajectory is shown below, in Figure 4.18, using a mutation rate of 0.05, a 
cross-over selection rate of 0.80 and the same 200 rows by 15 columns data set that was used to 
explore the effect of varying the mutation and cross-over selection rates. Note the similar fast 
trajectory as the algorithm evolves a relatively fit population within 50 generations and then 
shows minor improvements as the algorithm explores the hypothesis space around this fit region.
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Figure 4.18 Average fitness vs number of generations
The other important input parameter to the algorithm is the population size. The size of the 
population is determined by the product of the number of fields or columns in the dataset and the 
niche size. The niche density has a lower limit of 1, (at which point the population includes a 
single validation rule for each variable in a record). There is an obvious computational cost to 
increasing the population size; a large population requires more CPU time to process that a 
smaller one. However, too small a population size and there is a risk that the hypothesis space is 
not explored adequately.
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The effects of varying the niche size is shown in Figure 4.19. Note that both average and best 
fitness values improve as the niche size, and hence the population size, increases. Note also that 
the population diversity reduces as the niche size grows. When the niche size is 1 then there is a 
1 0 0 % diversity because each rule codes for a different variable and is therefore, by definition, 
unique. Note that for niche sizes above 5 there is little evident improvement in fitness or diversity 
values.
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Figure 4.19 Population Size Variation
Based on the results of these investigations the most commonly used parameter values for the 
experiments in this thesis are: mutation rate = 0.05, cross-over selection = 0.80, niche size = 5 and 
number of generations in the range 5 0 -  100 (depending on the dataset being analysed).
4.17 Data Sensitivity Factors
A series of other experiments were carried out to test both the algorithm and to discover if results 
were sensitive to a number of characteristics of data, including sensitivity to the number of errors 
in the training data and to missing values.
The results indicated that both of these characteristics reduced the predictive efficiency of the 
discovered rules. Where fully populated and relatively clean training datasets yielded rules with 
good predictive quality, the presence of large numbers of missing values or the presence of many 
invalid rows reduced the predictive quality. One objective measure of this effect was the lower
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average fitness of a population of rules. Another was a reduced population diversity as the 
population converged to a small number of relatively fit individuals.
However, in such situations it was possible to improve the predictive quality of the rules using 
two heuristics.
The first was to consolidate the vector of Booleans produced by evaluating the rules against data 
using an alternative function. Generally it was found that ‘well-behaved’ data (few missing values 
and relatively few invalid rows), generated vectors which could be consolidated using a 
straightforward conjunction (logical AND) to derive a single Valid/Invalid flag. This was the 
approach detailed in the previous section. With poorer quality datasets a number of alternative 
approaches were investigated, the most useful and simplest of which took a majority poll of the 
Boolean vector of results. In other words if  the majority of rules evaluated to False for a row of 
data then it would be flagged as potentially invalid.
A second approach investigated was to apply a filter to the population of rules. The simplest 
approach was to set a minimum value for fitness, confidence or support, and to exclude all rules 
from the final population that did not meet or exceed this value. This semi-automatic filtering o f 
the rules produced smaller but more useful populations (i.e. populations with average higher 
fitness) of rules.
Both of these approaches could be combined to provide a mechanism for producing robust sets of 
rules with good predictive value even when the training data sets are of questionable quality. 
Using these heuristics it is possible to iteratively apply the rules to the task of cleaning up the 
training data set in an effort to derive a cleaner data set which more fully captures the structure of 
valid data.
These two approaches were adopted in tests with a real-world data set described in the next 
section.
4.18 Initial Experiments with Real World Data
We were able to use real-world data sets from a business consultancy in order to test the ideas 
developed in this thesis. Compass Management Consulting is an international consulting firm
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specialising in the areas of IT and business performance measurement and process improvement. 
The company uses a methodology of comparative analysis to derive recommendations for 
performance improvements to its clients world-wide. This methodology utilises mathematical 
models to compare detailed performance metrics between a client and a reference group of best 
performing organisations.
The Compass Performance Improvement database contains values collected by Compass and its 
clients during IT performance improvement projects. The database contains IT costs, activities, 
work-load, service levels and so on and is used to provide key performance indicators generated 
by the empirical models that Compass has developed in a number of IT and business areas.
Data is collected, stored and reported by functional area -  for example Disk Storage, Network 
Security and so on within an IT department -  and within each function there are a number of 
categories and sub-categories for data items. For example cost data has classes of hardware, 
software, communications, purchased services etc. Within the personnel category, data on 
employee effort is differentiated from that of external contractors and consultants. An extract 
from the Compass database containing personnel data for one functional area was selected to test 
the evolutionary algorithm.
This data extract, which deliberately mixed validated and unvalidated data, consisted of 279 rows 
of data, each of which has 7 fields (representing seven variables). The variables contain personnel 
activity data, measured in units of ‘full time equivalent’ (FTE), which is a measure of workload 
related to hours per week. One of the variables is a measure of activity by external consultants and 
is by definition, according to the measurement rule that defines the data that is collected for that 
variable, a subset of the data stored in the other seven codes.
This dataset can be considered as representing a typical ‘raw’ data set: it has not been pre- 
processed to exclude outliers; it includes a large number of missing values (approx 2 0 %); and is 
known to contain two invalid rows (which were identified using existing heuristics developed by 
domain experts).
The variables were labelled as X1...X7; and the variable with the consultant data being variable 
X7.
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4.19 Results
Four runs of the algorithm were used to generate sets of validation rules -two runs were generated 
type SR rules and two generated LR rules. The two SR runs produced 13 and 16 rules 
respectively, as did the two LR runs, all over a period of 100 generations. The best individual, that 
is the rule with the highest fitness and confidence values, was selected from each of the four runs. 
In the case of the two LR runs both had generated the same rule, hence three rules were selected 
in all. Although these three rules were the fittest individuals in their respective runs, they did not 
necessarily stand-out from some of the other highly rated individuals. Of the three rules selected, 
the largest difference in fitness value between the selected rule and the next fittest in its 
population was for the LR rule, which had a value that was 1.5% higher then the second highest 
rule.
0.809 0.742 0.778
. Discovered-RuleFitness Function Confidence
0.815 0.742 0.778
XI > = (X 7 -X 2 )
X2 >= (X7 - XI )
0.753 0.663 0.778 ( X2 > 0 ) A ( XI >= X7 )
Tabic 4.1 Best individual results
The first thing to note is that all three rules feature the same three variables. Remembering the 
measurement rules which define these variables, it is clear that the essential relationship between 
variable X7 and the other variables (i.e. that it is a subset of the sum of the other variables) has 
been discovered and expressed in three different ways. These three rules are by no means unique, 
and the vast majority of rules discovered in each of the runs featured a relationship between X7 
and other variables. Note also that the first two rules have the same values for confidence and 
support and yet differ in the value of the fitness function. This is due to the niche crowding and 
uniqueness factors in the fitness function. A high performing rule maybe penalised, and suffer a 
lowering of the fitness value, if it is in a crowded niche or is cloned many times in the population 
at large.
An examination of the raw data also showed that variables XI, X2 and X7 also had the fewest 
missing values. This explains the preponderance of rules that relate these variables. It also 
suggests that these variables have high importance in the domain of interest.
Having discovered these rules they can now be re-applied to the raw data to assess how good 
these rules are at identifying data that is invalid. Each rule is evaluated using the data, and a result 
of ‘False’ is used to indicate that a row is suspect, a value o f ‘True’ that a row does not violate the
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validation rule. The results for the individual rules are consolidated using a simple majority poll to 
deliver an overall Valid or Invalid result for each row in the database.
Of the 279 rows, 265 were flagged as being valid, whereas in actual fact it is known that 277 are 
valid. Both the invalid rows were correctly identified as invalid using these rules. However, this 
still means that there is a 4.3% rate of false negatives. Overall the hit rate is 95.6%.
Analysis of the false negatives showed that these rows all included high values in the variables 
not included in the rules which were selected as best. Adding other rules from the population 
improved the results, but this entailed relaxing criteria for support, fitness and confidence. 
However, taking the best rules and then selectively adding from the remaining rules to improve 
the results oh the training data set is a simple means of creating a robust and highly useful rule set 
for validating the data.
Test data was created by randomly altering values drawn from the training data. This test data"set 
was assessed by a domain expert and rows flagged as valid or invalid. The results of applying the 
discovered rules were extremely good, and again it was only on the rows which featured high 
values in the variables not included in the rule set which caused false negatives.
4.20 Analysis of Initial Results
The results of the initial testing of eaVal were largely positive. In the case of the synthetic 
datasets, the algorithm was successful at reproducing the rules which had been used to generate 
the data in the first instance. In the case of the data from the Compass database, the relationship 
between employee and contractor effort was discovered from the data itself.
Based on the early experiments a number of issues arose that needed to be addressed. These 
included:
Population stagnation
Despite constructing the fitness function so as to reward rules that validate ‘unpopular’ 
consequents, there was a marked tendency for the diversity of the population to decrease over 
time in the earliest versions of eaVal. Varying the fitness function so as to increase the niche
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crowding factor managed to ameliorate the situation but it did not altogether disappear. It was not 
uncommon to find that a large portion of the population consisted of clones of two or three very 
successful validation rules. Alternative selection mechanisms, such as deterministic crowding and 
probabilistic crowding, [MahOO], were investigated. This was addressed by adding a term to the 
fitness function to punish clones, (see section 4.6 Fitness)
Equivalent forms
Many of the rules which are generated from the data re-state the same information in different 
forms. For example, X  = F + Z and A  = Z + Fare the same rule but will appear in the population 
of rules as distinct individuals. This has little effect on the quality of the rules, however it does 
make manual analysis of the results more difficult where there are larger population of rules. This 
issue will not be addressed in this thesis.
Performance
The algorithm makes use of an expression parser to evaluate the rules represented by each 
individual in the population, converting each rule into a string which is parsed into a set of 
variables. These variables are loaded with data from the training data set and then the expression 
is executed. Run-time performance varies with population size and the volume of data in the 
training data set. Initially execution speed was disappointing, particularly when the algorithm was 
tested using the Compass data set. A caching scheme and a number of coding improvements 
dramatically reduced execution speed and this is no longer an important issue.
Rule syntax
Early versions of the algorithm generated only one form of rule (SR rules). Analysis of different 
test data sets showed that other forms of rule expression were required to capture common 
relationships, such as (A>0) AND (B>0). Sub-classing the Java class representing the genome 
proved to be an effective and extensible method of creating additional rule formats. The current 
version of eaVal now supports the three rule formats listed previously. This extensibility 
represents an important means of incorporating existing heuristics and domain knowledge into the 
eaVal toolset. As discussed in chapter two, this is an important criterion for automatic data 
validation. Although it is not discussed further within this thesis, it is worth noting that extensible 
nature of the toolset.
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Data types
As detailed above, all data is converted into floating point values by the algorithm. However this 
means that all forms of numeric data are treated in the same way. Differences between numeric 
data and categorical values, for example, are ignored. Where mixed data types are present eaVal 
generates validation rules which may have high fitness values but which are actually nonsensical. 
An example of such a rule would be (XI + X2) > X3 where XI is a category (X l=l for Male and 
Xl=2 for Female) and X3 and X3 are numerics such as height and weight. This is a clear area of 
weakness for the moment, and it is a topic which will be discussed in more detail in a later 
chapter.
4.21 Bayesian Networks for Post-Processing Validation Rules
The validation rules discovered by eaVa/ can be used to assess which data rows are likely to 
contain invalid data items -  i.e. those rows which cause members of the population of rules to fire 
(evaluate as False). However the aim of semantic validation is to go further than simply flagging 
entire rows as suspect and, instead, to identify which variables in the row are suspected of being 
invalid.
When a row of data is evaluated against a population of rules each rule generates a Boolean result. 
In other words each data row generates a Boolean vector of validation rule results. For small 
populations of rules it may be possible to manually examine this vector and to reason about the 
individual rule firings in order to identify which item is probably wrong. However with larger 
populations of rules and large data sets this manual process will very quickly become unworkable.
Furthermore there is often a great deal of uncertainty when dealing with real world data. Even 
with relatively simple relationships between variables it is often not possible to state categorically 
that this or that data item is invalid. More frequently it is possible to state that variable x has a 
high probability of being wrong, but there is a small chance that it might be variable y  given the 
value of variable z. This type of reasoning in the face of uncertainty generally requires domain 
expertise.
As discussed in the previous chapter, Bayesian Networks are an inference technique well suited to 
complex reasoning, particularly when dealing with uncertainty. Another core strength is the 
ability to revise beliefs based on evidence and to incorporate belief revision into a model.
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Although it is possible to build a Bayesian network from data [Bun96], a simpler approach has 
been adopted in this work. The network structure is derived directly from the content of the 
validation rules. Nodes are generated for every variable and every rule in the population. Causal 
links are used to link each variable to each rule in which it appears. For example, the following 
rules:
Rulel:/U>=(%?+Z^
Rule 2:
would generate a network of two nodes representing the rules and four nodes for the variables. 
The network structure for this population of rules is shown in Figure 4.20.
Rule 2
XI X2 X3 X4
Figure 4.20 Network Structure of Validation Rules
The rationale for this network structure is straightforward. The causal link from variable nodes to 
rule nodes arises because it is the values of the variables which make the rules fire or not. Each 
rule node is linked to those variables which are contained within that rule -  the rule’s state is 
caused by the values of these variables. Complex interactions between rules and between 
variables arise via the network connections. Using the network it is possible to reason in either 
direction -  from the variables to the rules and vice-versa.
Each node in the network can have two states. Rule nodes have states of True or False depending 
on whether the rule has fired for a given set of variables. The variable nodes have states of Valid 
or Invalid, which are also represented as True/False values for convenience.
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While the structure of the network is derived directly from the structure encoded in the population 
of automatically discovered validation rules, the node probability tables (NPT) for the network are 
derived directly from datasets. The procedure for generating the NPT is described in the next 
section.
4.22 Hugin
Given that the structure of the Bayesian network is generated by eaVal, there is a requirement for 
a tool to process and utilise the network. Such a tool should generate the NPT for the network 
directly from the structure and the data files available generated by eaVal. Furthermore the tool 
should use the finished network (i.e. once the NPT has been generated), such that it is able to 
evaluate new cases and to indicate which fields are in error.
There are a number of Bayesian network tools available, including Hugin, Netica, Bayesian 
Network Tools in Java (BNJ) and Microsoft Bayesian Network Editor and Toolkit (MSBNx). 
Hugin meets all of the requirements and was available for this project. It is a leading industry tool 
for building and utilising Bayesian networks. It has a number of features which make it especially 
useful for this project.
Firstly, Hugin is able to I earn the NPT for a given network based on evidence files -  that is from 
files which encode values for the nodes in the network. In this case each node is essentially 
Boolean in nature, and an evidence file therefore consists of sets of True/False values for each 
node for a given set of cases.
Secondly, network structures are imported/ exported from Hugin in the form of net files, which are 
basically structured text files of a relatively simple format. This means that it is a straightforward 
task to take an XML file encoding the population of discovered validation rules and to have eaVal 
generate the corresponding Bayesian network as a net file which can be imported into Hugin.
Finally, Hugin features a graphical interface which facilitates interacting with the network once it 
has been imported and the evidence files processed in order to derive the network weights. This 
graphical interface facilitates the entry of new cases and enables the analyst to read the results of 
evaluating the network and to see which fields are considered to be invalid.
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4.23 Evidence Files
Evidence files contain a set of cases for a given network. Each case contains a value for each node 
in the network, where the value is one of the possible states of the node. In the case of a Boolean 
node, which has two states, a valid value can be represented as True/False, 1/0 or other 
representation. All nodes must be included in the evidence file. Remembering that validation rules 
evaluate to True or False, it is clear that the rules need only be evaluated against a dataset in order 
to generate the required evidence. Generating the evidence data for the variable nodes is a little 
more complex.
Whereas discovery of validation rules using eaVal can proceed entirely from datasets where it is 
not known which rows or which values are valid or invalid, generation of the NPT for a Bayesian 
network depends on having a set of clearly defined valid and invalid cases. This entails a process 
of manually inspecting data to identify invalid data items, not just invalid rows. This task is 
somewhat simplified in that the first stage of the process -  the identification of invalid rows -  can 
be performed using the discovered validation rules. Once these rows have been discovered 
manual inspection is required to flag which item, or items, is in error in each row.
Once invalid data items have been identified in a dataset, conversion from raw numeric data to 
evidence data is a simple process of replacing the values of valid items with True and invalid 
items with False.
In a completed evidence file the first row of data which defines the column names. These map 
directly to the nodes in the network. Subsequent rows of data correspond to individual cases, and 
each of these is a Boolean vector of states for each of the corresponding nodes. The file is stored 
in CSV format.
A completed evidence file can be imported into Hugin and the NPT for the network derived from 
the cases.
4.24 Using the Bayesian Network
Hugin features a graphical user interface for the display and interactive use of networks. It is 
possible to use this interface to enter True/False values for rule nodes and to read the
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corresponding states of the variable nodes. It is this mode of operation which has been used to 
assess whether it is possible to perform semantic validation of data.
This has been tested using the following procedure:
• manual invalidation of a data record by altering a particular field
• check that the discovered validation rules correctly flag the record as invalid
• generate a Boolean vector of rule evaluations against the record
• manual entry of the True/False state for each rule node in the Bayesian network
• read the state for each of the variable nodes to determine if the variable node 
corresponding to the invalid field is set to False
In carrying out this process a number of new cases are generated, some of them correctly 
identifying the invalid variable and others not. All these cases can be used to expand the evidence 
file which is then reimported into Hugin in a belief revision process.
This process is largely manual and time-consuming, but the generation of a representative sample 
of negative cases is an important step in training the Bayesian network. It is an iterative process 
that is not amenable to complete automation, although some of the steps, such as the generation of 
an evidence file from a set of cases, have been simplified through the use of software tools.
4.25 Testing the Bayesian Network
A second extract from the Compass database was used for a series of experiments to test the 
Bayesian approach outlined above. This dataset consisted of configuration and utilisation data 
relating to the hard disk storage. The dataset contained 8  variables, with 75 rows of data, with no 
missing values. This data had been manually validated by analysts at Compass and so in order to 
simulate ‘raw’ data 15 rows (2 0 % of the dataset), which were selected by a random process, were 
made invalid by altering one variable according to the manual validation rules developed by the 
Compass analysts.
The eaVal toolset was applied to this dataset and 33 rules, of type SR, were generated after 500 
generations. All rules had confidence and support values of 1.0. Fitness was in the range of
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0.9715 to 0.9161, with a mean of 0.9583. A filter was applied based on the fitness value, and all 
rules with a fitness less than 0.96 were rejected in order to reduce the number of rule nodes 
required in the resulting Bayesian network.
The filtered population of rules was then used to generate a network that was imported into 
Hugin. Evidence files were also generated so that the Bayesian network could be made fully 
operational. The rows in the dataset which had been manually invalidated were flagged as the 
negative test cases, with the node representing the invalid variable set to a state of False and all 
other variable nodes set to True. The firing of the rules for each test case was used to set the state 
of True or False for the rule nodes, as outlined in the previous section.
Eight invalid test cases were manually generated to test the network. Each test case invalidated a 
different variable. In four of these eight cases, the network correctly identified the invalid variable 
with probability of 100% and probabilities close to 0% for the other variables. In two cases the 
invalid variable was correctly identified but another variable was also flagged as suspect with 
high probability (28% and 50% respectively). In one case the network could not identify an 
invalid variable and in the final case the network identified two other invalid variables in addition 
to finding the correct one.
These eight test cases were added to the original dataset and were used to generate a new evidence 
file to retrain the network in a process of belief revision. A second set of test cases was manually 
generated, consisting of six new cases. These new cases included some that invalidated those 
variables for which the network had previously not provided completely correct results. When 
these new cases were applied to the network four were correctly identified with high probabilities, 
(three with probabilities of 100% and one with a probability of 82%). In the two other cases one 
identified another variable as invalid in addition to the correct one, and the other case missed the 
invalid variable but incorrectly identified two other variables.
These six cases were also added to the others and a final evidence file created and the network 
was trained once more. Ten new cases were manually developed to test this updated network. 
These new cases were developed to address the previous instances where the network had been 
unable to unambiguosly identify the invalid variable. Of these 10 new cases the network was able 
to identify 6  of them with 1 0 0 % probability, in two cases the correct identification of the invalid
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variable was accompanied with the incorrect identification of another variable as invalid and in 
two cases the network did not identify any variables as being invalid.
4.26 Analysis of Results of Bayesian Network
As is clear from the above, the efficacy of the network gradually increased as the experience of 
different cases was incorporated into the evidence files. In many cases the network was able to 
Unambiguously identify, with high probability, which item was invalid. In cases where the 
network flagged an incorrect item as invalid, or in which it identified a number of items with 
approximately equal probabilities of being in error, a series of new data rows were devised which 
more clearly showed valid and invalid cases similar to the one causing the network to make 
incorrect predictions.
This process of iteratively training the network gradually improved the range of semantic errors 
that the network could accurately identify. While these preliminary tests were of an informal 
nature and made usé of domain expertise to generate test cases, they are sufficient to show that the 
use of Bayesian networks to semantically validate data yields positive results.
4.27 Conclusions
The use of genetic algorithms to discover validation rules from quantitative data has been 
demonstrated. The experiments discussed clearly indicate that this novel approach offers an 
advance on manual validation processes. In particular the experiment using real world data from 
Compass showed that eaVal was able to correctly identify invalid rows in a dataset, and that even 
counting the false positives the algorithm showed an accuracy of ,95.6%. The rules generated 
using ea Va I have been shown to provide high predictive accuracy in identifying records in a 
dataset which are invalid.
Extending the validation process into the area of semantic validation using Bayesian networks has 
also been demonstrated. Not only has the capability been shown but a method for using them has 
been developed that utilises the validation rules discovered using eaVal. The experiment showed 
that the network was able to correctly identify invalid data fields, and that the predictive accuracy 
improved as the number of test cases was increased.
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The results described in this chapter provide sufficient evidence of the efficacy of the approach 
for us to proceed to more extensive experimental validation of the ideas and algorithms described 
so far. The next three chapters apply these techniques to more formal experimentation using real- 
world data sets. In the first case real world data is used to further investigate the predictive 
accuracy of both eaVal and the Bayesian post-processing of results. This is followed by a series of 
experiments to investigate the performance and scalability of the algorithms and tools. Finally this 
is followed by a case-study validating a clinical data set and which is independently assessed by a 
domain expert.
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Chapter 5
5 Performance and Scalability
5.1 Introduction
The chapter examines the performance of the eaVal algorithm in order to assess its scalability 
when dealing with different sizes of datasets. In particular it assesses how performance, in terms 
of elapsed CPU time, is effected by datasets of different length (number of rows), different width 
(number of columns) and number of iterations (number of generations of the genetic algorithm). 
In addition the predictive performance of the algorithm is assessed by looking at measures of 
fitness for the population of validation rules which are discovered.
5.2 Experimental Data Sets
Testing the performance and scalability of eaVal presents a number of challenges. Firstly the 
predictive performance of the algorithm depends directly on the structure inherent in the dataset. 
Where variables in a dataset are mathematically related then the structure of these relationships 
will be expressible as a set of validation rules. Richly structured datasets will lead to validation 
rules that have a good data fit, and therefore measures such as fitness of best individual and 
average fitness of the population of rules will be high. Datasets which contain no relationships, (in 
the worst case a dataset produced by a random number generator), will generate validation rules 
with very low fitness values. In such a case the genetic algorithm will not converge towards rules 
with high fitness but will wander randomly through the fitness landscape.
This variability makes the creation of suitable test data extremely problematic. Comparisons of 
predictive performance cannot be made without reference to the potential fitness levels implicit in 
the data. A simple thought-experiment will be used to illustrate this idea of potential. In the case 
of a dataset that has been generated using a random process, in other words there are no 
relationships between variables, the average fitness of the population of rules will be close to zero. 
Each rule may fit one or two rows of data, but these will be coincidences rather features of the 
structure of the data. This dataset can be said to have low potential. At the other extreme a dataset 
of n variables which are related using a functional relationship such as equation 1 can be validated
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using rules which encode the formula or elements of the formula. In this case the dataset will 
contain a number of very fit rules and the measures of fitness will be correspondingly high. This 
dataset can be said to have high potential.
2
Valid conclusions cannot be drawn from comparisons of performance using datasets of different 
potentials. Therefore it is necessary to create a series of datasets, of different dimensions, but with 
similar potentials so that performance characteristics can be analysed with some degree of 
confidence.
A series of synthetic datasets were formed for the first experiment. The number of columns 
ranged from 10 to 50 in increments of 10. For each of these column sizes the number of data rows 
varied from 500 to 3000 in increments of 500. Together these combinations of rows and columns 
give 30 datasets. The datasets were formed using a random number generator to generate the 
largest of the files (50 columns by 3000 rows, giving 150 000 individual data items). The smaller 
datasets were formed by removing successive rows and columns.
To add a standard potential to the datasets four columns of data were formed using a simple rule. 
First a new column of data was generated using a random number generator. Three further 
columns were derived from these values by taking fixed proportions of 60%, 20% and 20%. The 
relationship between these four columns of data is of the type which can be modelled by the 
validation rules discovered by eaVal. These four columns of data were inserted into each of the 
datasets, ensuring that the potential of each was the same.
5.3 Results and Discussion
The number of generations is an important parameter for eaVal and for the purposes of this 
experiment the performance of the algorithm for different values required measurement. Five 
settings for number of generations were used, from 100 to 500 in increments of 100. These 
settings were used for each of the 30 files, making 150 tests in all.
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Finally, because a genetic algorithm contains probabilistic elements (m utation and cross-over are 
stochastic processes, see previous chapters), individual runs show a degree o f  variation in terms o f  
results obtained and in terms o f  elapsed CPU term. For the purposes o f this experiment each o f  
the 150 tests was performed 5 times and the mean values for the results recorded.
In all 750 runs o f  the algorithm were perform ed on a 700M Hz Pentium 111 PC, w ith 512 MB o f  
RAM, running W indows 2000.
Examination o f  the results for most fit individual shows a rem arkable degree o f  convergence 
independent o f  the num ber o f  rows and colum ns in the datasets and the num ber o f  generations. 
For all com binations o f  column size, num ber o f  rows and num ber o f  generations the results were 
w ithin 3% o f  each other. The mean result was 0.975 with a standard deviation o f  0.0045. The 
results for 1500 and 2500 rows are shown in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 below. N ote that these 
figures show the results o f  discrete runs o f  the algorithm  for different numbers o f  rows, columns 
and generations. They do not show the trajectory o f best fitness within each run (a typical 
trajectory chart showing the evolution o f fitness across generations is shown in Figure 4.12).
Data : 1500 rows
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Figure 5.1 Variation of best fitness for different numbers of columns and 1500 rows of data
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Note also that the value for the best value for the objective function, (which is a direct measure o f  
how well the validation rules fit to the training data), was a constant 1.0 for these tests. In other 
words each run o f  the algorithm  would discover one or more rules which fit every row  in the 
training data. Because the fitness value includes terms related to the overall population, such as 
niche crow ding and rule uniqueness, there is a degree o f  variation which is m issing fi om the value 
o f  the objective function.
Data: 2500 rows
0.99 — 10 columns 
— 20 columns 
30 columns 
40 columns 
— 50 columns
0.98
%Li.
0.97
0.96
0.95
100 200 300 400 500
G e n e r a t i o n s
Figure 5.2 Variation of best fitness for different numbers of columns and 2500 rows of data
These results for the best fitness values are consistent with the results for the average population 
fitness. The tight clustering o f  results across the different datasets is shown in Figure 5.3 and 
Figure 5.4
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Data: 1500 rows
1
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Figure 5.3 Variation of average fitness for different numbers of columns and 1500 rows of data
Data: 2500 rows
0.99 -10  columns
- 20 columns 
30 columns 
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- 50 columns
0.98
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Figure 5.4 Variation of average fitness for different numbers of columns and 2500 rows of data
W hile it appears that there is little impact on the measures o f  predictive perform ance caused by 
variation in the dimensions o f  the data or by variations in the num ber o f  generations the algorithm  
processes, this is not the case with population diversity. As detailed in chapter 4. population
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diversity is a measure of the number of unique individuals in a population. Low diversity shows 
that the algorithm is converging towards a small number of very fit individuals. Conversely a high 
figure for diversity shows that there are a larger number of unique individuals in a population. 
Ideally the algorithm should produce a diverse population of validation rules showing a high 
average fitness.
Table 5.1 shows the variation in average population density (the percentage of unique individuals 
in the population) averaged across all generations (100 -  500) for different datasets. The diversity 
increases as the number of columns increases. This is consistent for all row sizes. This result 
accords with our understanding of the how the algorithm works. As the number of columns 
increases so too does the hypothesis space of pot ential validation rules. The greater the hypothesis 
space to explore the more likely it is that the population will contain unique rules, particularly as 
the selection mechanism used by the genetic algorithm rewards uniqueness as well as good data 
fit (see section 4.6).
N umber of 
rows
N um ber of columns
10 20 30 40 50
Overall
A verage
(%)
500 78.80 83.92 85.65 86.24 87.60 84.44
1000 79.12 83.32 85.01 87.80 86.94 84.44
1500 79.76 82.68 85.84 86.98 88.45 84.74
2000 80.24 84.36 86.53 87.60 88.53 85.45
2500 77.28 83.16 86.72 89.20 88.66 85.00
Overall
Average
(%)
79.04 83.49 85.95 87.56 88.04 84.82
Table 5.1 Variation in population diversity
A graphical presentation of this data, shown in Figure 5.5, emphasises the tight clustering of 
results for the different row sizes.
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Population Diversity
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Figure 5.5 Variation of population diversity for different row sizes
Moving on to look at the perform ance o f  the algorithm, we note that the prim ary m easure o f  
performance is elapsed CPU tim e. Intuitively one w ould expect that elapsed tim e w ould vary both 
with the numbers o f  rows and columns o f  data and with the num ber o f  generations o f  the 
algorithm. Put simply the more data that has to be processed the longer one would expect it to 
take. Analysis o f the results shows this intuition to be true for both row, column and generation 
variation as shown in Figure 5.6.
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Data: 30 columns
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Number of data rows
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Figure 5.6 Variation in elapsed time for dataset with 30 columns
Note that due to the stochastic search through the hypothesis space there is scope for a high 
degree of variation in the elapsed time of individual runs which share the same parameters (e.g. 
independent runs for a given dataset and number of generations may show significant variation in 
elapsed time). This is illustrated most clearly in Figure 5.6, which shows the variation in the 
elapsed time (averaged over 5 runs) for datasets of 30 columns for the range of generations and 
row sizes used in this series of experiments. As can be seen, the surface is quite smooth except for 
the case of 500 generations and 2500 rows where the elapsed time rises beyond the clear trend 
established for the other datasets. This peak was not present in all runs, and may have been caused 
by memory paging or other factor unrelated to the algorithm or the dataset that was used in the 
experiment.
Variation in elapsed time is also shown in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8.
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Column Variation
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Figure 5.7 Variation in elapsed time vs variation in columns
Row Variation
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Figure 5.8 Variation in elapsed time vs variation in rows
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5.4 Conclusions
The key variables in the performance of eaVal are the size of the dataset and the number of 
generations in the run of the genetic algorithm. The results of the experiments described in this 
chapter indicate that the algorithm scales well with these key variables. Predictive accuracy, as 
measured by average population fitness and best fitness value, has been shown to be largely 
immune to variations in the size of the dataset and the number of generations. This means that the 
algorithm scales well as the size of the datasets increases.
Population diversity has been shown to be dependent on the number of columns in the dataset, 
with diversity values increasing with the number of columns. This variation is due to the 
increased hypothesis space that the algorithm has to explore, meaning that the population of 
validation rules can contain a greater variety of rules. This is very much a positive finding and 
suggests that eaVal may provide a greater range of useful validation rules as the number of fields 
in the datasets increases.
Finally, in terms of CPU performance, timings show a gradual exponential variation with the size 
of the dataset and the number of generations. Again, this is a positive finding and suggests that the 
tool may be used to study larger, real-world datasets. An example of this is shown in chapter 7.
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6 Experimental Results
6.1 Introduction
As detailed in the previous chapters, the aim of this thesis is to demonstrate that semantic 
validation of data can be achieved using a set of machine learning techniques. For reasons 
discussed in Chapter 3 we are focussing on genetic algorithms and Bayesian networks. While the 
automatic identification of invalid rows (records) is clearly an improvement on a basic syntactic 
validation procedure, identification of invalid items (fields) within a row is a concrete example of 
semantic data validation (see chapter 2).
In this chapter the algorithms outlined in chapter 4 are applied to a real world data set in order to 
illustrate both the efficacy of the approach and also to identify any limitations of that work.
A two-stage experiment using a standard statistical data set is described. The first stage of the 
experiment focuses on the use of the eaVal genetic algorithm to automatically identify data rows 
which contain invalid data items. The results of this process are discussed in some detail before 
proceeding to a post-processing phase which uses an automatically generated Bayesian network to 
identify which items are invalid in the rows (records) identified by the output of eaVal. A publicly 
available data set will be used for this experiment.
6.2 Experimental Data Set
The bodyfat dataset from the StatLib Datasets archive (http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/datasets/bodyfat), 
lists estimates of the percentage of body fat determined by underwater weighing and various body 
circumference measurements for 252 men. The dataset has been used to produce predictive 
equations of lean body weight. Additionally the data has been used in educational settings to 
illustrate and test multiple regression techniques.
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The dataset consists of 15 numeric variables, the first five being body density, percentage body 
fat, age of subject, weight and height. The remaining ten variables are measurements of the 
circumference of different parts of the body, all measured in units of centimetres. There are no 
missing values and the data is assumed to be essentially clean. It should be noted that the author 
has no domain knowledge related to this data.
The ten circumference variables were selected for this experiment, yielding an experimental data 
set of 252 rows of 10 columns. This was partitioned into two sets of 126 rows each, one to act as a 
training dataset and the other as the test data.
A subset of the test dataset, consisting of 50 rows selected at random, was extracted to create a 
new dataset. This new dataset, (50 rows of 10 columns), was deliberately altered using operations 
that mimic typical data entry errors. This ‘dirtying’ of the data was performed by a stochastic 
process that selected one variable from each row of the data and applying one of the following 
operations:
• Transposition of digits
• Deleting the decimal point
• Order of magnitude change (shifting the decimal point one place to the left or right)
• Change of sign (in this case switching from positive values to negative)
A second set of ‘dirtied’ data was also created from the test dataset. This consisted of 10 rows 
from the original test dataset. This second dataset, (10 rows of 10 columns), had the same ‘dirty’ 
invalidating operations applied to 2 or more variables per row.
6.3 eaVal Experiment
The aim of this set of experiments was to use the eaVal algorithm to discover a population of 
validation rules from the training data set. After verifying the fitness of the rules against the test 
data set, the rules were used to identify rows containing invalid data items from the dirty data sets.
In order to test the algorithm the following experimental procedure was established. Paired runs of 
the algorithm were applied to the training data set, the first run was used to generate Simple 
Relational (SR) rules, the second for Logical Relational (LR) rules, (see previous chapter for 
definitions of LR and SR rules). Each run of the genetic algorithm was for 500 generations and
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duplicate rules were automatically removed so that only unique rules were output. The population 
of each of these runs was combined to create a single population of discovered validation rules. 
No manual filtering of rules was undertaken, even though inspection of the rules showed that 
many of them essentially restated the same relationships between variables, albeit with slight 
variations.
This population of rules was then applied to the test data set such that every rule in the population 
was applied to every row of data. This process yielded a vector of Bool cans for each data row. A 
conjunction was applied to each Boolean vector to derive a final True/False value to flag whether 
a row was considered valid or potentially invalid. Note that this procedure ensured that even a 
single rule in the population firing was enough to flag a data row as suspect. The same procedure 
was applied to each of the two dirtied data sets in turn.
This experiment, which was carried out on a 700MHz Pill PC, with 512MB of RAM, running 
Windows 2000, was repeated ten times in all, with the results tabulated and discussed below.
6.4 eaVal Results
Key measures for the rule discovery procedure outlined above include raw performance in terms 
of processing time (measured in seconds) and the number of unique rules discovered. These are 
shown in Table 6.1 below, with results for Logical Relational and Simple Relational results 
shown separately.
Logical Relational Simple Relational Total rule 
count
Run time Rule Count Run time . Rule 
Count
Run 1 7.640 43 9.219 48 91
Run 2 8.234 47 6.750 44 91
Run 3 6.172 43 6.468 44 87
Run 4 8.140 42 7.656 43 85
Run 5 7.484 40 7.359 42 82
Run 6 6.157 38 7.297 44 82
Run 7 7.828 41 9.344 43 84
Run 8 5.953 39 7.187 47 86
Run 9 6.641 37 7.203 44 81
Run 10 7.25 42 9.687 41 83
Average 7.1499 41.2 7.817 44 85.2
Median 41.5 44 84.5
Table 6.1 eaVal Results
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While there was some variation in the number of rules generated, the overall size of the 
population was remarkably consistent.
Predictive performance was measured in relation to the test data set and to the two dirty data sets. 
The most important measure was to count the number of correct attributions of valid or invalid to 
each row in each data set. Because the original test dataset contains only valid data any rows 
flagged as invalid are counted as false negatives. The two dirty data sets contain invalid items and 
therefore those not flagged as invalid are false positives. The combination of false negatives and 
false positives across all the test datasets gives a measure of the overall error rate.
These results are shown in Table 6.2.
Test data Dirty Data ( 1 error) Dirty Data (2 errors) Overall
Error
Rate
(%)
Correct
Valid
(%)
False
Negatives
(%)
Correct 
Invalid (%)
False
Positives
(%)
Correct
Invalid
(%)
False
Positives
(%)
Run 1 100.00 0.00 90.00 10.00 100.00 0.00 2.69
Run 2 100.00 0.00 86.00 14.00 90.00 10.00 4.30
Run 3 99.21 0.79 92.00 8.00 100.00 0.00 2.69
Run 4 98.41 1.59 92.00 8.00 100.00 0.00 3.23
Run 5 93.65 6.35 90.00 10.00 90.00 10.00 7.53
Run 6 96.03 3.97 92.00 8.00 90.00 10.00 5.38
Run 7 99.21 0.79 92.00 8.00 100.00 0.00 2.69
Run 8 96.03 3.97 88.00 12.00 100.00 0.00 5.91
Run 9 100.00 0.00 92.00 8.00 100.00 0.00 2.15
Run 10 98.41 1.59 92.00 8.00 100.00 0.00 3.23
Average 98.10 1.90 90.60 9.40 97.00 3.00 3.98
Table 6.2 Predictive performance
The results are very positive, with an average overall error rate of less than 4% across all the tests, 
and in the case of the test data set on average the algorithm correctly indent!tied valid and invalid 
records in just over 98% of cases. From this we can conclude that the discovered rules are able to 
correctly identify, with high probability, those data rows which are valid and those which are 
potentially invalid.
In the cases where dirtied rows were not flagged as invalid, manual inspection revealed that these 
were all transposition changes which had not substantially altered the magnitude of the variables. 
Examination of the dirtied rows which were correctly identified showed that some of them were 
also transposition errors, indicating that the rules are sensitive to the magnitude of such errors. In
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this respect these are errors that domain experts are also likely to miss in that they do not break 
any rules and the data values are within the expected range of values for these variables.
These results show that it is possible to quickly and effectively generate an effective population of 
validation rules from data without input from domain experts or familiarity with the data sources.
6.5 Bayesian Post Processing
This second set of experiments takes the rules discovered by eaVal, and the invalid rows that have 
been identified using these rules, and performs a post-process that builds a Bayesian network in 
order to identify which item in each row is invalid.
As shown in chapter 4, the procedure for generating and using the Bayesian network is 
straightforward:
• Generate the network structure using the XML output of eaVal.
• Import this structure into the Hugin software tool
• Combine the test data set with the dirty data sets to create a data set with a range of 
positive and negative test cases. A data row that contains an invalid data item is 
considered a negative test case.
• Evaluate the population of rules against this set of test cases in order to generate an 
evidence file  (see section 4.23 for more details of this procedure). In addition to the 
True/False values generated when the rules are evaluated, the evidence file must also 
contain values for the variable nodes. Each numeric variable from the test cases is 
converted to a Boolean, with valid values equivalent to True and invalid values to False
• Import the evidence file into Hugin to generate the network weights (i.e. generate the 
probability tables for the network)
• Create a new set of negative test cases and evaluate the population of rules and record the 
Boolean vector that this generates
• Enter this vector of Boolean values as evidence (i.e. enter the True/False value for each 
rule node in the network)
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• Read the variable nodes from the network to identify which variables are judged to be 
True/False (valid/invalid)
Run 9 from the eaVal runs described above was selected for this experiment as this had the best 
overall performance (lowest error rate). This run had generated 81 rules in all, which in turn 
generated a Bayesian network with 81 rule nodes and 10 variable nodes.
An extract of the network is shown in Figure 6.1. The upper layer of nodes represent the 
discovered rules, the lower layer of nodes represent the variables in the data set. The causal links 
are directed from the variables to the rules, indicating that it is the state of the variables which 
define whether the rules fire or not.
Rule R02 Rule R15 Rule R79 Rule R30
Var. X2 Var. X3 Var. X4Var. XI
Figure 6.1 Extract of Bayesian Network
6.6 Bayesian Post-Processing Results
A new test data set was generated from the original training data set used by eaVal. This test data 
set consisted of 2 0  rows of data, with one randomly selected item ‘dirtied’ in each row according 
to the algorithm described in the section 6 .2 .
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The population of rules was evaluated against each row in turn, creating a Boolean vector which 
represented the state of each rule node in the Bayesian network. For each row the value of the 
variable nodes was manually entered into Hugin and the resulting state of the variable nodes 
recorded.
In 18 of the 20 cases the network was able to unambiguously identify the individual data items as 
being invalid. Of these, in 15 cases the invalid variable was identified with 100% probability of 
being invalid (i.e. the state of the variable node was 100% False), while the other variable nodes 
were identified as being valid (i.e. a very high probability of being True). In the three other 
successful cases the probability of the invalid variable ranged from 92.5% to 93.5%, with a 
second variable also identified as potentially invalid but with low probabilities (ranging from 3% 
to 7.5%).
Of the two unsuccessful cases, the first identified the wrong variable as having 100% probability 
of being invalid, and in the second case the network identified two variables as having high (99%) 
probability of being invalid. In the first case manual inspection of the data showed that a 
transposition of digits in the invalid variable resulted in a value that was within the range expected 
for that variable. As with the identification of invalid records, discussed previously, the latter form 
of error is extremely difficult to detect as the variable in question is within the expected range of 
values.
However, the overall detection rate of 90% was very positive. Unfortunately there are no existing 
benchmark figures with which to compare these results.
6.7 Discussion
To an extent the novel data validation strategy outlined in this thesis is a successful one, albeit 
with a number of limitations.
Firstly the bodyfat dataset is particularly well-suited to the validation process -  all data is 
numeric, with similar units of measurement, there are no categorical values and there are no 
missing values. A series of informal experiments using incomplete datasets was carried out during 
the development of eaVal. These experiments were useful in advancing the development of the
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software and provided some insight into how sensitive the algorithm is to missing data. During 
these experiments predictive accuracy was maintained by a semi-automated process, including the 
manual exclusion of rules from the population. Based on these preliminary results it was decided 
to focus on datasets without missing values during the formal experiments described in this 
chapter and in the real-world case study in chapter 7.
For the moment heterogeneous data sets (a mix of categorical, Boolean and numeric data, for 
example), which are common in many real-world situations, would require filtering before they 
can be used by the algorithms described in this paper. Generalisation of the algorithm so that it 
can validate heterogeneous data sets would be required so that it can be used to validate more 
complex real-world data sets. Such generalisation is likely to require some modifications to, or the 
addition of new, rule formats. This is left as an area for later research.
Furthermore while the large population of rules ensures that many relationships between variables 
are validated, it can also make it difficult to comprehend the reasons why a data row is flagged as 
valid or invalid. Many of the rules are formulations of the same relationship, for example (A > B) 
and (B<=A) are logically equivalent. Adding a rule pruning algorithm to remove such 
duplications will serve to make the reasoning more transparent to data analysts without impacting 
predictive accuracy in any way. Again, this issue will not be tackled within this thesis.
In spite of these caveats, the results of this novel validation algorithm are positive in that the 
algorithm is truly domain independent, requires little domain knowledge or familiarity with the 
data being analysed. The work of Malefic et al, ([MarOO], [MarOl] and discussed in chapter three), 
in validating date records using association rules was highly specific to that type of data, and the 
ordinal association rules that they defined were less expressive than the rule formats defined in 
this work. Furthermore the work described here clearly moves beyond their work in that it can 
identify invalid fields within records rather than simply flagging invalid records. It is on this 
positive basis that further exploration of this approach is warranted. The next chapter proceeds to 
examine the performance characteristics and scalability of eaVal.
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7 Case Study
7.1 Introduction
This chapter describes a data validation case study using the techniques whose developed in the 
previous six chapters. It aims to show how the algorithms and tools can be used to validate a real- 
world data set and to compare the results of the validation process with the assessments of the 
data from a domain expert.
The anonymised data for this case study was supplied by the Royal Surrey County Hospital, 
Guildford, Surrey. The author gratefully acknowledges the support and assistance of Dr Ian Wells 
for facilitating this work.
7.2 Diabetes Data Set
For every visit of a patient to the outpatient diabetes clinic at the Royal Surrey County Hospital a 
set of laboratory (haematology) and clinical measurements are taken. The haematology 
measurements include cholesterol, HBAlc, creatinine and triglycerides levels. Clinical 
measurements include height, weight, systolic and diastolic blood-pressure readings. These 
measurements are stored as a record along with information about the patient, including age at 
visit, years since diagnosis, frequency and severity of hypoglycaemic episodes. Each record
contains 19 fields, which are a mixture of real values and integers. Some of the integers are class
identifiers rather than numeric values.
This dataset of patient records is unvalidated and is known to include missing and invalid data 
values. It consists of 6027 rows of data, with 19 fields in each row. O f these 19 fields 9 contain 
numeric data (no class identifiers), these are:
• BP Systolic
• BP Diastolic
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• HBAlc
• Cholesterol
• Triglycerides
• Creatinine
• Weight
• Height
• BM1
Furthermore of these 6027 rows of data only 2830 are fully populated (i.e. they do not contain 
missing values), and it is these which are used in this validation exercise. The complete dataset for 
this validation project, therefore consists of 2830 rows and 9 columns of numeric (floating point) 
values.
In addition a numeric key is used to uniquely identify each row of data in the record set. It should 
be noted that while this key identifies a unique record there is no mechanism by which the author 
is able to identify the individual patient the record refers to. Standard NHS procedures were used 
to authorise the use of data and to ensure full patient confidentiality.
7.3 Two Stage Validation Process
The two stage validation process described in chapters three and four is also used in this 
experiment. In the first stage the eaVa! algorithm is used to discover a population of validation 
rules from a training dataset extracted from the dataset described above. These rules are then used 
to assess the validity of the rest of the dataset. The population of rules is used to identify 
potentially invalid records.
A second stage of validation uses the results of the first stage to generate a Bayesian network to 
post-process the data in order to identify potentially invalid fields in the rows which were 
identified as invalid.
The results of both stages of validation are described below.
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Finally, the results of both stages of the validation exercise are independently assessed by a 
domain expert in order to independently verify the findings. The results of this assessment are 
also discussed below.
7.4 First Stage Results
A subset of the data consisting of 243 rows selected at random Was used for the rule discovery 
process. At 8.5% of the available data this is a relatively small training dataset, however, this case 
study is intended to demonstrate how the tools and algorithms would work in an industrial setting. 
In such scenarios datasets may be extremely large so taking a small subset of the available data 
(of the order of 10%), may still yield a large training dataset. It is intended, therefore, to show that 
the tools and algorithms developed in this project provide useful results with such small training 
datasets.
This training dataset was used by the rule discovery tool, eaVal, which generated a population of 
39 different validation rules. A full listing of these rules is shown in Appendix 1. Evaluating these 
243 rows of data against this population of rules showed that 235 rows were classed as valid and 
only 8  were classed as invalid (i.e. at least one of the 39 rules gave a result of False rather than 
True). This is an error rate of around 3.3%.
Note that in the following discussion the key value (# value) is used to unambiguously identify 
particular data records. The complete list of discovered rules and the rows flagged as invalid are 
included in appendix 1 .
Manually inspecting these 8  invalid rows revealed that two of the rows showed very obvious 
errors. Record #2112 reports a diastolic blood pressure (bp) o f-78, and record #33 has a Systolic 
blood pressure of 1501. Records #2629, #3784, #814, #4279 and #4323 were flagged as false by 
the following rule:
Weight >= (Creatinine -  Height) [Rule 39, see Appendix One]
Manual inspection of these records showed that the Creatinine levels were much higher than most 
of the values in the valid records, (the range of values for the invalid rows was 287-378, against
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56-245 for the valid records). It was therefore hypothesised that it was the Creatinine level which 
was probably invalid.
The other invalid record violated a different rule:
Systolic >= (Weight -  Triglycerides) [Rule 26]
Again, looking at the data showed that it was the weight value which was suspect at 158Kg 
compared to a maximum of 128Kg for the valid records. It was hypothesised, therefore, that it 
was the weight value which was probably in error.
These judgements about which variables were probably incorrect in the invalid records are 
important inputs to the second stage process of building the Bayesian Network. In a sense these 
judgements ‘prime’ the future judgements of the Network; we are still exploring the training data 
set.
Once the population of rules was in place it was possible to use them with the rest of the data set 
(2587 rows of data from the 2830 we started with). Applying the set of validation rules to this data 
resulted in 2478 rows being classed as valid and 109 rows where at least one validation rule fired 
and were therefore classed as invalid. This is an error rate of 4.2%, which is consistent with the 
error rate of 3,3% found in the training dataset.
Manual inspection of the invalid data rows showed that 32 of these appeared to be due to range 
errors, including one row which had a weight value of 179189 Kg . The remaining 77 invalid 
rows showed no obvious errors (e.g. no negative numbers, no extreme values etc). However these 
77 rows were classed as invalid because they fired one or two of the following rules:
• Systolic >= (Weight -  Triglycerides) [Rule 26. Failed by 27 rows]
• Weight >= (Creatinine -  Height) [Rule 39. Failed by 48 rows]
• HBA1 c > (Weight -  Height) [Rule 2. Failed by 2 rows in conjunction with the first rule]
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These 77 rows are further analysed using the Bayesian Network in the second stage of the 
validation process (to be discussed later).
7.5 Discussion Of First Stage Results
It should be stressed that these validation rules were automatically discovered from the 
relationships between the different data fields in the training data. There was no manual input 
involved. The correct identification of values that are outside of a given range (including the 
negative blood pressure readings) is due to relationships between the fields in each data row rather 
than looking at the range of values across all the rows (c.f. section 1 . 8  of chapter one).
It should also be noted that these validation rules do not necessarily indicate any causal or 
underlying physical mechanisms. They are more like rules of thumb than scientific laws. If the 
units of measurement for the data change (from height in centimetres to height in inches, for 
example), the rules may no longer apply -  though new rules may be discovered from the newly 
expressed data.
It is possible, however, that these rules do point to some physical relationship between the data 
fields in the rules. Height and weight, for example, are clearly physically related and these may in 
turn have some influence on HBAlc or Creatinine, to take two examples from the discovered 
validation rules. For the purposes of data validation however, the underlying physical 
relationships are not of primary interest, it is predictive power in identifying invalid records and 
fields which is most important. On the other hand the rules could be of interest to clinicians in the 
NHS.
7.6 Second Stage Results
A Bayesian Network is a mathematical tool that enables beliefs about relationships between 
objects and/or events to be modelled (see chapter two for a fuller discussion). They can be used to 
calculate effects based on causes or to work backwards from effects to look at what could have 
caused them. They are also probabilistic in nature, in other words they give probabilities for 
different outcomes (or causes).
In this case the outcomes we are interested in are whether each of the fields in a row of data is 
Valid or Invalid. In other words having used the validation rules to determine that a row of data is
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potentially invalid we want to find out which particular fie ld  is the probable cause of the problem. 
For the purposes of this research this has been defined as semantic validation -  the field is not 
actually what it purports to be.
As explained in chapters four and five, the networks used in this data validation process consists 
of two sets of nodes, rule nodes (one for; each validation rule) and variable nodes (one for each 
field in a row of d a ta - in  this case 9 nodes). Rule nodes are linked to the variable nodes for the 
fields it contains. A rule that contains XI, X5 and X9 therefore links to variable nodes 1, 5 and 9. 
An extract of the Network is shown in Figure 7.1 below:
Rule R30Rule R15 Rule R8 Rule R23 Rule R31
Vat. X3 Vat. X4 Vat. X5
Figure 7.1 Extract of Bayesian Network
The structure of the network, therefore, comes directly from the population of validation rules and 
the fields in the data that is being validated. However a Bayesian network needs more than 
structure, it also needs to be assigned a set of values which it uses when calculating probabilities 
of outcomes. As explained in chapter four these values are derived from the data and the rules. 
The Hugin software requires an evidence file which contains a series of cases that represent valid 
states of the network. In our case the network nodes are all Boolean, therefore we require a set of 
True/False cases for both the rule nodes and the variable nodes.
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Each rule is evaluated for every record in the training data and the values of True and False 
recorded (giving a table of 243 x 39 values). Furthermore each field is assumed to represent a 
valid variable which is also assigned a value of True, except for the 8  invalid rows. For these 
invalid rows the fields which were manually judged to be incorrect were assigned a value of False 
and the rest of the fields flagged as True. This process generates a table of True/False values for 
each variable in the training data (243 x 9 values).
All the True/False values are used as data input to the training process of the Bayesian Network. 
At the end of this process the Network can be used to make judgements about each of the 77 
rows of data in the test dataset which had been flagged as being invalid.
The invalid rows are passed through the network once it has been trained. For the 27 rows of data 
which were flagged as invalid by the rule:
Systolic >= (Weight -  Triglycerides) [Rule 26]
the probability that the Weight is the invalid value is 91%, with a 9% probability that it is the 
Systolic blood pressure reading which is in error.
For the 48 rows which were flagged as invalid by the rule:
Weight >= (Creatinine -  Height) [Rule 39]
the result reported by the Network is that it is the Creatinine value which is incorrect (with a 
probability of 27%). No other field is flagged as the probable cause of the problem.
Finally for the two rows which failed the following rules:
(HBAlc > (Weight -  Height)) and (Systolic >= (Weight -  Triglycerides))
the result is that the Network derives a probability of 100% that it is the weight value that is in 
error.
7.7 Discussion Of Second Stage Results
As indicated previously, the Network arrives at the set o f probabilities for fields being valid or 
invalid based on the knowledge that is encoded in the data. Crucially for our purposes it is the set 
of invalid rows from the training data that provide the Network with information as to how to
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categorise particular invalid data items. The 8  invalid rows from the training data were manually 
examined and a judgement made as to which values were invalid. Judgement by a domain expert 
may be different. If  this is so then the Network weights learned by the network will also differ and 
therefore the Network may arrive at other conclusions.
7.8 Results Summary
To summarise briefly, this chapter has shown that a non-domain expert is able to apply the 
algorithms and tools developed during this project to derive sets of validation rules from an 
un validated data set. In one sense this process extracts features of the problem domain directly 
from the data and encodes these features in a model both as a set of validation rules and as a 
Bayesian Network derived from these rules. Furthermore this model is able to identify rows 
containing invalid data fields within those rows by identifying data that does not conform to the 
model.
While these rules may be useful heuristics it is also possible that they correspond to underlying 
physical processes in the domain of interest.
In the next section of this chapter the results outlined above are verified by a domain expert in 
order to assess both the validity of the results and also to comment on the value of these results.
7.9 Validation of Validation Results
The results discusssed previously were passed to Dr Henri Mulnier, from the Royal Surrey 
County Hospital and Research Fellow at the Postgraduate Medical School, University of Surrey, 
for external validation by a domain expert. The results were presented in the form of a series of 
Excel tables showing all of the records flagged as potentially invalid (117 in total), with an 
indication of the fields identified as having the highest probability of error by the Bayesian 
Network. The 117 records were made up of the following:
• The eight records identified as invalid from the 243 records in the training data set (as 
described in section 7.4 above)
• The 109 records identified as invalid from the rest of the data set (also described in 
section 7.4 above)
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Each record was manually inspected and assessment made as to whether the data contained was 
invalid, contained an extreme value (i.e. flagged as unusual or clinically interesting) or was a 
valid record (i.e. incorrectly flagged as invalid). O f the 117 records, 37 were identified as 
containing errors in the specific fields indicated by the Bayesian Network and 80 were identified 
as containing interesting or extreme values. None of the records was flagged as being in the 
normal range -  all were considered invalid or extreme.
Furthermore many of the records were flagged as being of clinical interest as they showed that the 
patients were suffering renal failure or other conditions which warranted investigation.
The result of this manual examination of results indicate that the process described in this thesis 
has discovered validation rules which are able to identify incorrect or interesting records. 
Furthermore the second stage of the validation process, (that is using the Bayesian Network to 
post-process the evaluation of the validation rules against the data set), has been shown to 
correctly identify individual fields within the record set. That is, to be able to identify those values 
in a record which do not match the semantics of the field they inhabit. This is semantic data 
validation as defined previously.
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8 Conclusions
8.1 Introduction
Chapter one opened with a discussion of the central importance of data quality to data analysis 
and showed that the issue is one that continues to grow as data volumes expand rapidly. In this 
context data validation should be a key technique in the armoury of the data analyst. However, 
there is a paucity of literature on the subject. This project has had two main aims:
• To provide a more formal definition of data validation and to explore the different facets 
of the problem
• To develop machine learning techniques that can be used to validate numerical data sets
Both of these aims have been addressed in this thesis. The idea of data validation has been placed 
on a firm footing, with an exploration of many of the causes, features and problems associated 
with it discussed in some detail. In particular an essential distinction is made between two classes 
of data error: syntactic and semantic. Where syntactic data validation tackles relatively 
straightforward errors which can be identified by looking at data values in isolation -  such as 
values being the wrong type, out of range etc, semantic errors are errors in the meaning of 
variables. These cannot be identified by looking at individual data values in isolation but must be 
identified by looking at data values in the context of the data structures present (implicitly or 
explicitly) in the whole data set. It is identifying these types of errors that is the main focus of this 
project.
Having defined data validation in chapter two and focused on one class of validation error, 
chapter three surveyed a number of machine learning techniques with a view to how useful they 
might be for data validation. In particular the concept of the data validation model was introduced. 
This model consists of a set o f validation rules which define the relationships between the 
variables in a data set.
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A number of criteria were used to select from amongst a range of machine learning techniques. 
Based on the results of this survey, as outlined in chapter three of this thesis, genetic algorithms, 
association rules and Bayesian networks were identified as meeting most of the main criteria for 
selection. In particular the expressive power of association rules generated by genetic algorithms 
were identified as being particularly useful because, suitably encoded, they could provide easily 
intelligible and actionable results. Furthermore Bayesian Networks were identified as being suited 
to dealing with uncertainty and for theory revision.
8.2 Discovering Validation Rules
Validation rules were defined in chapter two as a mathematical encoding of features present, 
implicitly or explicitly, in a data set. They describe relationships between the variables in a dataset 
such that rows of data which do not conform to these relationships are considered, with a high 
probability, to contain invalid data.
Association rules were originally developed to discover relationships between items in 
supermarket transactions, i.e. to discover which items shoppers purchase in combinations. As with 
validation rules they encode relationships between variables in a dataset. The validation rules in 
this project are a new form of association rule which have been developed to cover data 
validation.
Each validation rule is a Boolean function that relates variables in a data set. A rule is defined as 
‘firing’ if a row of data generates a False value for the rule, in other words if it violates the rule 
and it is therefore deemed suspect.
The validation rules are discovered from numeric data sets using a novel genetic algorithm called 
eaVal. This uses a unique encoding of rule fragments to combine and mutate populations of 
validation rules. These are assessed against a training data set and a fitness measure derived so 
that a rating is applied to each rule. The fitness measure includes components that assess:
• The proportion of rows which pass the validation rule (i.e. the rule does not fire)
• Rule novelty (unique rules are rated more highly than copies)
• Rule concision
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• Rules that code for variables that are not included in other rules
eaVal was tested using a series of synthetic and real-world datasets. These tests took two principal 
forms. In the first series of tests data was synthesised using simple generation rules which were 
then used with the algorithm. eaVal correctly discovered the rules which had generated the data, 
thereby showing that it was able to identify salient features directly from the data.
The second form of test used data with ‘dirty’ values and eaVal was used to identify the invalid 
rows. In chapter four a real-world dataset was used. A selection of rows was ‘dirtied’ using a 
series of common data entry errors, such as missing decimal points and transposed digits. Test 
results showed that the algorithm was correctly able to identify valid and invalid rows of data in 
96% of cases, on average.
This high value of predictive accuracy shows that this novel approach to identifying rows of data 
that contain invalid data is a useful tool for data analysts to use in data cleansing and validation 
work.
8.3 Semantic Validation -  Discovering Invalid Fields
While being able to identify rows of data that contain errors goes beyond simple syntax errors it is 
still short of the ultimate aim of semantic data validation. The ability to pick out which particular 
fields are incorrect is much closer. If we are able to use our explicitly stated validation rules to 
select individual fields then we are effectively saying that these fields do not contain what they 
ought to contain -  in other words the values do not accord with the meaning of the field.
By its nature the selection of an individual value from a row of data must be a probabilistic 
process that takes into account the uncertainty of the real world from which the data is drawn. 
Bayesian Networks are a primary inference technique for handling probabilistic relationships 
between entities and/or events.
As detailed in chapter four, a Bayesian Network is constructed from the population of validation 
rules discovered by éaVal. The input nodes of the network map to the individual validation rules. 
Each node has two states, true and false, which correspond to the Boolean result of evaluating the
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rules against a data record The output nodes correspond to each of the fields in the data set, and 
these too have two states, which represent whether the field value is assessed to be valid or invalid 
by the network.
The network topology is derived from the population of validation rules discovered by eaVal. The 
links between the input nodes and the output nodes are based on the fields which appear in each 
rule. For example if rule rl contains an equation that relates fields fl, £2 and f3 then the network 
will contain links between the input node rl and the output nodes fl, f2 and £3.
While the topology of the network is completely derived from the population of validation rules, 
the weights in the network (the node probability tables, as discussed in section 3.9), are derived 
from the results of evaluating the population of rules with a suitable training set. This training set 
must contain a mix of valid and invalid data so that the network can be trained appropriately.
Once the network has been ‘trained’ then it is possible to use it to identify the individual fields of 
a row of data which have a high probability of being invalid. This is performed by evaluating the 
validation rules against the row of data to identify if  it is considered suspect. If so the vector of 
Boolean results from the validation rules is used to set the states of the corresponding nodes in the 
Bayesian network. It is then possible to inspect the output nodes to see which, if any, nodes have 
been flagged as being invalid and what percentage probability is attached to that state.
The experiment described in chapter five used a real-world dataset which was ‘dirtied’. In this 
experiment the Bayesian network was able to identify the individual fields which had been 
‘dirtied’ with an accuracy of 90%.
8.4 Real World Case Study
Both the discovery of validation rules and the post-processing using Bayesian Networks were 
used in an experiment to validate a clinical dataset as described in chapter 7. This case study used 
a real-world dataset to test whether the algorithms described in this work, (and the tools which 
implement them), could be used by an analyst without knowledge or experience of the data 
domain to identify both invalid records and the fields within those records which were flagged as 
having a high probability of being invalid.
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As described in the previous chapter, one of the aims of the exercise was to have the results 
confirmed by a domain expert. In this case the two-stage validation process flagged 117 records 
from a total of 2830 as being invalid. These were documented and passed to a domain expert for 
manual inspection and assessment. Every single record that had been flagged as invalid was 
classed by the expert as either invalid or was judged to contain extreme or interesting values. In 
other words the validation process had correctly discovered records of interest to a domain expert.
This is a successful outcome for the experiment as it confirms the value of the process and tools 
described previously. It shows that the approach outlined in this work -  that validation rules can 
be discovered from the structure implicit in a dataset -  is both powerful and has application in 
many domains.
Commenting on this work, Dr Ian Wells of the Royal Surrey County Hospital and the University 
of Surrey offered the following statement:
Current pressures, both political and local, to improve the effectiveness and efficiency’ o f medical 
care are placing increasing emphasis on the pervasive use o f  computers. In many enterprises this, 
raises relatively few  issues, but in hospitals - and especially with doctors and nurses - the change 
in working processes can be a formidable obstacle to overcome.
A powerful incentive may be the promise o f  ‘added value ’ - in other words, the aim is not simply 
to replace the existing paper notes with an electronic version, even though this would have 
significant and worthy logistical advantages (including reduced storage, simultaneous and remote
availability and easier extraction o f management statistics). Adding value uses the computer to 
provide functionality that would never have been delivered by a paper-based system. For 
example, the rapid uptake o f computers in primary’ care has been credited to the early availability’ 
o f the automatic management o f  repeat prescriptions.
One area in which value can be added is the use o f  rules to analyse the data as it is entered and 
make appropriate comments. This must be carefully implemented to avoid causing offence 
(especially with doctors), but the concept o f  an intelligent colleague observing in the background 
and making the occasional helpful comment or reminder may be a helpful model to adopt.
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The next hurdle is.the definition o f the actual rules. Some o f these, such as believability ranges, 
may be self-evident and easy to obtain, but the real power o f this approach will be realised when 
more subtle and complex rules can be included. This is where the automatic generation o f  
validation rules is particularly attractive, as these can complement those suggested by clinicians 
and help overcome the ‘knowledge acquisition bottleneck’. Indeed, the cycle o f  real-time data 
collection, rule-based validation and intelligent rule induction has real potential to improve
data quality and to provide tangible benefits fo r  medical staff.
8.5 Current Limitations
While the experimental results to date, particularly the clinical data described in the previous 
section, are very encouraging and show that the basic approach outlined in this thesis is sound, 
there are also some very clear limitations which we should acknowledge.
In the first instance the class of datasets that the current incarnation of the tools can validate is 
limited to numeric data only. Heterogeneous datasets which contain text or use digits as class 
identifiers cannot be validated using eaVal. In both the body-fat dataset and the diabetics dataset 
only the numeric values were used for validation purposes. As shown in these experiments 
effective validation of the numeric data is a valuable exercise, and there are many real-world 
situations where numeric data validation will provide real benefits to data analysis.
That is not to say that this current limitation cannot be addressed. The structure of the eaVal 
algorithm is such that it may be extended in quite straightforward ways to validate more complex 
datasets. The mechanism to achieve this is to define an appropriate validation rule syntax that is 
able to effectively evaluate the relationships between the different fields in a record. Section 3.2 
of chapter 3 detailed the three encodings currently implemented by eaVal, each of them defining a 
format of rule for validating numeric data.
In order to accommodate class variables, (i.e. digits that select classes, for example l=Male, 
2=Female), the algorithm must be provided both with a rule encoding and with the means to 
identify which records are numeric and which are class variables. The eaVal tool has been 
implemented using Java, and the object oriented nature of the implementation means that it is 
relatively straightforward to use inheritance to add new rule encodings. Similarly the tool can be 
expanded to include text strings if appropriate operators and rules can be defined.
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The issue is not the technical implementation but rather of finding appropriate semantic structures 
to relate variables of different types together. While the ideal may be to build a completely 
domain-independent validation tool, the fact is that text strings and class identifiers have semantic 
content specific to a given domain. Numeric data, on the other hand, can be viewed as having an 
existence independent of the domain and are therefore more amenable to a domain independent 
process.
This was shown in the experiment with the diabetics data. In this experiment the ‘meaning’ of the 
numbers (blood counts, weight, height etc), was of no interest. It was how the numbers related to 
each other in each record that was important for the validation process.
The range of relationships that the toolset is able to discover in purely numeric datasets is also 
somewhat limited at the present time. The current syntax of the rules discovered by eaVal encodes 
simple arithmetic and logical relationships between fields. More complex algebraic relationships, 
(polynomial and exponential, for example), are not included. This was a matter of choice in the 
first instance and is not an inherent limitation. Suitable encodings of polynomial rules have been 
developed and tested, albeit with small synthetic datasets. While this work is outside of the scope 
of this thesis they do indicate that eaVal can be extended to discover more complex relationships 
in the future.
8.6 Existing Heuristics
One of the key criteria used for selecting a machine learning methodology, listed in chapter two of 
this thesis, was the ability to incorporate existing domain-specific heuristics. While this has not 
been explored in detail in the course of this work, a well-defined mechanism does exist for 
making use of some forms of domain knowledge in eaVal
The genetic algorithm discovers validation rules by building populations of rules and evaluating 
them against a training dataset. As mentioned in the previous section, the rule syntax that ea Va! 
can use is extensible and a range of different rule formulations were used in this thesis, with 
additional formats used outside of this work. The rule syntax encodes a degree of knowledge 
about the domain. While we have worked with the most generic arithmetic and logical
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relationships in the experiments described in the previous chapters, we are able to use more 
complex and less generic syntax if required.
For example if  we know that a given domain may have fields that are related using polynomial, 
exponential or analytical equations then eaVal can be extended to encode for these rules also. In 
this manner it is possible to make use of existing knowledge of the domain without necessarily 
restricting the search space of validation rules that the tool is able to explore.
Existing domain knowledge also comes into play when filtering the population of rules that ea Va! 
produces. A manual filtering process can make use of experience and knowledge to exclude rules 
that provide little predictive power or which code for nonsensical rules.
Finally, domain knowledge may also be used in the final part o f the validation process. As 
detailed in previous sections, the construction and training of a Bayesian network requires training 
data that contains valid and invalid cases. Manual construction of such cases, or the selection of 
real cases from a large dataset, can best be performed by analysts with extensive understanding of 
the domain being modelled. Here existing heuristics and rules of thumb can be combined with the 
validation rules to build a Bayesian network that has high predictive value.
8.7 Performance And Other Issues
It must be acknowledged that eaVal has not been used with extremely large datasets. To date the 
emphasis has been on proving the concept rather than building a production tool. The largest 
datasets that have been used with eaVal have consisted of the, synthetic datasets used in the 
performance analyses described in chapter five. The largest of these datasets consisted of 3000 
rows by 50 columns, making a dataset with 150 000 values. As was shown in that chapter, 
variation in performance, (measured as elapsed CPU time), scaled according to the size of the 
dataset and to the number of generations of the algorithm.
In all of the experiments described in this thesis the performance of eaVal was not an issue. In 
terms of the experiments as a whole the major performance issue was not in the tools but in the 
time required to build adequate training datasets required for the Bayesian network. Deriving 
suitable training data that contains a range of positive and negative cases for each variable in the
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data is a non-trivial problem. Domain expertise is an influence here, and a ready supply of sample 
invalid records would be a key factor in speeding up the process.
While the ideal data validation system may proceed with data analysts who lack domain expertise, 
it is clearly not the case that such a system can be completely built without the input of domain 
experts. The first part of the process, the discovery of the data validation rules, is driven 
completely from the structures implicit in the data, but the same is clearly not true of the post­
processing stage. While the structure of the Bayesian network is derived completely from the 
population of validation rules, the training of the network depends on domain expertise to identify 
valid and invalid cases in the data or to synthesise realistic invalid cases.
Furthermore, the Hugin software application, described in chapter three, was used both as a tool 
for building the Bayesian networks (and discovering the appropriate network weights from the 
data) and it was also used to decide on the validity or otherwise of individual records once the 
network had been trained. In this process the population of validation rules was evaluated against 
the data record. The vector of Boolean values that the evaluation of the rules produces is used to 
manually set the state of each input node in the network. This process is entirely manual and 
requires the data analyst to set the state on each node corresponding to a validation rule. The 
corresponding state of each of the variable nodes can then be noted by the analyst.
Again this manual process requires considerably more elapsed time than the performance of the 
rule discovery process.
Reducing the manual effort required by the post-processing of the validation rules is, therefore, an 
important requirement for productionising the validation process described in this work. There are 
a number of strands of activity that are worthy of investigation in this respect.
Firstly reducing the size of the population of validation rules, without effecting the predictive 
accuracy of the validation process, would reduce the number of nodes in the resulting Bayesian 
networks. A smaller network is both easier to visualise and also requires less effort to populate 
with input states when testing new records. As detailed in previous chapters, rule pruning to 
exclude validation rules which are simple reformulations of the same underlying relationships 
would lead to simpler networks and a concomitant reduced manual effort.
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Secondly the interactive process of setting the states of the input nodes and then reading the 
corresponding values of the output states in Hugin is both time consuming and prone to error. In a 
production environment this interactive process using Hugin may not be acceptable. A batch 
process whereby the input states can be submitted automatically to the network and the 
corresponding output states logged or stored in a file, would do much to reduce the manual effort 
and would be a major step in productionising the work described in this thesis.
8.8 Advances In Machine Learning
This work touches on a number of topics that remain active areas of research within the broader 
machine learning community. New developments in both evolutionary computation and Bayesian 
systems may have a direct bearing on the algorithms described in this thesis. Specifically the 
issues of rule pruning, multi-objective genetic algorithms and finding measures of rule 
‘interestingness’ are active areas of research within the machine learning community.
For example [Pap04] discusses the issues that arise when trying to evolve hypotheses that involve 
conflicting objectives and suggests that in some circumstances using a fitness function based on a 
weighted combination of the objectives (as we have done here), may not provide optimal results. 
An alternative approach, which the authors term the multi-objective forward sequential selection 
method is developed, and is shown to be competitive compared to a multi-objective genetic 
algorithm. Although the problem domain for this work is attribute selection in data mining, it is 
possible that this new approach may also be applicable to the discovery of validation rules.
The broader issue of rule ‘interestingness’ is also an active research topic, and along with the 
topic of rule pruning is directly related to the usefulness of the rules discovered by eaVal. As 
mentioned in the previous section, large populations of rules map to complex Bayesian networks 
which are difficult to work with. Essentially this is the same issue that arises in when using 
association rules for data mining large databases, in discovering predictive rules or in 
classification problems. In each case there are two problems to address, the first is to find some 
measure of ‘interestingness’ and the second is to apply this to the discovery process such that 
uninteresting rules are pruned or filtered out.
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Rule interestingness is generally related to how surprising a rule is, or whether it contradicts some 
previously held belief. For example [Rom04] uses a genetic algorithm to discover interesting 
prediction rules for data mining, and makes use of a measure of interestingness during the 
evolutionary process so that only interesting rules are discovered. The measure of interestingness 
is derived by comparing discovered prediction rules to forms of knowledge that the user expects 
to find in the data. Rules that diverge from this, and which have a good fit to the training data, are 
considered surprising/interesting and therefore are awarded a higher fitness value.
[Jar04] takes a slightly different approach in that it uses a Bayesian network to encode prior 
beliefs. In this case the domain of interest is pruning large item sets in association rules, and the 
Bayesian network encodes a user’s background knowledge about the data being explored. 
Divergence between this background knowledge, represented probabilistically, and the discovered 
item sets is used in a rule pruning process that filters uninteresting rules to leave a smaller but 
more interesting population of association rules.
These recent developments in machine learning may provide techniques and ideas that are 
relevant to some of the outstanding issues that this work needs to address as it moves forward.
8.9 Conclusions
We have shown that the algorithms and tools developed during this work provide an effective set 
of methods for validating numeric datasets. This process is flexible in that it is independent of the 
domain of the data. Whether the data is a clinical dataset, a set of IT metrics or something else is 
immaterial. The data validation process developed in this work is in advance of other data 
validation approaches described in the literature. And where existing approaches require either 
domain knowledge or knowledge of complex statistical analysis, the validation rules and outputs 
from this process are described in simple terms and accessible to analysts who have no domain 
knowledge whatsoever.
Of course these positives are balanced by some of the limitations outlined in the previous section 
of this chapter. However, on balance, this work demonstrates a significant advance on existing 
techniques.
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8.10 Future Directions
Data validation remains a problematic area and one which still offers many challenges. It is hoped 
that some of the limitations outlined previously could be tackled. However, applying this work to 
a broader range of real-world validation projects is the primary aim in the first instance.
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Appendix 1 -  Diabetes Data & Results
Rules discovered in the first phase of validating the diabetes data set, as described in section 7.4.
Rule
Number
Encoded Rule Translated Rule
1 XI >(X3-X6) Systolic > ( HBAlc - Creatinine )
2 X3>(X7-X8) HBA1 c > ( Weight - Height )
3 X6>=(X7-X8) Creatinine >= ( Weight - Height )
4 X6>=(X5-X1) Creatinine >= ( Triglycerides - Systolic )
5 X1>=(X4-X3) Systolic >= ( Cholesterol - HBAlc )
6 X6>=(X5-X7) Creatinine >= ( Triglycerides - Weight )
7 X3>(X4-X6) HBA1 c > ( Cholesterol - Creatinine )
8 X3>=(X5-X1 ) HBAlc >= ( Triglycerides - Systolic )
9 X3>(X4-X8) HBA1 c > ( Cholesterol - Height )
1 0 X2>(X4-X6) Diastolic > ( Cholesterol - Creatinine )
1 1 X5>(X3-X6) Triglycerides > ( HBAlc - Creatinine )
1 2 X7>=(X5-X6) Weight >= ( Triglycerides - Creatinine )
13 X9>(X4-X3) BMI > ( Cholesterol - HBAlc )
14 X9>=(X3-X4) BMI >= ( HBAlc - Cholesterol )
15 X9>(X3-X1) BMI > ( HBAlc - Systolic )
16 X2>(X4-X7) Diastolic > ( Cholesterol - Weight )
17 X7>=(X5-X1) Weight >= ( Triglycerides - Systolic )
18 X9>=(X4-X3) BMI >= ( Cholesterol - HBA1 c )
19 X5>(X3-X8) Triglycerides > ( HBAlc - Height )
2 0 X5>=(X3-X6) Triglycerides >= ( HBAlc - Creatinine )
2 1 X5>=(X3-X8) Triglycerides >= ( HBAlc - Height )
2 2 X7>(X3-X8) Weight > ( HBAlc - Height )
23 X4>=(X3-X1) Cholesterol >= ( HBAlc - Systolic )
24 X4>(X3-X1) Cholesterol > ( HBAlc - Systolic )
25 X4>(X5-X8) Cholesterol > ( Triglycerides - Height )
26 XI >=(X7-X5) Systolic >= ( Weight - Triglycerides )
27 X6>=(X1 -X8) Creatinine >= ( Systolic - Height )
28 X8>=(X5-X2) Height >= ( Triglycerides - Diastolic )
29 X8>=(X4-X3) Height >= ( Cholesterol - HBAlc )
30 X8 > ( X5 - X2 ) Height > ( Triglycerides - Diastolic )
31 X8>(X3-X7) Height > ( HBAlc - Weight )
32 X8>(X3-X9) Height > (  H B A lc-B M I)
33 X8>=(X5-X7) Height >= ( Triglycerides - Weight )
34 X8 >= ( X4 - X5 ) Height >= ( Cholesterol - Triglycerides )
35 X8>(X4-X2) Height > ( Cholesterol - Diastolic )
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Rule
Number
Encoded Rule Translated Rule
36 X 2 > ( X 3 - X 4 ) Diastolic > ( HBAlc - Choi est orol )
37 X 2 > = ( X 5 - X 3 ) Diastolic >= ( Triglycerides - HBAlc )
38 X 4 > = ( X 3 - X 2 ) Cholesterol >= ( HBAlc - Diastolic )
39 X 7 > = ( X 6 - X 8 ) Weight >= ( Creatinine - Height )
Data rows which were flagged as invalid from the training data set:
Systolic Diastolic H BA lc Choi Trigl Great W eight Height BMI #Key #Fired?
136 -78 8.8 5.4 0.44 114 85.7 183 26 2112 R36
R38
R37
1501 90 7.01 5.6 0.77 90 77.6 181 24 33 R27
114 74 6.1 5.3 1.1 299 88.3 170 31 2629 R39
114 81 8.8 7.4 4.9 310 89.5 168 32 3784 R39
130 90 10.3 6.2 3.3 322 78.6 183 23 814 R39
166 84 6.1 5.7 2.1 287 72.8 176 24 4279 R39
198 85 9.9 5.9 1.4 378 57 163 21 4323 R39
122 75 7.6 4.4 1.9 103 158 180 49 5599 R26
Data rows from the test data set which were flagged as invalid, and which were considered to 
contain range errors after manual inspection:
Systolic Diastolic H BA lc Choi Trigl Great W eight Height BMI #Key #Fired?
136 75 8.4 5 2 80 8.4 173 3 2262 R14
114 80 9.5 4.4 1.32 129 10.3 173 3 2290 R14
132 87 10.1 6.9 2.6 113 10.1 175 3 4436 R14
149 81 10.1 4.3 0.83 97 10.1 182 3 3560 R14
-94 61 6.5 5.1 1.8 169 54.3 178 17 5593 R15 R8 
R23 
R24 
R26 
R 1 7R 5
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146 83 8.9 5.5 2.79 0 51.4 150 23 3851 R l 1 
R20
156 70 7.09 4.4 88 74 59.1 157 24 527 R37
140 73 9.2 0 0 0 72.8 170 25 2329 R11
R20
1154 81 7.4 4.2 0.9 73 65.8 155 27 3178 R27
-115 70 7.2 3.9 0.7 89 83.9 175 27 5318 R15 R8 
R23 R1 
R24 R4 
R26 
R 17R 5
150 -100 9.04 4.9 0.9 70 89.9 183 27 1415 R16
R36
R38
R37
R10
1114 69 8.9 5.1 1.21 109 96.6 180 30 5981 R27
134 79 6.7 4.5 0.69 0 99 182 30 4057 R l 1 
R20
1151 84 7.9 4.5 2.2 466 87.4 168 31 3992 R39
R27
147 9.8 6.3 2.4 102 96.8 173 32 5208 R36
R38
R37
158 13.3 1.9 3.2 110 87.8 163 33 5209 R36
R38
R37
-1157 85 8.45 5.4 2.8 80 122.8 179 38 2070 R15 R8 
R23 R1 
R24 R4 
R26 
R17 R5
150 80 8.7 0 0 0 136 183 41 5492 R11
R20
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162 81 7.8 5.3 1 92 886 178 280 928 R26 R3 
R2
154 86 8 4.5 3.4 84 179189 189 50163 543 R26 R3 
R2
128 86 8 4.9 0.7 85 77.1 1.71 263671 3006 R34 
R21 
R19 
R39 
R27 R2
108 60 8.4 3.9 0.62 83 85.7108 60 238 5946 R2
159 83 5.9 4.7 1 72 81.3 1.7 281315 538 R34 
R21 
R 19R 3  
R27 R2
153 82 8.8 5.5 5.7 1.8 75 175 24 1028 R11
R20
128 76 5.6 3.9 1.89 1.7 84.6 165 31 919 R11
R20
137 72 6.6 4.2 0.9 1.6 87 175 28 1074 R 11 
R20
149 78 8.77 3.9 3.9 1.12 81.9 168 29 940 R11
R20
105 68 8 6.4 2.53 1.09 78.2 165 29 3375 R11
R20
33 75 6.4 4.9 2.04 82 163.6 189 46 4099 R26
234 103 6.4 6.1 3.2 75 101.3 158 41 2284 R27
240 115 6.4 5 1.02 443 61.7 168 22 5953 R39
130 60 8.45 5.7 0.79 2.36 67.1 163 25 1039 R11
R20
150 80 8.7 0 0 0 136 183 41 5492 R11
R20
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Data rows from the test data set which were flagged as invalid and which were assessed using the 
Bayesian network. Hugin gives Systolic (XI) 91% true/9% false, and Weight (X7) 9% true/91% 
false.
Systolic Diastolic HBAlc Choi Trigl Great Weight Height BMI #Key #Fired?
152 80 6.2 5.1 1.69 77 156.6 188 44 2498 R26
111 57 8.8 3.3 1.4 78 155.4 168 55 5568 R26
152 86 7.5 5.2 2.62 81 155.9 178 49 3536 R26
126 68 5.85 4.9 1.78 82 136.2 178 43 1822 R26
139 72 6.9 3.6 1.6 82 159.3 185 47 5581 R26
137 68 8.9 3.9 1.73 83 156.6 168 55 5922 R26
125 72 8.6 3.7 3.1 87 129 183 39 4645 R26
144 95 9.9 4.3 2.3 87 157.5 174 52 5857 R26
108 66 6.2 4.1 5.8 88 123.8 180 38 3060 R26
128 87 12.8 4.8 3 89 135.8 173 45 3503 R26
137 84 8.8 4.3 2 91 153 184 45 4940 R26
113 73 8.2 4.5 0.7 92 117 185 34 5184 R26
153 84 7.9 5.8 4 96 160 173 53 5567 R26
120 76 8.8 5.7 3.4 99 124.3 179 39 4843 R26
114 84 7.9 4.3 1.6 100 116.3 183 35 4824 R26
154 87 6 4.8 0.8 101 174 178 55 5289 R26
102 68 7.3 3.4 1.4 107 103.5 180 32 5937 R26
118 70 6.5 3.5 2.4 123 135.7 178 43 5958 R26
117 77 7.6 5.3 2.49 123 121 178 38 3721 R26
118 62 6.6 5.6 2.4 128 126 178 40 3638 R26
99 56 9.54 2.9 0.74 134 110.2 183 33 1461 R26
111 59 6.9 5.3 1.2 135 125.9 178 40 2183 R26
111 78 9.8 4 3.4 140 121.9 179 38 3818 R26
124 63 7.9 3.1 0.9 144 137.5 178 43 5138 R26
113 75 11.8 5.1 4.6 167 123.4 179 39 5840 R26
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99 57 6.97 5 3.4 202 103.5 173 35 727 R26
112 66 8 3 4.7 3.89 235 116.3 170 40 1773 R26
Data rows from the test data set which were flagged as invalid and which were assessed using the 
Bayesian network. Hugin gives Weight (X7) 100% false.
Systolic Diastolic HBA1c Choi Trigl Great W eight Height BMI #Key #Fired?
160 81 7.9 3.6 3 96 181 170 63 4338 R26 R2
172 86 9.8 4.6 3.84 109 186.2 170 64 5761 R26 R2
Data rows from the test data set which were flagged as invalid and which were assessed using the 
Bayesian network. Hugin gives 73% true/27% false for X6 (Creatine).
Systolic Diastolic HBAIc Choi Trigl Great W eight Height BMI #Key #Fired?
120 82 6.1 6.1 2.76 238 55.7 160 22 4229 R39
134 75 8.1 5.9 1.41 241 74.4 160 29 771 R39
167 89 7.3 5.3 2.88 248 74.8 152 32 6004 R39
152 90 12 4.1 1 249 61.5 178 19 5355 R39
160 100 8.8 7.1 1.5 251 56.9 163 21 3372 R39
139 68 9.9 6 2.6 254 78 152 34 1359 R39
152 78 7.3 4.9 1.2 256 94.5 155 39 5425 R39
147 77 7.6 5.4 1.53 265 107.5 155 45 1675 R39
135 90 9 5.5 1.7 270 57.1 152 25 1795 R39
131 78 10.1 3.8 2.3 272 83.6 165 31 1935 R39
140 78 6.7 4.9 2.9 272 91 157 37 1431 R39
137 88 6.2 3.2 1.2 276 64.6 175 21 4395 R39
145 75 8.4 4.1 1.7 277 63.3 173 21 1095 R39
121 62 7.4 3.1 1.1 285 79.1 152 34 3440 R39
122 75 7.3 5.2 1.5 291 57.9 168 21 4227 R39
196 98 7.2 4.7 2.3 294 109.3 183 33 2258 R39
145 76 7.4 7.2 4 300 73.6 160 29 1311 R39
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200 100 8.59 6.4 2.02 300 94.6 170 33 667 R39
154 74 6.4 3.6 1 327 88.9 163 33 4547 R39
188 128 5.8 5.7 2.2 333 52 160 20 5103 R39
126 76 7.7 5.2 1 337 56.7 152 25 3602 R39
141 85 8.8 4.5 1.9 348 68.1 170 24 4491 R39
157 83 6.3 4.9 1 354 60.8 168 22 5106 R39
135 69 8.8 4.8 2 361 89.1 168 32 1248 R39
115 70 8.4 5.3 4 372 89.9 183 27 4687 R39
133 89 7.6 6.6 5.86 385 84.3 183 25 1790 R39
129 87 7.8 3.8 1.09 386 54.1 165 20 4636 R39
155 100 7.5 5.6 2.63 387 87.5 183 26 5584 R39
177 84 5.3 4.4 1 390 71 173 24 1488 R39
167 80 7.2 4.3 1.2 394 69.1 170 24 5372 R39
98 63 6.8 5.5 4.69 399 67.6 152 29 1699 R39
126 78 10.6 7.7 4 413 56.9 163 21 4005 R39
155 75 8.9 4.6 2.3 422 88.7 168 31 2162 R39
144 75 6.9 6 3.8 445 76.7 160 30 1730 R39
148 75 8.1 4.3 2.3 449 87 168 31 3029 R39
97 50 7 2.6 1.8 462 87.4 163 33 5404 R39
134 85 11 4.9 0.92 469 58.2 163 22 5271 R39
188 83 8.9 6.2 3.2 474 97 170 34 3567 R39
108 68 8.6 4.4 0.8 476 81.9 160 32 3625 R39 ,
147 100 10.8 5 1 483 58.1 163 22 5685 R39
157 66 7.5 4.2 2.63 520 97.1 170 34 2707 R39
118 76 9 4.3 3.2 535 89.7 168 32 5503 R39
110 73 8.3 2:8 2.13 549 83.9 173 28 4409 R39
120 67 6.9 4.1 1.7 571 74 173 25 4783 R39
157 80 9.6 4.1 1.6 686 96.2 178 30 5036 R39
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134 80 6.7 6.1 3.9 871 57.4 160 22 5947 R39
169 80 7.7 4.7 1.1 916 132 183 39 2976 R39
118 78 6.61 4.9 6.07 1014 113.2 184 33 265 R39
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Appendix 2 -  Java Code for eaVal
The Java code for the eaVal algorithm and associated tools and utilities is included in this 
appendix.
package e a v a l ;
import java.util.* ;
import java.io.*;
import j a v a .t e x t .DecimalFcrmat;
public class VRuleGen {
/* Global variables */ 
protected int ma x G e n ; 
protected int genLength; 
private int popSize;
//max number of generations 
//length of genome (=vars in data) 
//population size
private Random rand = new MersenneTwister(System.currentTimeMillis {)); 
protected int pCross; //probability of cross-over
protected int pMutate; //probability of mutation
protected BaseG e n o m e [3 parentPop; 
private Base G e n o m e [] childPop; 
private Base G e n o m e [] allPop ; 
protected B a s eGenome[] bestPop; 
protected B a s eGenome[] finalPop; 
protected String dfName ; 
private String If Name 
private PrintStream out; 
private int logPeriod; 
protected int nicheSize; 
protected int diversity; 
private boolean verbose; 
private boolean logall; 
private Gr g r ;
//parent population
//child population 
//Combine population 
//Best individuals 
//combines parent and best populations 
//data file name 
//Log file name
//output stream if logging to file 
//generations between logging
//number of individuals per niche 
//clone count 
//verbose logging option
//log evereything you c a n . .; 
//GenResporting object 
protected PopStats popStats; //Class for decoding and evaluating Genomes 
protected S t r i n g [] opList; //list of operands for Genomes 
private boolean crossover; //use crossover
private boolean replacement ; //use replacement within population 
protected double elapsed; //store running time for logging and stats
protected DataSource d s ;
/* VRuleGen initialisation */
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public V R u leGen(String[] args) {
//Initialise data 
initData(args);
} /* end VRuleGen constructor */
public void run(Class genClass}{
// More feedback
G r . p r t ("\nGenLength: " + genLength + "\tSample Data: " + d s . g etSSize()
+ "\tFopulation size : " + popSize + "\n"};
//Create the populations we need
parentPop=new BaseGenome[popSize]; // Create a population
bestPop=new BaseGenome[genLength] ; // Create the best individuals
//only create allPop and childPop where needed 
if (! replacement){ 
childPop=new BaseGenome[popSize]; // Create a population 
allPop=new BaseGenome [2*popSize]; //Create combine parent and child
}
//Get the start time before we do anything
long startTime = System.currentTimeMillis();
//Initialise the parent population and bestPop 
initPop(genClass);
// Main GA loop
p o p S t a t s .evaluate(parentPop, 0); //initialise fitness values
for (int gen=0; gen<maxGen;gen++){
if ((gen % logPeriod)==0) loglntResults(gen); //Log results 
if (replacement){
// Rank selection with replacement 
if (crossover) selPCrossOver(parentPop); 
selMutate (parentPop) 
popStats.evaluate(parentPop, g e n ) ; 
elitist ( );
} else {
// Rank selection without replacement 
copyPop(parentPop, childPop, 0, popSize);
if (crossover) selCrossOver(childPop); 
selMutate(childPop); 
copyPop(parentPop, allPop, 0, popSize ) ; 
copyPop(childPop, allPop, popSize, popSize);
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p opStats.evaluate(al I P o p , g e n ) ; 
n ewPopulation();
elitist ( );
}
p o p S t a t s .countClones(parentPop); 
diversity=popStats.getDiversity();
} //end for 'generation loop
//Merge best and parentPop
finalPop=new BaseGenome[popSise+genLength]; 
copyPop(bestPop,finalPop,0,genLength); 
copyPop (parentPop, finalPop, genLength, popSize) ,-
//Final evaluation of population 
p o p S t a t s .evalClear(); 
p o p S t a t s .evaluate(finalPop, maxGen); 
loglntResults(maxGen);
// Log final results for this run 
logResults(startTime);
//finally, do some cleaning up... 
if (IfName.iengthO >1) { 
out.flush!);
o u t .c l o s e ();
}
} /*end run*/
/*_ Initialise data */
private void initData(String[] args){
//Default values for global variables
pMutate = 5 ;
maxGen=100;
pCross=8 0 ;
// Number of generations 
// percentage probability of crossover 
// percentage probability of mutation
dfName="data.txt"; // Default file name
logPeriod=1000 ; 
nicheSize=5; 
verbose-false;
lfName="" // Default logging to System.out 
// Default logging period (generations) 
// Multiplier for generating popSize 
// verbose logging is default
// Get command-line arguments
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if (!c ommandLine(arg s )) S ystem.exit(1);
if (opList.length>0){
Genome.setOpList(opList);
' }
//Set up the PopStats class and link it to the training data 
ds=new D a t aSource();
//Set up the PopStats class and link it to the training data 
d s .getData(dfName, logall); 
popStats=new PopStats(ds,nicheSize); 
genLength=ds.g e t G L (); //Set the genLength 
popSize=popStats.getPopSize();
}
/* end initialise data */
/* initialise populations */
protected void initPop(Class genClass){
//Gr.prt("Class name passed: " + g e n C l a s s .g e t N a m e ());
for (int i=0;i<popSize;i++){ 
try {
parentPop[i]= (BaseGenome)genClass.newlnstance(); 
parentPop[i].initGenome(genLength);
} catch(Exception e ) {
G r . p r t ("Error initialising population: " + e .toStr i n g ());
}
}
// Initialise the best population 
copyPop(parentPop, bestPop, 0, genLength); 
for (int i=0,-i<genLength;i++) {
bestPop [i] .v a r R e g i o n [0]= i ; //Ensure all cons are included
bestPop [i] .fitness=-l.0 ; //Set fitness to -1 to start
bestPop [i] .objective=-l.0 ; //Set objective function to -1 to start
}
}
/* end initpop
/* Log final results */
private void logResults(long startTime){
elapsed=(double)(System.currentTimeMillis()-startTime)/1000;
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//Print the time it's taken
G r . p r t ("Processing Time : " + elapsed + " seconds");
//Print the best individuals
G r . p r t ("\nBest individuals at " + maxGen + " generations"); 
popStats.prtBestPop(finalPop, maxGen, 1);
if (verbose){
Gr .prt ( "Diversity : 1 + diversity + " of " + popSize);
}
//Print the entire pop
G r . p r t ("\nFinal population at " + maxGen + " generations"); 
popStats.prtDPop(finalPop, m a x G e n ) ;
}
/* end log results */
/* Log intermediate results */
private void loglntResults(int t hisgen){,
//pop statistics 
if (thisgen==0){
Gr.prt("Gen\tAvg fit\t\tBest fit\tBest obj\tDiversity");
} else {
DecimalFormat df=new D e c i malFcrmat("0.0000");
A r r a y s .sort(parentPop);
Gr.prt(thisgen + "\t" + d f .format(popStats.getAvgFitness())
+ "\t\t" + d f .format(parentPop[0] .fitness)
+ "\t\t" + d f .format(parentPop[0] .objective) 
+ "\t\t" + diversity -r " of " + popSize);
if (verbose) {
//niche statistics
for(int i=0;i<genLength;i++){
System.out.print(popStats.getCCount(i) + " ");
}
Gr.prt("\n");
-if (logall) { .
//print population 
popStats.prtPop(parentPop,popSize,thisgen,0);
}
}
}
/* end logging of intermediate results
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/* Select for mutation function - given a Genome will return a mutated version */ 
private void selMutate(BaseGenome[] p o p ) { 
for (int i = 0 ;i <popSize;i++){
if (rndlnt(100)<pMutate){ 
mutate(pop[i]);
//update phenotype and hashcode 
pop [i] .s etHashRule();
}
}
}
/* End election for mutation */
/* Mutate function */
private void mutate(BaseGenome G ) {
int maxl=2+G.opRegion.length+G.varRegion.length; 
int tl=rndlnt(maxi);
/* Select region to mutate */ 
if (ti==0){
int x=(G.clndex+l) % genLength; 
if (x < BaseGenome.minLength){
G.cIndex=BaseGenome.minLength;
} else {,
G.clndex=x;
}
}
//tl==l > consOp 
if (tl==l){
G.consOp=(G.consOp+1) % BaseGenome.inegList.length;
}
// opRegion
if ((tl>l) && (tl<(2+G.opRegion.length))){ 
int x=rndlnt(G.opRegion.length-1);
G.opRegion[x]= 1 + ( (G.opRegion [x]+1) % BaseGenome.opList.length);
}
1 1  varRegion
if (tl>(2+G.opRegion.length)){
G.swap(G.varRegion,rand);
}
/* End select region */
}
/* End mutate function */
/* Copy population */
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private void copyPop(BaseGenome[] srcPop, B a s eGenome[] trgPop,
int start, int p Size){
for (int i = 0 ;i<pSize;i++){ 
try {
trgPop[i+start]= (BaseGenome) srcPop[i].c l o n e ();
}
catch (CloneNotSupportedException e) {
System.out.println(e);
}
} }
/* end copy population
/* Generate new population */
private void newPopulation(){
//Rank population 
Arrays.sort(allPop);
//Get the popSize best back into the parentPop 
copyPop(allPop, parentPop,0, popSize);
/* End new population */
/* Select for crossover */
private void selCrossOver(BaseGenome[] p o p ) { 
int pSize=pop.length; 
i n t [] slndex=new int [pSize];
//Get list of individuals to swap 
for (int i = 0 ;i <pSize;i++){ 
slndexti]=i;
}
//Mix the list up at random 
for (int i=0;i<pSize;i++){
s!ndex=intSwap(slndex, ran d ) ;
}
//Do the crossing over 
for (int i=0;i<pSize;i+=2){
varCrossOver(pop[slndexti]] ,pop[slndex[i+l]]); 
opCrossover(pop [slndex[i]],pop[slndex[i+1]]); 
pop[slndex[i]].setHashRule();
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pop[slndex[i+1]].s etHashRule();
}
//End crossing over
}
/* End select for crossover */
/* Select for crossover - probabilistic version that uses pCross */ 
private void selPCrossOver(BaseGenome[] p o p ) { 
int [j slndex=nev? int [pop. length] ;
//Get list of individuals to swap 
for (int i=0,n=pop.length;i<n;i++){ 
if (pCross>rndInt(100)){ 
s lndex[i]=i+l;
}
}
//Mix the list up at random 
for (int i=0,n=pop.length/2 ;i<n;i++){ 
s!ndex=intSwap(slndex, rand);
}
//Do the crossing over 
//int tl=-l;
//int t2=-l;
for (int i=0,tl=-l,t2=-l,n=pop.length,-i<n;i++){ 
if (slndex[i]>0){ 
if <tl==-l){
tl=slndex[i]-1;
} else if (t2==-l){ 
t2=slndex[i]-1;
}
if ((t l !=-1) && (t2!=-!)){
varCrossOver(pop[tl],pop[t2]);
opCrossover(pop[tl],pop[t2] );
pop [tl] .setHashRule();
pop [t2] .setHashRule();
tl=-l;
t2=-l;
}
}
}
//End crossing over
}
/* End select for crossover */
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/* VarCrossOver function - given two parents returns two children 
includes repair so we only get valid varRegion*/
private void varCrossOver(BaseGenome p a r e n t l , BaseGenome p a r ents>{
int c utl=l+rndlnt(genLength-1);
int [] imaskl = new int[genLength]; 
int [] imaskS = new int[genLength]; 
int [] ichildl = new int[genLength]; 
int [] ichildS = new int[genLength];
//Fill the mask arrays with -1 
Arrays.fill(imaskl,-1);
Arrays.fill(imaskS,-1);
/* Now the hard part - cross-over 
middle-chunk swapped first */
System.arraycopy(parents.varRegion,0,ichildS,0,genLength);
System.arraycopy(parentl.varRegion,0,ichildl,0,genLength);
System.arraycopy(parentl.varRegion,cut1 , ichildS,cut1,genLength-cut1); 
System.arraycopy(parents.varRegion,cutl,ichildl,cut1,genLength-cutl);
/♦Now flag duplicates in children 
0=OK, l=Duplicate, -l=missing */ 
for (int i=0; i<genLength;i++){ 
imaskl[ichildl[i] ]++; 
imaskS[ichildS[i] ]++;
}
/♦Work out the swaps we need */ 
i n t [] swapdupsl=new int[genLength/S]; 
i n t [] swapmissl=new int[genLength/S]; 
int [] s'wapdupsS =new int [genLength/S] ; 
i n t [] swapmissS=new int[genLength/S]; 
int sdupl=0; 
int smissl=0; 
int sdup3=0 ,- 
int smiss3=0 ;
for (int i=0;i<genLength;i++){ 
if (imaskl[i] ==1) {
swapdupsl[sdupl]=i; 
sdupl++;
}
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i f  (imaskl[i]==-1){
swapmissl[smissl]=i; 
smissl++;
}
if  (imask2[i]==1){
swapdups2[sdup2]=i; 
sdup2++;
}
if  (imask2[i]==-1){
swapmiss2[smiss2]=i; 
smiss2++;
}
//Randomise the order of the swaps
//int x=0 ? int y=0; //int z=0; 
for (int i=0,x=0,y=0;i<sdupl;i++){ 
x = r n d l n t (sdupl-1); 
y = r n d l n t (sdupl-1); 
swapdupsl=doSwap (swapdups 1, x , y ) 
swapmis s1=doSwap(swapmissl,x,y);
}
for (int i=0,x=0,y=0;i<sdup2;i++){ 
x=rndlnt(sdup2-l); 
y=rndlnt(sdup2-l); 
swapdups 2 =do2wap(swapdups2,x,y); 
swapmiss2=doSwap(swapmiss2,x ,y );
}
//End randomise the order of the swaps
/♦Finally, do the swaps*/
for (int i =0;i<sdupl;i+ + ) {
for (int j=0;j<genLength;j++){
if (ichildl[j]==swapdupsl[i] ){ 
ichildl[j]=swapmissl[i] 
break;
}
}
}
for (int i=0;i<sdup2;i + + ){
for (int j =0 ;j <genLength;j ++){
if (ichild2[j]==swapdups2[i] ){ 
ichild2[j]=swapmiss2[i] 
b r e a k ;
}
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}
}
//End doing the swaps
/*finally move back into parents*/
System.arraycopy(ichild2,0,parent2.varRegion,0,genLength);
System.arraycopy(ichildl,0,parent1.varRegion,0,genLength);
}
/* End VarCrossOver function */
/* OpCrossOver function - no repair functions here */
private void opCrossover(BaseGenome p a r entl, BaseGenome parent2){ 
int opLength=parentl.opRegion.length; 
int cutl=l+rndlnt(opLength-1);
int [] ichildl = new int[opLength];
int [] ichild2 = new int[opLength];
/* Now the hard part - cross-over 
middle-chunk swapped first */
System.arraycopy(parent2.opRegion,0,ichild2,0,opLength);
Sys t e m .a r r a y c o p y (parent1.opRegion,0,ichildl,0,opLength);
System.arraycopy(parentl.opRegion,cutl,ichild2,c u t l ,opLength-cutl);
System.arraycopy(parent2.opRegion,cutl,ichildl,cutl,opLength-cutl);
/*finally swap back into parents*/
System.arraycopy(ichild2,0,parent2.opRegion,0,opLength);
System.arraycopy(ichildl,0,p a r e n t l .opRegion,0,opLength);
}
/* End OpCrossOver function
/* Elitist function */
private void elitist (){
for (int i = 0 ;i<genLength;i++){
for (int j=0 ;j<popSize;j++){
if(parentPop[j] .varRegion [0]==bestPop[i] .varRegion[0] &&
bestPopti).objective<parentPop[j] .objectivé){
try {
bestPop[i]= (BaseGenome)parentPoptj) .clone();
} catch(CloneNotSupportedException e ) {
System.out.println(e);
}
break ;
}
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//Now copy the best back into the population 
//int j =0 ;
for (int i=popSize-genLength,j=0;i<popSize;i++){
try { '
parentPop[i]= (BaseGenome) bestPop[j].clone()
j++;
}
catch (CloneNotSupportedException e) {
System.out.println(e);
}
}
}
/* End Elistist function */
/* Switch logging from console to log file */ 
private void startLogging(String I f ) {
try {
PrintStream out=new PrintStream(new Buf feredOutputStream( 
new F i l e O u t p utStreamdf ) ) ) ;
System.setOut(out); //redirect system.out 
} catch (lOException e) {
System.out.println("Error -- " + e .toString());
}
}
/* end switch logging from console to log file */
/* Process commandLine */
private boolean commandLine(String [] args){
String ar g t e x t ; 
boolean ok = true;
genLength-Î 5 ; // Genome length==number of variables in data
logPeriod=1000; // Default logging period (generations)
verbose^false; // verbose logging is default
if (args.length==l){ //assume we've got a config file 
argtext=args[0].t oString(); 
if (argtext. endsWith (''cfg" ) ) {
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ReadConfig rc=new ReadConfig(args[0] ); 
m axGen=rc.getlnt("max_gen",50); 
pMutate=rc.get!nt("p_mutate",5); 
p Cross=rc.getlnt("p_cross" , 80) ; 
dfName=rc.getString("data_file",""); 
l fName=rc.getString("log_file" , " " ) ; 
nicheSize=rc.getlnt{"niche_sizen ,5); 
replacement=
Character.toUpperCase(r c .g e t Char("replacement" , 1Y 1))==' 
crossover^
Character.toUpperCase(r c .ge t C h a r ("crossover" , 'Y'))= = 'Y' 
logPeriod=rc.getlnt("log_period",1000);
String opL=rc.getString("op_list",""); 
if (opL.length()>0){
opList=opL.split(",");
}
String logType=rc.getString ( "log_type" , ll” j ; 
if ( logTj^pe. star tsV7ith Call") ) { 
verbose=true; 
logall=true;
} else if (logType.startsWith("verbose")) {
verbose=true;
} //end if
String fPath=rc.getString("data_path",""); 
if (fPath.length()>0) dfName=fPath + "\\" + df N a m e ; 
if ((IfName.iengthO >0) && (fPath.length()>0)) 
lfName=fPath + "\\" + IfName ;
}
else { //else this must be a standard command-line 
for (int i=0,n=args.length;i<n,• i++){ 
argtext=args[i].toString(!; 
if (argtext.startsWith("g") ) {
maxGen=Integer.parselnt(argtext.substring(1)); 
G r . p r t ("maxGen= " + m a x Gen);
}
if (argtext. startsVJith ( "pm" )) {
pMutate=Integer.parselnt(argtext.s u b s t r i n g (2)); 
G r . p r t ("pMutate= " + pM u t a t e ) ;
}
if (argtext.startsVJith("pc") ) {
pCross=Integer.parse l n t (a r gtext.su b s t r i n g (2)); 
G r . p r t ("pCross= " + pCross);
}
if (argtext.startsWith("df")){
dfName=argtext.substring(2);
G r . p r t ("Data file : " + d f Name);
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if (argtext.startsWith("If"}){
lfName=argtext.substring (2) ;
G r . p r t ("Log File : " + If N a m e ) ; 
startLogging (IfName)
}
if (argtext.startsWithCIp")){
logPeriod=Integer.parselnt(argtext.su bstring(2));
G r . p r t ("Log Period : " + logPeriod);
}
if (argtext.startsWith("ns")){
nicheSize=Integer.parselnt(argtext.su bstring ( 2 ) );
G r . p r t ("Niche Size : " + nicheSize);
}
if (argtext.startsWith("vb")){ 
verbose=true;
}
if (argtext.startsWith("la")){ 
verbose=true; 
logall=true;
}
if (argtext.startsWith("?") || a r g t e x t .startsWith("help")){
ok = false;
G r . prt ('"');
G r . p r t ("g=NN Max Generations");
Gr . p r t ("pm=NN % probability of mutation");
G r . p r t ("pc=NN % probability of cross-over");
G r . p r t ("df=TTTTTTT.TTT data file n a m e " ) ;
G r . p r t ("If=TTTTTTT.TTT log file na m e " ) ;
G r . p r t ("of=TTTTTT.TTT output file name");
G r . p r t ("lp=NN log period - number of generations between"
+ "logging results");
G r . p r t ("ns=N niche size - number of individuals per n i c h e " ) ; 
Gr.prt("nr=N number of times GA is run");
Gr.prt("vb verbose logging");
Gr.prt("la log all statistics and intermediate r esults"); 
G r . p r t ("at=N algorithm selection");
Gr.prt("rn=numeric relational rules");
G r . p r t ("rs=simpie relational rules");
G r . p r t ("rb=boolean relational rules");
G r . p r t {"...else use a config file with a cfg extension");
G r .p r t ("");
}
}
}
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return ok;
}
/* End processing command-line arguments */
/♦Random swap of array elements */
private i n t [] intSwap{i n t []GT,Random r ) {
//int x;
//int y;
//int z ;
int M=GT.length;
//int x = r.nextlnt(M);
//int y = r.nextlnt(M); 
return GT=doSwap(GT,r.nextlnt(M),r.nextlnt(M));
}
/♦End swap of array elements^/
// Do the swap - swap elements within an array
private i n t [] doSw a p ( i n t []GT, int x, int y ) { 
//int z;
int z=GT[x];
GT[x]=GT [y ]  ;
G T [y]=z;
return GT;
}
// End swap elements
// Return random int between 0 and Max 
private int rndlnt(int M a x ) {
//returns random int between 0 and Max 
return rand.nextlnt(Max+1);
}
// End return random int 
//♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ Main
public static void m ain(String[] arg s ) {
VRuleGen vRG=new VRuleGen(args); 
vRG.run(Genome.cl ass);
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} //end Main
}
/*End VRuleGen class */
package eav a l ;
import j ava. util. *
import java.text.DecimalFormat;
// Class that evalautes a population of rules to calculate 
// fitness, objective and support, also calculates average fitness.
// Used by VRuleGen class - this cleans up the latter and also allows for 
// alternative calculation of statistics
public class PopStats{
private i n t [] cCount; 
private double avgFitness; 
private d o u b l e [] factors ; 
private EvalCache eval; 
private HashMap cloneMap; 
protected DataSource d s ; 
private org.nfunk.jep.JEP funcParser; 
private static int nicheSize; 
private static int popSize; 
protected double dataFactor; 
protected double sizeFactor; 
protected double crowdFactor; 
protected double uniFactor;
//Count of consequents
//average fitness per generation 
//Factors that make up fitness 
//Evaluation cache
//Keep track of clones per generation 
//DataSource class to read data from file
PopStats(DataSource ds, int n Size){
//function parser for objective function 
funcParser = new org.nfunk.jep.JEP(); 
funcParser.addStandardFunctions(); 
funcParser.addStandardConstants(); 
funcParser.setAllowUndeclared(tru e );
this,ds=ds;
//derive the population size 
popSize=nSize * d s .g e t G L ();
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if (0 != (popSize % 2)) popSize++; //make sure it's even
factors=new d o u b l e [4]; //Components of fitness function
eval=new E v alCache (7 2 3l*popSize); //Evaluation cache
cloneMap=new H a s h M a p (3*popSize); //Store count of clones
cCount= new int[ds.g e t G L ()]; // population totals for consequents
nicheSize=nSize;
sizeFactor=0.lOd;
dataFactor=0.7 O d ;
crowdFactor=0.05d;
uniFactor=0.15d;
)
// getGenLength
public int getGenLength(){ 
return d s .g e t G L ();
}
// end getGenLength
// getPopSize
public int getPopSize(){ 
return popSize;
}
// end getPopSize
public void setPopSize(int po p S i z e ) { 
PopStats,popSize=popSize;
}
// getSSize
public int ge t S S i z e (){
return ds.getSSize));
}
// end getSSize
// getAvgFitness
public double getAvgFitness0 {  
return avgFitness;
}
// end getAvgFitness
// getCCount
public int getCCount(int i ) { 
return cCount[i];
}
// end getCCount
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I l  getCloneMap
public final HashMap g etCloneMap(){ 
return cloneMap;
}
// end getCloneMap
/* Evaluation function */
public void evaluate(BaseGenome[] pop, int g e n ) {
A r r a y s .fill(factors,0.O d ) ;
// fa c t o r s [0] sizeFactor -- Smaller size is better 
// factors [1] dataFactor -- Fit to data is better 
// factors [2] crowdFactor -- Less crowded niche is better 
// fa c t o r s [3] uniFactor -- Unique rule is better 
avgFitness-0.0 ;
//Initialise the niche count 
Arrays.fill(cCount,0);
// Calculate the spread of consequents 
for (int i = 0 ,-i<pop. length; i++) {
cCount[pop[i].varRegion[0]3++;
}
//Get the clone count// 
countClones(pop);
// Reward shorter expressions and calculate 
// the spread of consequents 
for (int i = 0 , n=pop.length;i<n;i++){ 
int uniCount=0 ;
if (!eval.hitCheck(pop[i].rule)){
objFunc(pop[i]); //calculate objective funcion and support 
f a c tors[0]=(double)
((double)Genome.minLength/pop[i].cIndex); //sizeFactor 
factors [1]= p o p [i] .objective;
f a c tors [ 2 ] = (double)(pop.length-cCount[pop[i].v a r R e g i o n [0]])
/ (pop.length-1); //crowdFactor 
factors [3]=0.0d; //initialise uniFactor 
eval.addToCache(pop[i].rule,factors);
} else {
factors=eval.getFromCache(pop[ij .rule);
//is this a clone? 
if (cloneMap.containsKey(pop[i].rule)){
u n i C o u n t = ((Integer)cloneMap.get(pop[i].rule)).i n t V a l u e ();
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} .
}
//exponential decay curve for clones
f a ctors[3]= M a t h .e x p ((double)-uniCount/nicheSize); //unifactor
//Finally, what is the fitness? 
if (factors[1]>0.O d ) {
pop [i] .fitness=(sizeFactor*factors[0]) +
(dataFactor*factors[1])+
(crowdFactor*factors [ 2 ] )+
(uniFactor*factors[3]);
} else {
pop[i].fitness=0;
}
avgFitness+=pop [i] . f i t n e s s //Cumulative sum of fitness
Î
//End fitness calculation
avgFitness=avgFitness/pop.length; //Calculate average fitness
//Rank population 
A r r a y s .sort(pop);
/* End evaluation function */
/* Raw objective Function */
private void objFunc(BaseGenome G ) {
int sPart=l; //Fraction of sample data to evaluate against 
int sEval=ds.getSSize()/sP a r t ; 
double val=0; 
double totVal=0;
double support=0 ; //Count of fully populated data items to evaluate
//Get the coverage 
getCoverage(G);
//Cycle through data sample
funcParser .parseExpression (G. rule)
for(int i = 0 ;i<sEval;i ++){ 
if (ds.coverage[i]){
funcParser.a ddVariable("X"+(G.varRegion[0]+1),
ds.datMatrixti][G.varRegion[0]]);
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for{int j =1,n = G .cl n d e x ;j < n ;j ++){
/ /Add vars
funcParser.a ddVariable("X"+(G.varRegion[j]+1),
ds.datMatrix[i][G.varRegion[j]])
}
support++;
//funcParser.parseExpression(G.rule); 
val=funcParser.getValue(); 
totVal+=val; 
v a l = 0 ;
}
}
G.support= support/sEval;
G.objective=totVal/sEval;
}
/* End objective function */
//Get coverage of data for individual
private void getCoverage(BaseGenome G ) {
//assume we've got full coverage 
for (int i = 0 ,n = d s .getSSize();i<n;i++){ 
d s .coverage[i]=true; 
if (Ids.fullRow[i]){
for (int j=0;j<G.clndex,-j++){
if (Double.isNaN(ds.datMatrix[i] [j])){ 
d s.coverage[i]=false; 
b r e a k ;
}
}
}
//End get coverage
//Clear the eval cache
public void e v a l C l e a r (){ 
eval.clear();
}
/* Count the clones */
public void countClones(BaseGenome[] p o p ) { 
final Integer ONE = new Integer(1)?
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/ /initialise HashMap 
cloneMap.clear();
//Initialise to zero
for (int i=0,n=pop.length;i<n;i++){
Integer c=(Integer)cloneMap.get(pop[i].rule); 
if (c==null){
cloneMap-put(pop[i].rule,ONE);
} else {
cloneMap.put(pop[i].rule,new Integer(c.intValue()+!))
}
}
}
/* end countClones */
// getDiveristy
public int getDiversity(){
//Return the number of number of unique individuals 
return cloneMap.s i z e ();
}
// end getDiversity
// getDiveristy as a percentage
public double getDiversityPct(){
//return the diversity as a percentage 
return (double)cloneMap.size 0 /popSize;
}
//Print unique population
public final void p r t U P o p (final B a s e G e n o m e [] P, final int g e n ) { 
A r r a y s .s o r t (P );
HashMap cMap=(HashMap)cloneMap.clone(); 
cMap.putAll(cloneMap);
G r . p r t ("Generation " + g e n ) ;
Gr.prt ( "No.\tRule\t\t\t\t\tFitness\t\tObjective\tSupport" ) ,- 
for (int i=0,n=P.length,•i<n;i++){
//Integer c=(Integer)map.get(P[i].phenotype()); 
if (cMap.containsKey(P[i] .rule)){ 
prtIndividual(P[i],i); 
cMap.remove(P[i].rule);
}
}
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//End print unique population
//Print an individual - used by prtPop and prtUPop 
static void prtlndividual(final BaseGenome G, final int i){
//use for printing
DecimalFormat df=new DecimalFormat ( " 0 . 0 0 0 0 " ) ;
G r . p r t ("P" + i + "\t" + G .rule + "\t\t\t" + d f .format(G.fitness) 
+ "\t\t" + df.format(G.objective) + "\t\t"
+ d f .format(G.support));
}
// Print a population - unformatted
public final void prtPop(final BaseGenome [] P,
final int p s i z e , final int gen, final int type){
Gr.prt("Generation " + g e n ) ;
A r r a y s .s o r t (P ) ;
//Unformatted 
if (type == 0){
for (int i=0;i<psize;i++) P[i].prtGenome();
}
//Converted into intelligible form 
if (type == 1){
G r . p r t ("No.\tRule\t\t\t\t\tFitness\t\tObjective\tSupport"); 
for (int i = 0 ;i<psize;i ++){ 
prtlndividual(P[i],i);
}
}
}
// End print population
public final void prtBestPop(final B a s e G e n o m e [] P, 
final int gen, final int typ e ) {
G r . p r t ("Generation " + g e n ) ;
A r r a y s .sort(P);
if (type==l){
G r . p r t ("No.\tRule\t\t\t\tFitness\t\tObjective\tSupport");
}
int consCount=ds.getGL(); 
for (int i=0;i<consCount;i++){ 
int j = 0 ;
while (P[j].varRegion[0]!=i){
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]++;
}
if (type == 0){
// Unformatted 
P [ j] .p r t G e n o m e ();
} else if (type == 1){
// Converted into intelligible form 
prtlndividual(P[j],i ) ;
}
protected double g e t SizeFactor() {
return sizeFactor;
}
protected void setSizeFactor(double sizeFactor) { 
t h i s .sizeFactor = sizeFactor;
}
protected double g etDataFactor() { 
return dataFactor;
}
protected void setDataFactor(double dataFactor) { 
this.dataFactor = dataFactor;
}
protected double getCrowdFactor() {
return crowdFactor;
}
protected void setCrowdFactor(double crowdFactor). { 
t h i s .crowdFactor = crowdFactor;
}
protected double getUniFactor() {
return uniFactor;
}
protected void setUniFactor(double uniFactor) { 
t h i s .uniFactor = uniFactor;
}
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package eaval;
/* Genome class*/
public class Genome extends BaseGenome{
//default constructor 
G e n o m e (){
s u p e r ();
}
//end default constructor
/* Initialise a Genome*/
public void initGenome(final int L ) {
//Class generates rules of the form: XI iop ( (X3 op X 4 ) op X2)
// L=genlength == Number of vars in the data
/* clndex must be between L - minLength, so that the smallest equation 
must relate two variables to the consequent */ 
clndex = L - r.nextInt(L-(minLength-1)};
varRegion = new int[L]; //varRegion[0] is the consequent
opRegion = new int[L-l]; //Each value indexes into OpList
consOp = r.nextlnt(ineqList.length); //Index into IneqList
fitness=0;
objective=0;
support=0;
//Create an ordered list: 0,1,2..L 
for (int i=0;i<L;i++){ 
varRegion[i]=i;
}
// randomise varRegion 
for (int i =0,n = L / 2 ;i<n;i++){
va rRegi o n =swap(varRegion,r);
}
// randomise opRegion
for (int i=0,n=L-l;i<n;i++){
opRegion[i]=l+r.nextlnt(opList.length);
}
rule=this.phenotype(); 
hash=rule.h a s h C o d e ();
}
/*End initialise genome*/
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I I  generate the phenotype 
public String p h e n o t y p e (){
//Get the consequent and its operator
StringBuffer eq=new StringBuf£er("X") 
eq.append(varRegion[0]+1}; 
e g .a p p e n d (" "); 
e q .a p p e n d (ineqList[consOp]);
//Add opening brackets for rule 
for (int i=0;i<clndex-2;i++){ 
e q.ap p e n d (" (");
//Add the first variable 
e q .a p p e n d (" X " ) ; 
eq.append(varRegion[1]+1);
//Now loop through for the antecedent variables and operators 
for (int i = 2 , j =0;i<clndex;i++,j++){
e q .a p p e n d (" " + opList[opRegion[j3-1]); 
e q .append(" X " ) ;  
e q .append(varRegion[i]+1); 
e q . append (")'');
}
return e q.toString();
}
// end generation of phenotype
}
/*End Genome class*/
package eaval; 
import java.util.
/* BaseGenome class*/
public abstract class BaseGenome implements Cloneable, Comparable{
protected int clndex; //Count of how many variables in the expression
protected int [] varRegion; //List of variables - no repeats allowed
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protected int [] opRegion; //List of operators - repeats allowed
protected int c onsOp; //Operator that connects the consequent & other vars 
protected double fitness; //fitness value
protected double objective; //Raw objective function - AR confidence
protected double support; //degree of prevalence in data - AR support
protected String rule=null; //This is the phenotype
protected int h a s h = 0 ; //this is the hashCode
protected static String [] opList={ 1 ; //operands linking variables
protected static String [J ineqList = { ; //operands linking cons 
protected static Random r = new MersenneTwister(System.currentTimeMillis()); 
protected static int minLength=3;
/* Over-ride operator lists */
public static void setOpList(final S t r i n g [] o p L ) { 
opList=(String[]) opL.c l o n e ();
}
public static void setlneqList(final S t r i n g [] inL){ 
ineqList=(String[]) inL.clone();
}
//end over-ride operator lists//
//default constructor 
Ba s e G e n o m e (){
}
//end default constructor
/* Initialise a Genome */
public void initGenome(final int L ) {
//Class generates rules of the form: XI iop ((X3 op X4) op X2)
// L=genlength == Number of vars in the data
/* clndex must be between L - minLength, so that the smallest equation 
must relate two variables to the consequent */ 
clndex = L - r.nextlnt(L-(minLength-1));
varRegion = new int [L]; //varRegion[0] is the consequent
opRegion = new int[L-l]; - //Each value indexes into OpList
consOp = r.nextlnt(ineqList.length); //Index into IneqList
fitness=0; 
objective=0; 
support=0;
//Create an ordered list: 0,1,2. .L 
for (int i = 0 ;i<L;i++){ 
varRegion[i]=i;
}
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I I  randomise varRegion 
for (int i=0,n=L/2;i<n;i++){
varRegion=swap(varRegion,r);
}
// randomise opRegion
for (int i =0, n=L-l ; i<n,-i++) {
opRegion [i] =l+r.nextlnt (opList. length)
}
rule=this.phenotype(); 
h a sh=rule.ha s h C o d e ();
}
/*End initialise genome*/
/* Clone */
public Object clone 0  throws CloneNotSupportedException { 
BaseGenome ngen=(BaseGenome) s uper.clone ( ) ;  
ngen.varRegion = (int []) v a rRegion.c l o n e (); 
ngen.opRegion = (int []) opRegion.clone{ ); 
return ngen;
)
// End clone
//Return the hashcode 
final public int h a s h C o d e (){
if ( (hash==0) | | (rule-null) ) {
rule=this.phenotype(); 
hash= r u l e .h a s h C o d e ();
}
return this.hash;
}
// Comparable
public int compareTo(Object G ) {
double i G = ((BaseGenome)G).fitness;
r e t u r n (iG<fitness ? -1 : (iG==fitness ? 0 : 1));
}
// over-ride equals
public boolean equals(Object o) {
return (o instanceof BaseGenome)
&& (hashCode() == ((BaseGenome)o).ha s h C o d e ());
}
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/♦Random swap of array elements ♦/ 
int [] swap(final i n t [3GT,Random r ) { 
int M=GT.length; 
int x= r.nextlnt(M); 
int y  = r .nextlnt(M); 
int z=GT[x];
GT[x]=GT [y];
GT Cy3 = z ;
return GT;
}
/♦End swap of array elements^/
// generate the phenotype 
'public abstract String phen o t y p e ();
// Convert to String
final public String t o S t r i n g (){
StringBuffer gen=new StringBuffer(); 
g e n .append(clndex); 
g e n .a p p e n d {"|");
for (int i=0;i<varRegion.length;i++){ 
gen.append(varRegion[i]); 
g e n .a p p e n d (" ");
}
g e n .a p p e n d ("|"); 
for (int i=0,n=opRegion.length;i<n;i++){ 
gen.append(opRegion[i]); 
g e n .a p p e n d (" ");
}
g e n .a p p e n d ("]"); 
g e n .append(consOp); 
g e n .a p p e n d (" |"); 
gen.append(fitness); 
g e n .a p p e n d (" | "); 
gen.append(objective); 
g e n .a p p e n d (" | "); 
gen.append(support); 
g e n .append(" | ");
g e n .append(hash);
return gen.toString0  ;
}
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final void sefcHashRule(){
th i s .rule=this.p h e n o t y p e (); . 
t h i s .h a sh=this.ha s h C o d e ();
}
// Print a genome 
final void p r t G e n o m e (){
System, out .println (this)
}
// End print Genome
}
/*End Genome class*/
package eaval;
import org.jdom.*,-
import o r g .j d o m .i n p u t .SAXBuilder;
import o r g .j d o m .o u t p u t .XMLOutputter;
import java.io.*;
import java.util.* ;
class Val_rule{
protected String eqn; 
protected String s p r ; 
protected String alias;
protected Val_rule(String egn, String spr, String a lias){ 
this.egn=egn; 
this.spr=spr; 
this.alias-alias;
}
}
zlass CreateBBN{
private BitSet [] b S e t ; //row=variable, col=rule - gives dependencies
private HashMap ruleMap; //stores rules keyed by rule_id
private d o u b l e [] objVal; //minima for objective functions
private d o u b l e [] fitVal; //minima for fitness functions
private S t r i n g [] xmlFile; //xml files of rules
private int fileCount; //how many xml files to process
private String datFile; //csv file for data
private String formatBBN; //format of BBN output file
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private String sprFile; //spreadsheet output file
private String outFile; //output BBN file
private int rfCount=0; //count of rules after filtering
C r eateBBN(){
//Make no assumptions about wanting anything but output to console 
i outFile=""; 
sprFile=""; 
datFile=n";
}
public void setXMLFile(String xmlFile, int i ndex){ 
this.xmlFile[index]=xmlFile;
}
public String g e t XMLFile(int index){ 
return xmlFile[index];
}
public void setDatFile(String datFile){ 
t h i s .datFile=new String(datFile);
}
public String g e t DatFile(){ 
return datFile;
}
public void setFormatBBN(String formatBBN){ 
t h i s .formatBBN=formatBBN;
}
public String g e t F o r m a t B B N O { 
return formatBBN;
}
public void setSprFile(String sprFile){ 
t h i s .sprFile=sprFile;
}
public String g e t SprFile(){ 
return sprFile;
}
public void setOutFile(String outFile){ 
t h i s .outFile=outFile;
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)
public String g e t OutFile(){ 
return outFile;
}
public void setObjVal(double o b jVal, int index){ 
t h i s .objVal[index]=objVal;
}
public double getObjVal(int index){ 
return objVal[index];
}
public void setFitVal(double fitVal, int index){ 
this.fitVal [index]=fitVal;
}
public double getFitVal(int index){ 
return fitVal[index];
}
// Method that actually generates the BBN file 
private void g e n B B N (){
int varCount=0; //how many variables?
int ruleCount=0; //how many rules? 
ruleMap=new H a s h M a p (); 
boolean isXML=isXMLOutput(formatBBN);
SAXBuilder builder = new SAXBuilder();
try {
for (int f lndex=0 flndex<f ileCountflndex++) {
G r . p r t ("Starting to process xml file " + xmlFile[fIndex] ); 
Document doc = builder.build(xmlFile[fIndex]);
Element root = doc.getRootElement();
Element params = root.getChild("Parameters");
//Get number of variables
Element gL=params.g e t C h i l d ("Var_count");
varCount=Integer.parselnt(gL.g e t T e x t 0 ) ;
//Get number of rules
Element rules = root.getChild("rules");
/ *
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List attributes = rules.getAttributes();
rType= ( (Attribute) attributes .get (0) ) .getValue ( ) .charAt(O) 
Gr.prt("Rule type " + rT y p e ) ;
*/
List ruleList = rules.getChildren("rule");
//Get each rule into map and get var dependencies 
processRules(ruleList,isXML,fIndex); 
ruleCount+=ruleList.s i z e ();
}
//Give some status
Gr.prt(fileCount + " xml files processed for rules");
Gr.prt("Number of variables " + v a rCount);
Gr.prt("Number of raw rules " + ruleCount);
Gr.prt("Map size " + ruleMap.size ()) ;
//Initialise matrix of vars vs rules 
bSet=new BitSet[varCount]; 
for (int i = 0 ;icvarCount;i + + ) {
bSet[i]=new BitSet(rfCount);
}
for (Iterator it=ruleMap.e n t r y S e t ().i terator(); it.hasNext();){ 
Map.Entry entry = (Map.Entry)it.next 0  ;
Val_rule rule = (Val_rule) entry.getValue();
Integer rID = (Integer) entry.getKey(); 
processVars(rule.eqn, r I D.intValue());
}
//Build the XMLBIF or Hugin net document 
if (isXML){
genXMLBIF(outFile);
} else { .
genHuginNet(outFile);
}
if (datFile.length()>0){
//Generate the spreadsheet data file 
genSpr(varCount, sprFile, datFile);
}
}
// indicates a well-formedness error 
catch (JDOMException e) {
System.out.println(xmlFile + " is not well-formed.");
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System.out.println(e.g e t M e s s a g e ());
}
catch (lOException e) {
System.out.println(e);
}
} //end genBBN
private void genSpr(int v a r s , String spr. String dat){
final char s e p = '\ t '; 
double v a l ;
StringBuffer sp=new StringB u f f e r (2000);
DataSource ds=new D a t a S o u r c e (d a t , false); //Get the data
//First line for headers :
// XI...Xn, R 1 ...Rn 
for (int i=0;i<vars;i++){
sp.append("X"+(i+l)+sep);
}
for (Iterator it=ruleMap.keySet().itera t o r ();it.hasNext();){ 
Integer rID = (Integer) it . n e x t (); 
sp.append( "R"+rID. toString ( ) +sep)
}
sp.append("\n");
//Next line contains 1st data line and spreadsheet formulae 
for (int i = 0 ;i<vars;i ++){ 
val=ds.datMatrix[0][i]; 
if (Double.isNaN(val)){ 
sp.append(sep);
} else {
sp.append!val+ " "+sep)
}
}
String eqLine=new S t r i n g ();
for (Iterator it=ruleMap.keySet().itera t o r ();it.hasNext();){ 
Integer rID = (Integer) it . n e x t ();
Val_rule rule=(Val_rule)ruleMap.get(rID);
String frm=rule. spr
//String frm=(String)sprMap.get(rID);
//Make A1 terms A2 because first row is for headers
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//sp.append(" = " + frm.replace('11 , '21)+ s e p ) ; 
eqLine += " = " + frtn + sep;
}
~ sp.append(writeEQLine(eqLine,2) + "\n");
//Finally, loop through to deliver the rest of the data 
for (int i=l;i<ds.getSSize0 ;i++){ 
for (int j=0;jcvars;j++){ 
v a l = d s .datMatrix[i][j]; 
if (Double.isNaN(val)){ 
sp.append(sep);
} else {
sp.append(v al+" " +sep);
}
} // end column for
sp.append(writeEQLine(eqLine,i+2)+"\n" ) ;
} //end row for
//Generate the output now that it's ready 
try{
PrintWriter outFile; 
if ( !spr.equals("")){
outFile = new PrintWriter(new BufferedWriter
(new FileWriter(new File(spr))));
} else {
outFile = new PrintVIriter (new Buf f eredWriter ( 
new OutputStreamWriter(Sys t e m .o u t )));
}
outFile.print(sp.toString()); 
ou tFile.f l u s h (); 
ou tFile.c l o s e ();
} catch (lOException e) {
Sy s t e m .o u t .p r i n t I n ("Error -- " + e . t oString()); .
}
} //end genSpr
private boolean isXMLOutput(String fileFormat){ 
return "XML".equalsIgnoreCase(fileFormat);
}
//Replaces the fix row reference (1) with the row in i in equations 
private String writeEQLine(String eqL, int i ) { 
return e q L .r e p laceAll("1", (""+i));
}
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private void processRules(List ruleList, boolean XML, int index){
//index is the xmlfile count
//Get rules and Rule_id and store them in a HashMap 
//for use later when generating network 
//for XML we need to escape >, >=, <, <= etc
String ruleText; //Hold the rule in whatever form it's needed
Iterator iterator = ruleList.iterator 0  ; 
while (iterator.hasNext()) {
Element rule=(Element)iterator.next{);
Element obj ective=rule.g e t C h i l d ("obj ective");
Element fitness=rule.getChild("fitness");
if ((Double.parseDouble(fitness.ge t T e x t ()) >= fitVal[index]) && 
(Double.parseDouble(objective.getText0 )  >= objVal[index])){ 
r fCount++; //increment filtered rule count 
List attributes = rule.getAttributes 0  ;
Integer rid=new I n t e g e r (
{ (Attribute) attributes.get-(O) ) .getValue ( ) ) ; 
Element equation=rule.getChild("equation"); 
if (XML){
ruleText=equation.getText();
//ruleMap.put(rid,ruleLab);
} else {
ruleText=equation.getText();
}
Element spr=rule.getChild("spr_formula");
String alias="F"+(index+1)+"R"+rid.toString(); 
ruleMap.put(new Integer(rfCount),
new Val_rule(ruleText,spr.getText0 ,  alias));
}
}
} // end processRules
private void processVars(String eq, int rulelD){
//Get the rule and then break out the vars, create
//a BitSet so that we can see for each var which rules it is used in 
int var=0;
S t r i n g [] bits=eq.split{" ");
//Gr.prt(eg + " has " + bits.length + " b i t s " ); 
for (int i = 0 ;i<b i t s .length;i++){ 
if (bits [i] .ch a r A t (0)=='X'){
var=Integer.parselnt(bits[i].su bstring(1)); 
b S e t [var-1].set(ruleID-1);
} //endif 
} //endfor
} // end processVars
private void genHuginNet(String outNetFile){
//Create a file that can be imported directly into Hugin
String netOut = "net\n{\n";
netOut += "\tnode_size = (10 10);\n";
netOut += "\tHR_Font_Name=\"Arial\";\ n";
netOut += "\tHR_Font_Size = \"-ll\";\n" ;
netOut += ”\tlabel=\"Eaval_output\";\ n";
netOut += "\tname=\"Eaval\";\n}\n\n";
//Loop through the rules to create rule nodes 
int xpos=0 ,•
for (Iterator it=ruleMap.entry S e t ().itera t o r (); it.hasNext() 
Map.Entry entry = (Map.Entry)it.next();
Val_rule rule = (Val_rule) entry.getValue();
Integer rID = (Integer) entry.getKey(); 
netOut += "node R " + r I D .toStr i n g ();
netOut += "\n{\n\tlabel=\" Rule R" + r I D .toString() + "\ 
netOut += "\n\tposition=(" + (++xpos*120) + " 4 0 0 ) ;\n"; 
netOut += "\tstates=(\"TRUE\" \"FALSE\");\n"; 
netOut += "\tHR_Desc = \ " " + rule.egn + ;\n}\n";
}
//Now to generate the nodes for the variables XI...Xn 
xpos=0;
for (int i=0;i<bSet.length;i++){ 
netOut += "node X" + (i+1);
netOut += "\n{\n\tlabel=\"Var. X" + (i+1) + "\";\n"; 
netOut += "\n\tposition=(" + (++xpos*130) + " 50);\ n " ; 
netOut += "\tstates=(\"TRUE\" \"FALSE\");\n}\n";
}
//Potential blocks create links between nodes 
//For var nodes all we need are the node names 
for (int i=0;i<bSet.length;i++){
netOut += “potential (X" + (i+1) + ")\n{\n}\n";
}
//Finally lets get the dependencies for the rules 
for (Iterator it=ruleMap.keySet().it e r a t o r ();it.hasNext();){ 
Integer rID = (Integer) i t . n e x t ();
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netOut += "potential (R" + r I D .t o S t r i n g () + " | ; 
int rIDVal=rID.intValue 0 - 1 ;  
for (int var=0;var<bSet.length;var++j{ 
if (bSet[var].get(rIDVal)){
netOut += "X" + (var+1) + " ";
} //endif 
} //endfor
netOut > =  ")\n{\n}\n";
}
//Generate the output now that i t ’s ready 
try{
PrintWriter outFile;
if (!outNetFile.e q u a l s ("")){
outFile = new PrintWriter(new BufferedWriter
(new FileWriter(new File(outNetFile))));
} else {
outFile = new PrintWriter(new BufferedWriter( 
new OutputStreamWriter(System.out)));
}
o u t File.print(netOut); 
o utFile.flush0  ; 
outFile.close 0  ;
} catch (lOException e) {
System.out.println("Error -- " + e.toString());
}
} //end genHuginNet
private void genXMLBIF(String outXMLFile){
//create the DTD first
DocType type = new D o c T y p e ("BIF");
String dtd = "<! ELEMENT BIF (NETWORK)*>\n";
dtd += "\ t < !ATTLIST BIF VERSION CDATA #REQUIRED>\n";
dtd += "<! ELEMENT NETWORK (NAME," +
"( PROPERTY | VARIABLE | DEFINITION )*)>\n"; 
dtd += "<!ELEMENT NAME (#PCDATA)>\n";
dtd += "<!ELEMENT VARIABLE (NAME, ( OUTCOME | PROPERTY )* )>\n"; 
dtd += "\t<!ATTLIST VARIABLE TYPE " +
" (nature|decision[utility) \"nature\">\n";
dtd + = "<!ELEMENT OUTCOME (#PCDATA)>\n";
dtd + = "<!ELEMENT DEFINITION ( FOR | GIVEN | TABLE | PROPERTY )* >\n'
dtd + = "<!ELEMENT FOR (#PCDATA)>\n";
dtd += " < ! ELEMENT GIVEN (#PCDATA)>\n";
dtd += "<!ELEMENT TABLE (#PCDATA)>\n";
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dtd += "<!ELEMENT PROPERTY {#PCDATA)>\n"; 
t y p e .setlnternalSubset(dtd);
//now the elements BIF first 
Element root = new E l e m e n t ("BIF"); 
r o o t .setAttribute("VERSION", "0.3“);
//then network
Element network=new E l e m e n t ("NETWORK"); 
root.addContent(network);
Element bbnName=new E l e m e n t ("NAME"); 
b b n N a m e .addContent("E aval"); 
network.addContent(bbnName);
//Now to loop through the rules to create rule VarBlocks 
int temp=0;
for (Iterator it=ruleMap.values().itera t o r (); it.hasNext(); ){ 
Val_rule rule = (Val_rule) i t . next ( ) ;
network.addContent (addVarBlock (makeLabel (rule . eqn) , ++temp, 100) )
}
//Now to generate the VarBlock for the variables XI...Xn 
temp=0;
for (int i=0;i<bSet.length;i++){
network.addContent(addVarBlock(("X"+i+l),++temp, 400));
}
//Now the definition for vars 
for (int i=0;i<bSet.length,-i++){
Element def=new E l e m e n t ("DEFINITION");
Element f=new E l e m e n t ("FOR"); 
f.addContent("X"+(i+1)); 
d e f .addContent(f }; 
network.addContent(def);
}
//Now to generate the Defs for the rules Rl...Rn
for (Iterator it=ruleMap.e n t r y S e t ().itera t o r (); it.hasNext(); ){
M a p .Entry entry = (Map.Entry ) i t .n e x t ();
Val_rule rule = (Val_rule) e n t r y .g e t V a l u e ();
Integer rID = (Integer) entry.getKey();
Element def=new E l e m e n t ("DEFINITION");
Element f=new E l e m e n t ("FOR");
f .addContent(makeLabel(rule.eqn));
d e f .addContent(f );
int rIDVal=rID.intValue()-1 ;
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int given s = 0 ;
for (int v a r = 0 ;v a r < b S e t .length;var + + ){ 
if (bSet[var].get(rIDVal)){
Element given=new E l e m e n t ("GIVEN"); 
given. addContent ( "X1 + (var+1)); 
d e f .addContent(given); 
giyens++;
}
} //end for var
Element table=new Element ("TABLE").;
StringBuffer tableValue=new StringBuffer(); 
for (int i=0;i<Math.pow(2,givens+l);i++){ 
tableValue.a p p e n d ("0.0 ");
} .
t a b l e .a d d Content(tableValue.toString()); 
def.addContent(table); 
network.addContent(def);
- }
Document doc = new Document(root, type); 
try {
XMLOutputter serial! zer=new XT-5L0utputter( " ", true, "US-ASCII") ;
//serializer.setl n d e n t (" ");
//serializer. setNewlines (true) ,- 
if (outXMLFile.e q u a l s ("")) {
serializer.output(doc,System.out);
} else {
serializer.output(doc,new PrintWriter(new BufferedWriter 
(new FileWriter(outXMLFile) )));
}
} catch (lOException e) {
System.err.println(e);
}
} //end genBIF
private Element addVarBlock(String nameVal, int x, int y ) {
/♦Create the var block :
♦ <VARIABLE TYPE="nature">
♦ <NAME>nameVal</NAME>
♦ < OUTCOME >T</OUTCOME >
♦ <0UTC0ME>F</0UTC0ME>
♦ <PROPERTY> position^(xx,yy) </PR0PERTY>
♦ </VARIABLE>
♦/
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Element var=new E l e m e n t ("VARIABLE"); 
v a r .s e t Attribute("TYPE", "nature"); ^
Element name=new E l e m e n t {"NAME"); 
name.addContent(nameVal); 
var.addContent(name);
Element outcomel=new E l e m e n t ("OUTCOME"); 
outcomel.addContent("T"); 
var.addContent(outcomel);
Element outcome2 =new E l e m e n t ("OUTCOME"); 
outcomes.addC o n t e n t {"F"); 
var.addContent(outcomes);
Element property=new E l e m e n t ("PROPERTY");
p roperty.a d d C o n t e n t ("position =<" + (50*x) + "," + y  +")"); 
v a r .addContent(property); 
return var?
} //end addVarBlock
private String makeLabel(String r ) {
StringBuffer lab=new StringBuffer(); 
int index=0?
while (index < r . l e n g t h ()){ 
switch (r.charAt(index)){
/*
case 1 ':
index++; 
break? 
case ’ {':
l a b .a p p e n d ("(_"); 
index++; 
break; 
case ') 1 :
l a b .a p p e n d ("_)"); 
index++; 
break; 
case 1>':
if (r.charAt(index+1)==' '){
l a b .a p p e n d ("_gt_");
} else if (r.charAt(index+1)=='='){ 
l a b .a p p e n d ("_ge_"); 
index++;
}
index++; 
break; 
case '< ' :
if (r.charAt(index+1)= = 1 '){
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l a b .a p p e n d ( ) ;
} else if (r.charAt(index+1)= = 1= ‘){ 
lab.append("_le_"); 
index++;
}
index++; 
break; 
case ' = 1 ;
index+=2;
l a b .a p p e n d ("_eq_"); 
break;
l a b .a p p e n d ( ) ;
index++;
break;
case '+':
l a b .a p p e n d ("_+_"); 
index++; 
b r e a k ;
*/
l a b . a p p e n d ; 
index++; 
b r e a k ; 
case 1< 1 :
lab.append!" &lt; "); 
index++; 
b r e a k ;
default :
l a b .append(r.charAt(index)); 
index++;
}
}
//Gr.prt(r + " " + lab.toString0 ) ;  
return lab.toString!);
} //end makeLabel
private boolean cmdLine(String []args){ 
boolean ok=true; 
if (args.length !=1){
G r . p r t ("Usage: CreateBBN configfile");
} else {
ReadConfig rc=new ReadConfig(args [0]);
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String xmlPath=rc.getString("xmlpath",""); 
if (xmlPath.length()>0) xmlPath+="\\"; 
fileCount=rc.getlnt("xmlcount",1}; 
xmlFile=new String[fileCount]; 
fitVal=new double[fileCount]; 
objVal=new double[fileCount];
//Note that file parameter is indexed from 1 
for (int i=0;i<fileCount;i + + ){
xmlFile[i]=xmlPath+rc.getString("xmlfile"+ (1+i), " ;  
Gr.prt("xmlfile="+xmlFile[i] ); 
fitVal[i]=rc.getDouble("fitness"+(1+i),0.Of); 
objVal[i]=rc.getDouble("obj ective" + (1+i),0.Of);
}
datFile=xmlPath+rc.getString("datafile",""); 
formatB3N=rc.getString("format","net"); 
sprFile=xmlPath+rc.getString("sprfile",""); 
outFile=xmlPath+rc.getString("BBNfile" , "")
}
if (xmlFile[0]==null) ok=false; 
return ok;
}
/*
private boolean xcmdLine(String [] arg s ) {
String argtext; 
boolean ok = true;
for (int i=0,n=args.length;i<n;i++){ . 
argtext=args [i] .toString(); 
if (argtext.startsWith("xf")){
setXMLFile(argtext.substring(2));
Gr.prt("XML input file: " + g e t X M L F i l e ());
}
if (argtext.startsWith("df")){
setDatFile(argtext.s ubstring(2));
Gr.prt("Data file: " + getDatFile!));
}
if ("xml".equalsIgnoreCase(argtext)){ 
s etFormatBBN("xml");
Gr.prt ("BBN output format: " + g e t F o r m a t B B N O ) ;
}
if ("net".equalsIgnoreCase(argtext)){ 
s etFormatBBN("net");
Gr.prt ("BBN output format: " + ge t F o r m a t B B N O ) ;
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if (argtext.startsWith(" sf")){
setSprFile(argtext.substring(2});
G r . p r t ("Spreadsheet output file: " + getSprFile()) ;
}
if (argtext. startsWith ( "of'')) {
setOutFile(argtext.s u b s t r i n g (2));
Gr.prt("BBN output file: " + getO u t F i l e ());
}
if (argtext.s t a rtsWith("fit")){
setFitVal(Double.parseDouble(argtext.substring(3))};
G r . p r t ("Minimum fitness value : " + g e t F i t V a l {));
}
if (argtext.s t a rtsWith("obj")){
setObjVal(Double.parseDouble(argtext.substring(3)));
. G r . p r t ("Minimum objective value : " + g e tObjVal());
}
if (argtext.s t a rtsWith("?") j[ ar g t e x t .startsWith("help")){ 
ok = false;
Gr.prt("Usage:");
G r . p r t ("xfFileName - XML file containing eaval rules"};
G r . p r t ("dfFileName - csv file of data for use in spreadsheet" 
" output f ile");
G r . p r t ("xml|net - XMLBIF or Hugin net format for BBN o u tput") 
G r . p r t ("ofFileName - name of BBN output file");
G r . p r t ("sfFileName - name for spreadsheet output of data"); 
G r . p r t ("fitO.nn - minimum fitness value in range [0,1]"); 
Gr.prtC'objO.nn - minimum objective value in range [0,1]") ,- 
G r .p r t ( " " ) ; .
}
} //end loop through command-line arguments 
if (getXMLFile()==null) ok=false; 
return ok;
} //end cmdLine
public static void main ( S t r i n g [] args) {
CreateBBN cBBN=new C r eateBBN(); 
boolean paramsOK=cBBN.cmdLine(args);
if (paramsOK){
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//Generate the BBN 
c B B N .g e n B B N ();
}
} // end main
}
package ea v a l ;
import java.util.* ;
import java.io.*;
/* DataSource class*/
public class DataSource{
private static int gL; // gL
double datM a t r i x [] [}; //container for data
private static int s S i z e ; //Sample size
int [] valCount ; //Count of values in data
b o o l e a n [] fullRow; //True if row is fully populated with data
b o o l e a n [] coverage ; //True if equation variables are populated
public DataSource{){ 
s e t G L {0); 
setSSize(0);
}
public DataSource'(final String fn, final boolean log){
s e t G L (0); 
setSSize(0);
getData(fn,log);
}
/* Get data from file */
public void g e t D a t a (final String fn, final boolean log){
boolean params = true ;
//Set up the file reader 
try {
File datfile =new File(fn); 
try {
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BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(new FileReader(datfile)); 
String line;
while(params && ((line = in.readLine()) != nul l ) ){
//if (log) Gr.prt(line);
if (line.startsWith("#Nvars") && (gL==0)){
gL=Integer.parselnt(line.s p l i t (",")[0].subst r i n g (7));
} else if (line.startsWith("#Sample") && (sSize==0)){
sSize=Integer.parselnt(line.s p l i t (",")[0].substring(8));
} else if (line.startsWith("#Echo")){ 
if (log) Gr.prt(line.substring(1));
} else if (line.startsWith("#Start")){ 
params = false;
}
}
// End process parameters
if (log) G r . p r t ("Sample size : " + sSize + "\tRows: "
//Create the data matrix 
datMatrix=new double[sSize] [gL] ;
fullRow=new boolean[sSize+1]; //ignore last val makes code easy 
coverage=new boolean[sSize] ;
.//initialise the count of values in data 
valCount=new int[gL+1]; //gL+1 contains total 
A r r a y s .fill(valCount,0);
if (log) G r . p r t ("Starting to read data...");
// Now to read the data from the file into the matrix 
int rowlndex=0; 
fullRow[rowlndex]=true;
while (((line = in.readLine()) != null)
&£c (row!ndex<sSize) ) {
//Gr.prt("Line " + rowlndex + " : "
S t r i n g [] row=line.split(",");
if (row.length<gL) break; //break for short lines 
for (int i = 0 ;i<gL;i++){
i f ((row[i].cha r A t (0)=='*')||(r o w [i ].c h a r A t (0)==’? ’)){ 
datMatrix[rowlndex][i]=Double.N a N ; 
fullRow[rowlndex]=false;
• } else {
valCount[i]++;
• valCount[gL]++;
datMatrix[rowlndex] [i]=Double.p a r s e D o u b l e (row [i]);
}
+ gL) ;
li n e ) ;
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)
rowIndex++;
fullRow[rowlndex]=true;
}
i n . c l o s e (); //close the file
if (log) Gr.prt("Ending read data...");
// End read data into matrix
if (log){
G r . p r t ("Value distribution from data: "); 
for (int i=0;i<gL+l;i++){
System.out.print(valCount[i] + " | " );
}
G r .p r t ("");
//Just print it for now 
for (int i = 0 ;i<sSize;i++ ) {
'System.out.print("Row " + i + " | ");
• for (int j=0;j<gL;j++){
System.out.print(datMatrix[i][j] + " j ");
}
G r . p r t (" | Full " + fullRow[i]);
}
}
)
catch (Exception ex) {
System.out.println("Error -- " + ex.toString 0 ) ;
}
}
catch (Exception ex) {
System.out.println("Error -- " + e x.toString());
}
} //end DataSource
public int g e t G L (){ 
return gL;
}
public void setGL(int g L ) {
DataSource. gL=gL
}
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public int g e t S S i z e (){ 
return sSi z e ;
public void setSSize(int sSize){ 
DataSource.sSize=sSize;
}
}
/* End of DataSource class */ 
package e a v a l ;
class LRUCache extends java.util.LinkedHashMap { 
public L R U C a c h e (int maxsize){
super(maxsize*4/3+l,0.75£,tru e ) ; 
this.maxsize=maxsize;
}
protected int maxsize;
protected boolean removeEldestEntry(){ 
return s i z e ()>maxsize;
}
final class Factors{
public d o u b l e [] facts;
Factors(final int x ) {
facts=new double[x];
}
Factors(final d o u b l e [] d ) {
facts=new double[d.length] ; 
facts=(double[])d . c lone();
}
}
public final class EvalCache{
LRUCache cache ;
EvalCache(final int m a x ) {
cache = new LRUCache(max);
}
final boolean hitCheck(final String k e y ) { 
return cache.containsKey(key);
}
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final void addToCache(final String key, final d o u b l e [] factors){ 
cache.put(key,new Factors(factors));
} •
final d o u b l e [] getFromCache(final String k e y ) {
Factors f ;
f= (Factors)cache.get(key); 
return (double[])f .fac t s .c l o n e ();
}
final void c l e a r (){ 
c a c h e .c l e a r ();
}
}
package eaval ,-
import java.util.regex.*;
public final class Gr{
private static final chart] ALPHA=
private G r (){
}
//print string
public final static void prt(final String s ) { 
System.out.printIn(s);
}
/* Print int array */
public final static void prt(final i n t [] i ) { 
for (int j=0;j<i.length;j++){
System.out.print("" + i[j] + " ");
}
System.out.println("\n");
}
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/ *  Print double array */
public final static void prt(final double [] i ) { 
for {int j = 0;j < i .length;j ++){
S ystem.out.print("" + i [j ] + " ");
}
System.out.println("\n");
}
/ *  •
//Print unique population
public final static void p r t U P o p (final G e n o m e [] P,
final "HashMap map, final int g e n ) {
HashMap cMap=(HashMap)map.c l o n e (); 
cMap.putAll(map);
G r . p r t ("Generation " + g e n ) ;
G r .p r t (" No.\tRule\t\t\t\t\tFitness\t\tObj ect ive\tSupport"); 
for (int i=0,n=P.length; i<n,-i++) {
//Integer c=(Integer)map.get(P[i].phenotype()); 
if (cMap.containsKey(P [i] .rule)){ 
prtlndividual(P[i],i ) ; 
c M a p .r e m o v e (P [i].r u l e );
}
}
}
//End print unique population 
* /
/* Formatted output of phenotype in RC spreadsheet format */
public final static String swapVarsForCols(final String g R u l e , int row) {
StringBuffer bBq=new S t ringBuffer();
S t r i n g [] bits=gRule.s p l i t (" "); 
int x; //get the col number 
for (int i = 0 ;i<bits.length;i++){ 
if (bits[i].charAt(0)= = ,X ' ){
x=Integer.parselnt(bits[i].su bstring(1)); 
do {
b E q .append(ALPHA[x>26 ? (x/26}-1 : x - 1 ] ); 
x-=26;
} while (x > 0); 
b E q . append(""+ r o w ) ;
} else {
bEq. append (bits, [i]+" ");
} //endif
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return bEq. t o S t r i n g {};
}
/* End formatted output */
public final static String ssOutput(final String gRule, int row) { 
//Extra processing to get booleans from (A > B) && (C>D)
//into A N D ((A>B), <C>D))
String sOut=swapVarsForCo1s(gRule, r o w ) ; 
if (sOut.indexOf ("&&")>0){
Pattern p = Pattern.compile("\\([A-Z>=<\\s0-9\\)]+"); 
Hatcher m  = p.matcher(sOut);
String x c l = " ";
boolean result = m . f i n d O  ;
if (result){
x c l + = " A N D ( "; 
while(result) {
//System.out.println("group : " + m . g r o u p ()); 
xcl += m . g r o u p ().t r i m () + ", "; 
result=m.find() ,-
}
x c l = x c l .subst r i n g (0,x c l .lastIndexOf(",")); 
xcl+=" )";
x c l = x c l .r e p laceAll("==","=");
}
return x c l ;
} else {
return s O u t ;
}
}
public static void main ( S t r i n g [] arg s ) {
prt(ssO u t p u t ("X3 > ( X5 - I n ( XI ) } ",!)),•
}
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